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See What Enemies Of Democracy Did n Montgomery -Pr Pap 2
Memphis Citizens:
FLAY CLEMENT'S OK OF BIAS
Pretty Young Woman Spurns White; Shot
*Flees Thru Field
To Escape Thug
MISS LOUISE TUGGLE
. . . Escapes Attack Sy White Man
attractive young Shelby county Woman who
*spurned the "pick-up" offer of a white man, suffered bul-
let 'wounds in two fingers when the rebuffed man pulled
a pistol to try to force her to ride with him.
One of the two shots fired at Miss Louise Tuggle, 21,
An
el 26111 Kimbrough in German-
town, pierced the little finger and
the one _next, to it on her left
hand after pasking through-e .poc-
ket in her coat.
Another bullet nicked the belt
she wore about her waist.
Both shots were fired at Miss
Tuggle when she started to run
after the man threatened to shoot
her if she did not get into the
car with him.
Deputies Evans and Hutchinson
investigated the incident. It took
place on Dogwood rd. Saturday a
week ago about 4:15 p.m.
As of this past week end Miss
111)huggle had not been asked bye Sheriff's office to identify any-
(An Editorial)
See WOMAN, page 2
Do Police Seek Thought Control?
The recent incident in Memphis in which a 
woman's
arm was broken during a verbal exchange with a 
police-
man has evoked widespread comment.
Much of the discussion revolves around the reasons
advanced by both the officers involved and the victim.
It seems that the crux of the
matter was the woman's use of from the
"Yes" instead of "Yes. Sir" in people?
talking to the policemen. The of- Memphis
!leers used the word "arrogance"
in describing her attitude.
On the other hand the police-
lien were accused of using vile
Mimes in addressing the wolnan,
and otherwise showing a bit of
"arrogance" on their part,
It is high time that the proper
officials point out to local offi-
cers that their job is to enforce
the law against violators of the
law. So far there has been no
public announcement of a law
bearing on "arrogance." Most of
the public has not been informed
of any local laws treating on
"thought control" and "attitude
enforcement." Such are gestapo
tactics which we abhor.
Too many people in humble cir-
cumstances, especially Negroes,
are subject to being shoved around
by police officers who wen.' their
taxes of ALL the
police officers, in
many instances, need instruction
from their superiors on the amount
and type of courtesy they should
extend to the public, black and
white. And most of all they ob-
viously need directives to the
point of regarding themselves as
public servants and not public ov-
erseers.
Law-abiding citizens of the Ne-
gro community here are already
questioning whether it is wise to
summon the police to make an
arrest. Some experiences have
taught them that the wrong team
of officers may be dispatched,
and upon arrival set themselves
up as judge and jury.
Such a condition may satisfy the
ego of a few, but it results in an
unhealthy situation eventually
which will certainly boomerang on
the entire cOmmunity.
Not escaping close scrutiny are
"authority" too arrogantly. No eit- , the local courts. The big question
izenship training course says a in the minds of many of our cit-
citizen has to say "Yes Sir" to izens here is: "Are the local
a policeman. Rich and influential 'courts guardians of the best inter-
citizens do not say it If this is lasts of the public, or of the en-
a democracy, where all men are 'trenched interests of the police?"
legally equal, why should anybody Any attempt to impose thought
be expected to do so to a public , control is a violation of the demo-
rant in such
 a capacity, paidicratic processes.
timated at $2.489,238. A Negro ed-
ucational center will dominate the
redeveloped area. In addition the
cleared land will be resold or leas-
ed for light industrial and com-
mercial purposes, with a small
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Plan New Hou.sing In 5 Areas
Will Bring Something New For Memphis
Comfort To
Many Here
The City of Memphis stands to-
day on the threshold of a great
reconstruction program — one,
which when finally realized, will
modernize and make substantial
much of that part .of the City
built during the first 80-odd years
of its existence.
The tools available to the City
for accomplishing this giant task
are contained in the Urban Re-
newal and Rehabilitation section
of the Federal Housing Acts of
1949 and 1954.
Through its City-Federal agen-
cy. the Memphis Housing Author-
ity, rapid steps will soon be tak-
en by the city to begin the phy-
sical work of redeveloping five
key areas of the "old city."
NEEDS FINAL NOD
Only a final nod from the Fed-
eral Government is needed b
the Housing Authority can begin Church Urfaear, 
one and it wax assumed no sr- 
acquiring property in the 40-acre
crisis had been made in connec- rges SupportRailroad Avenue project, where
tion with the slicoting:" 
about 75 per cent of the existing.
Miss Tuggle said she had been 
housing is substandard.
to get her hair done and was go- The gross project cost is p-
ing home when the car which the
young white man drove passed
her twice. She said she was in a
big curve nearing Kimbrough when
he stopped and asked her if she
wanted to ride.
"I told him no and he told me amount of private housing. Net
if I didn't get in his car he 
cost to the city will be $625.662.
would kill me." 
. with the Federal Government
She said the white man got otit bearing double that amount of the
of the car with a 
pistol in his. estimated write-off for the im.
provements. Georgia is on the
north, Mississippi on the west.
Railroad Avenue of the south and
Cleaborn Homes on the east, statement adopted last fall at the
in ACRES council's sixth annual meeting.
Second development fartherest It pointed out that "thousands
along is the Jackson Avenue Pro- of white and Negro children are
attending school together in the
U. S. for the first time with only
a few incidents taking niece."
The statement also reminded
churches that opposition leaders
to desegregation have openly stat-
ed proposals of legal control of
church schools in order to obtain
its ends.
Negroes
MEMPHIS' NEWEST COM-
MUNITY CENTER, a $40,000
recreational facility in Doug-
lass Community, was dedicat-
ed Sunday. Among local lead-
ject — an undertaking which will
cost an estimated $7,734,531 and
will take approximately $1,943,535
of city funds as a one-third share
of the net expense.
This project involves 115 acres,
occupied by 545 structures of
See HOUSING, page 2
Of High Court
The Tennessee Council of Chur-
ches has urged "Governor Clem-
ent, the state board of education,
the state legislature and local
school boards, to work together to
the end that the Tennessee school
system be brought into harmony
with the letter and spirit of the
U. S. Supreme Court decision
of May 17 1954."
A letter sent to members of the
legislature last week by C. T. Ba-
ker, jr.. executive secretary of the
council, reminded them of the
WELCOME
TO
noUGLASS COMMUNITY TIVI i'fl HI
RE•CRE• ATION DEPAR [MUNI
MEMPII/S- IPARk
era on hand for the deifies.
Hoe were Mayor Edmund Or-
gill, left, and Marion Hale, di-
rector of the recreation de-
pertinent. Oils Hattie Britten-
am, third from left, a a d
James Sw aaa e a gen, light sre
the directors for the new cen•
$40,000 Center
Officially Opens
A $40,000 community center built by the Memphis
Park Commission was dedicated in Douglass Community
Sunday afternoon. It is located at 1616 Ash at., near the
Douglass High school auditorium,
.Juvenile Judge Elizabeth McCain. main speaker for
the ceremonies, urged the resi-
dents of Douglass to make full use the minister said.
of their new recreational facility. Other program speakers includ-
"This is a place for the renew-
ed Miss Willa McWilliams, assist-
ing of body, spirit and outlook on ant secretary of the Bluff City and
life." Judge McCain said. Shelby county Council of Civic
"This first recreation center
clubs; Prof. .1. D. Springer, prin-
built for Negroes in Memphis
shows that goad things are hap-
pening in our city all the lime,"
Mayor Edmund Orgill told the
audience.
Rev. Alexander Gladney, presi-
dent of the area civic club and
general chairman for the event,
warned community residents they
must "not become complacent."
"We must work harder, contin-
uing to build our comunity in
developing better boys and girls,"
cipal of Douglass High and Mar-
ion Hale, director of the Mem-
phis recreation department.
Mr. Hale advised other Negro
civic leaders at the ceremonies:
"Don't sit on your hands. If you
went a center like this, get busy
and put the pressure on. You'll
have the support of those of us
who want better recreational fa-
cilities for all the people of Mem-
phis."
Spearhead YM Membership Drive
SPARK YMCA DRIVE —The
five leaders shown have been
selected to spark the annual
Membership Enrollment cam•
paten of the Abe Scharff
Branch YMCA. From left to
right are. Prof. F. M. Camp-
bell, principal of Melrose High
school, who will serve as a
section leader; J. L. Nelson,
manager of Foote Homes
Housing project, a section
leader: I,. Ilex Wilson, edi-
tor of the Tri.State Defender,
chairman of the campaign.
and D . M. Roulhac, co-
chairman of the drive. Lewis
0. Swingler is executive sec-
retary of the YMCA branch
and Prof. Blair T. Hunt is
chairman of the board of
stike. .
management. Dunbar Reed,
associate secretary of the
Southern Area Council, y. M.
C. A., is already in the city
giving expert guidance to the
campaign and developing in-
tense enthusiasm. The kick-
off meeting will be held Fri-
daw evening Jan. 25 at the
YMCA. The goal set is $0.210.
In a joist statement, the lead.
efts said: "We call upon the
cit1rens of our city to five
their full cooperation in help-
ing us to reach this goal, ill
order that our young people
will have a well - rounded
facility in the Scharff YMCA
for aiding their development
icto worthy citizens of this
community."
her. timeline Judge Elisabeth
McCain (not seen) was prin-
cipal speaker for the dedica-
tion. (Wither% Photo)
DR. JAMES S. RYAS, bark from
a two-year tour of duly with the
U. S. Army medical corps, has
been In his office at 317 N. Main
since Jan. Is. Before his dis-
charge on Jan. 3. Major Ryas sec-
ved as assistant chief of medidne
and chief of out-patient serv Ire at
the t . S. Army hospital 1301, Ft
Monmouth, N. J. Mrs. Ilya% and
their two children. James, 12 Ind
Mae. 9, will remain in New Jer-
sey until the close of the current
school term.
Plan Appeal
On Memphis
State Ruling
CINCINNATI, Ohio. — The
United States Court of Appeals for
the sixth district here Monday re-
versed as 'discriminatory" the
Memphis federal court decision
providing a plan for gradual in-
tegration of Memphis Tenn. State
college.
In a split decision, Judges
Charles Simons and Florence
Allen held that "although the rec-
ord shows the physical facilities
of Memphis State college would
he inadequate if the student body
in the undergraduate school were
radically increased, the board
(state board of education) is not
authorized to establish limitations
based upon race or celor.
In his minority opinion. George
Shakleford Miller, jr., of Louis-
ville, said the Supreme Court de-
cision held that problems in im-
plementing its integration decision
were to be worked oil at the
local level, and that the gradual
Sea APPEAL, page 3
Praise Part
Of Address
•By Governor
Negro Alemphians thought a lot
more of the speech Gov. Frank
Clement used to introduce h i
five-point plan on school desegre-
gation than they did of the pro-
posals themselves, a Tri-Sta*.c De-
fender sampling of opinion indi-
cates.
:lov. Clement's five-point plan,
  key of which is a pupil assign-
, fluent power, was presented be-
fore the 80th Ceneral Assembly
last Wednesday in a lengthy ad-
dress in which the Governor set
forth some interesting views on
the Negro and his desires.
I THE VIEWS
This is how comments ran
on the address:
Madam Gold S. M. Voting, a
leader among local beauticians—
"The part of the address which
I heard I thought very good."
William (Bill) Weathers, exalt-
ed ruler, local Elks, saw it thil
way—
didn't come out quite as
favorably as I had hoped lua
would, howeve!, compared to the
actions and statenients of other
Southern governors, his address
was in a class by itself."
Mrs. Rosa Whitson, grand wor-
thy matron, Order of the East-
ern Star (Prince Hall affiliation).
DIDN'T APPROVE ALL
-There were parts that I liked.
People do have different opiniona
and some of the things he suggest.
ed I didn't go along with. I don't
think we need some of the things
he suggested.
"We (the OFS) are very muck
concerned with education in *vs
ery way and we would like to see
our boys and girls have every
possible educational opportonity."
James T. Walker. labor leader—
"I regret very much that Goy.
Clement did not make his pre.
posals in line with his intro-
duction remarks wherein he
pointed out the Negro's contri-
butions and desires,
"But realizing lb. Governor
Is a politician, I'm sure he took
into account the Negro's vote
In the GOP column, thereby re-
futing the party he represents.
They soled contrary to his par-
ty despite the fact he stuck his
neck on the political chopping
block to protect Negro chil-
dren by sending troops to Clin-
ton."
.leage Turner, cashier, Tri-State
Bank of Memphis--
"I think it unfortunate that
our Governor has seen fit to
rec.onmend that our state al-
tempt to circumvent the Su-
preme Court decisions on schoo(
desegregation.
"In my opinion his recom-
mendations, particularly items
two and four, are as dangerous
to us in our fight for integre-
lion as actions taken by any
other Southern state."
Charles Fields, president of the
Junior chamber of Commerce—
"Gov. Clement seemed to be fir
the law as interpreted by the SO-
pre-me Court but on the other
hand he appeared to also be for
maintaining the status quo of the
traditional Southern way."
TRYING TO SIDETRACK
Mrs. Ethel Venson, Jubileet
rector, Cotton-Makers Jubilee —
"I just think he's trying to side-
track the Supreme Court decis-
ion, I don't see how hi can justify
his decisions."
Rev. W. L. Varnado, minister
Jackson Avenue Baptist chorch—
"I don't think much of the ad-
dress, f think all the recommen-
• dations were very bad. I heard
all of it. He said some good things
but he spoiled it when he got down
to the recommendations. On the
whole, for is, it was pretty bad."
The Ministers and Citizens
League said—
"The proposed bills before the
Tennessee State Legislature will
not in any way abate the pas-
sionate desire of Negroes to oh.
lain full. first-class citizenship.
The only way to outlaw lawsuits
is to outlaw courts."
The recommendations that Go?.
Clement made follow:
(I) An act empowering !he of-
ficials of our local school systems
to provide separate schools for
white and Negro children whose
parents or guardians voluntarily
elect for their children to attend
school with members of their own
race.
(2) An act bestowing upon Vie
boards of education of each local
school system the full power to
See CLEMENTS, page 2
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Bomb 4 Ala. Churches; Urge Ike To
1 ENEMIES OF DEMOCRACY,ler a violent and desperate out.burst against the due processi 0 law, last week bombed four
Neer* churches and (we
homes in Montgomery, Ala.,
where bus segregation h a a
been , declared unconstitution.
Tri-State:
News In Nutshell
Boy, 17, Faces Death Penalty
John Henry Owens, 17, of 463
Wicks, faces trial on a first de-
gree murder charge, which carries
a possible death penalty, follow.
tog his indictment last week by
the Shelby County , Grand Jury.
The boy is accused of ambushing
Case Of Missi
and fatally wounded with a shot-
gun, Edward Earl Kennedy, 22,
of 478 Williams, who he said had
continually bullied and beat him.
He said he meant to shoot Ken-
nedy in the legs.
ssippi Justice
LAUREL, Miss. — Dist. Atty.!
• Grover Doggett last week said he
will notify Gov. J. P. Coleman
that he now believes 32-year-old
Ghelder Lang, whom he prosecut-
New Experience
ed for the assault of a young white
housewife is innocent. Twn years
ago Lang was given a life sen-
tence, and is now serving it.
With Local Police
Mrs. Bosh e Lee Clark, 32, of
1991 Swift. had a new experience
With Memphis policemen last
Week. Patrolman J a mils D.
Hamby and his partner, R. E.
SeWyer, presided at the birth of
Mrs. Clark's baby, when an am-
Indict Hit-Run
Oscar Ellis, 45, of 907 S. Wel-
lington, has been indicted by the
Shelby County jury on three
charges in connection with a traf-
fic fatality.. .murder in the sec-
Soldier Gets Him
' Pvt. Charles S. Nabors, 29, of
Itunford Tenn. was held f o r
Grand Jury action in Shelby Coun-
ty on his not guilty plea to pub-
lic disturbance on a public con-
veyance and to assault and bat-
tery. He also was fined 550 each
on charges of drunkenness and
' butane, was too king arriving to
take the expectant mother to the
hospital. The child was delivered
in the mother's car on E. Crump.
Mother and child were reported
doing nicely.
Slayer Or Child
ond degree, drunk driving and
leaving the 1CPSIE. Ellis' car struck
and killed 8-year-old Mary Noble
Jeffries on Dee. 29.
self In Trouble
es stated Nabors had boarded a
Greyhound bus, found a seat and
put his arm against a yoong white
girl. He denied being drunk, say-
ing he had only one bottle of beer
before boarding the Birmingham -
bound bus. He was reporting back
to duty after a furlough. he tes-
disturbing the peace. Bond of $540 tified.
was set on each charge Witness-
Returns To Get His Punishment
Punishment of 20 years and a
day in the penitentiary was fixel
by a Criminal Court Jury la st
week, which found Warner Lee
Johnson of Olive Branch, Miss.,
guilty of first degree murder. John-
son, 29, pleaded self defense in
the pistol slaying last April 28
of King Hardin of Olive Broch.
' The shooting occurred in Elliott's
Cafe near the Mississippi State
I Line on Highway 78. Johnson only
recently returned to Mississippi
from Chicago, where he hod fled
ahortly after the slaying. He said
he returned "to he a free man
. and clear my name.'
Woman Appeal
(Continued from page 1) (Continued from page one)
hand and she started to run. He
shot twice, grazing her belt once
and shooting thru her coat hitting
her fingers the other time.
!Hiss Tuggle described the man
'as around 25, about 5' 11." weigh-
ing around P55 pounds and wear-
ing blue-gray pants, brown and
' green jacket and a brown cap.
Miss Tuggle cut across a field
end ran to her home.
Meanwhile, the white man turn-
ed on Kimbrough and drove up
past her home before he turn-
ed around and drove out of the
area. A number of the people on
Kimbrough saw the car hut did
not realize what the man had done
until Miss Tuggle told them about
her terrifying experience.
The car was believed to be a
light green 1953 Plymouth. Miso
Tuggle said tt bore a Tennessee
license plate.
Her mother, Mrs. Willie Tug-
gle, a widow, said,she saw the
car but paid no particular atten-
tion to it. It had turned around
and driven off before her daugh-
ter came running home in pain
to tell what had happened.
Miss Ttu4gle is being treated at
John Gaston hospital. •
A former student at the Ger-
mantown High school, Miss Tug- Bagasse, the waste from crush-
Ile works for the Joe Marrelles ed sugar cane, is processed into
egg White Station. ;paper a n d corrugated board in
, The Tuggles live in a small l Peru,
plan proposed by MSC president
Jack Smith presented a "greater
possibility of eventual complste
acceptance of the situation by
member, of both races."
Tennessee Attorney General
George F. McCanless said he
hadn't had time to review the de-
cision as yet, but that "undosibt•
edly we will take it to Washing-
ton."
al. The FBI launched an in-
vestigation into the bombings,
which included (from left) de-
struction of car port and dam.
age to home of Rev. Ralph
D. Abernathy, a leader in the
bus integration fight; exten-
sive damage to the Mt. Olive
Baptist church, scene of meet-
ings of Negro leaders; almost
complete demolition of t h •
Bell Street Baptist church. At
Bomb 4 Alabama Churches;
Urge Eisenhower To Act
MONTGOMERY, Ala. — Six dynamite explosions
damaged four Negro churches and the homes of two mi-
nisters in Montgomery. Ala., last week, as Negro church-
men in Atlanta pushed • "religious war" against bus
segregat on.
The home of the Rev. Ralph
Abernathy, Negro leader in a
year-long Montgomery boycott
against bus segregation in Mont- ,
gomery. was heavily damaged in
the series of tombings early
Thursday morning.
Montgomery police said there
were no reports of injuries in the
bombings in the Alabama capi-
tal city, where a bus desegrega-
tion movement which since h a a
spread to other major southern
cities first began more than a year
ago.
The Rev. Abernathy is one of
some 50 Negro leaders from
throughout the South in Atlanta
last week for an area-wide strat-
egy meeting to expand the cam-
paign against ''jim crow" seating
practices in the South. His wife
and child, sleeping In a back bed-
room, were terrified by the early ,
morning blast, but escaped injury.
Police who investigated said
"the front of the house was torn
up considerably and also damag-
ed inside."
There were no witnesses in the
attack on the minister's home, or
in any of the other Montgomery
explosions, police said.
FOC, CHURCHES
Aleo hit were four churches, two
of which had been used for Negro
mass-meetings during the Negro
population's year - long boycott,
and the home of the Rev. Robert
Greets, a white minister of the
all-Negro Trinity Lutheran church.
The Montgomery City Commis-
sion declared a state of emergen-
cy in the wake of the bombings,
added 20 policemen. and Safety
Commissioner Clyde Sellers st m-
moned a citirens auxiliary police
force to duty.
Mayor W. A. Gayle, after an
emergency meeting of the cit y
commission, urged parents to keep
all teenagers home after mid-
night, and "know the whereaboots
of the kids at all times.
LEADER FIRM
The emergency measures f o
lowed in the wake of the dyna-
mite-bombings this morning dt
four Negro churches and t h e
homes of two ministers who tea
a move for an end to segrega-
tion on city buses.
The Rev. Ralph Abernathy,
whose home was bombed, said the
wave of violence would not end
the quest for freedom by Mont-
gomery Negroes.
'They may destroy our church-
es, destroy oor homes," he said,
"but there are two things they
will never destroy — that's our
faith in God, and our desire for
freedom."
frame house on Kimbrough and
farm 14 acres they rent from John
F. Kimbrough The family has re-
sided in the area la years.
Miss Tuggle told the Tri-State
Defender Sunday that she could
identify the white man if he is
ever apprehended. She stated that
she. had never been approached
by the man before.
"I don't usually walk home. but
I thought I was quite safe since
it was still not dark. Hereafter.
I won't take ; ny chances."
The young woman's mother stat-
ed that sentiment in the commu-
nity among a bite and Negro was
against the man who attempted
the attack. She denied any knowl-
edge of who the assailant could
be.
• • •
In Atlanta, Negro leadet's from
29 Southern communities called
on President Eisenhower to visit
the South to urge acceptance of
the Supreme court decisions on
segregation.
PLEA TO IKF.
Leaders who mapped plans for
a Southwide non-violent program
te end racial segregation on bus-
es celled on the President to per-
sonally move into the South "to
defend American citirene unjustly
and brutally attacked at home."
"Extreme violence continues to
be directed toward Negro people
in the South who merely seek
rights guaranteed every American
citizen by the U. S. Constitution."
the steering committee of four
southern ministers told the Presi-
dent. Their letter added;
"Negroes, who seek to vote, are
driven from their lands in Mis-
sissippi on threat of death. In Ten-
nessee, Negro children have been
attacked. In Florida stoning and
cross-burning are used to obstruct
justice, Negro leaders are threat-
ened.
"In Alabama, Christian church-
ee litreally have been destroyed
by dynamite and TNT. Numerous
individuals including women, have
been beaten on the streets. The
homes of Negro and white lead-
ers have been bombed." sae
TEN STATES
The Negro leaders who tat m e
from 10 Southern states pointed
out that the maintenance law
and order in the nation ",finally
rests squarely on the executive
branch of the government — di-
rectly on the President:
"But beyond your constitution-
al power, as president, you pos-
sess and can wield an immense
moral power," the leaders wrote ,
the President.
They urged the President "to
point out to the people of 1 h e
South the moral nature of the
problem faced at home and
abroad by the unsolved civil rights
issues and the violent racial dis-
order that will arise again and
again until these issues are lolv•
ed'
The appeal to the President WHS
suggested by Mrs. Eleanor Roose-
velt, wife of the late President,
who wired the Rev, Martin Luther
King, jr., in connection with the
bombing of Negro churches in
Montgomery, the first city in the
South to end bus segregation un-
der a federal court order.
ROOSEVELT PLEA • .
Mrs. Roeseselt said:
"Deeply distressed by violence
which has occurred. Would tug.'
gest appeal to the President since
this is Supreme Court older."
The group added an appeal to
Attorney General Herbert Brown.
ell for a conference at the earli-
est possible date to discuss recent
action, in the South including
what they called "attempts of lo-
cal officials to use the public au-
thority. including arrest powers.
to subvert the clear mandates of
the court."
Brownell has stated previously
that discrimination against b u s
passengers on account of race is
"a crime against the United
States." Referring to that' the
group asked for a clarification of
the federal government's position
in the segregation dispute "to the
end that justice might prevail and
that the supreme law of the land
shall be upheld."
NO TIMETABLE
The group, called together by
ministers who had led moves to
break the race barrier un Muse,
in Montgomery Birmingham and
Tallahassee, decided on no South-
wide time-table for similar moves
in other cities. The Rev. K ing
said, however, that he does not
believe it will take more than
three years to accomplish com-
plete integration in the field of
transportation.
Success in one area, he said,
eases the task in other cities. He
added that integration largely'
must be accomplished outside leg-
islative halls, and declared:
"If we can develop the proper
local spirit, it is hoped we won't
even have to go into local courts.
If we have to go to court, how-
ever, we will."
COURSE or ACTION
The Rev, C. K. Steele, of Tal-
lahassee, said that the sense of
the group WAS that where court
action appeared necessary, the
most expedient procedure would
be to seek declaratory judgments
in the federal court, such as was
done in Miami.
The Negro leaders derided on a
permanent organization and nlan-
ned another meeting "soon" prob-
ably to be held in 'New Or- ,
leans. A local group currently is
planning a bus desegregation
move in the Louisiara city.
"The Conference on Transporta-
tion and Non-Violent Integration,"
as the group calls itself, issued
a call to all Negroes "to assert
their human dignity." It added:
"We ask them to seek justice
and reject all injustice, especially
that in themselves. We pray that
they will refuse further coepera-
lion with the evil element which
invites them to collide against
themselves in return for bits of
patronage. We know that such an
assertion may cause them perse-
cation; yet no matter how great
the obstacles and suffering, we
urge all Negroes to reject segre-
tio "
Spokesmen for the group stress-
ed that all its programs will em-
phasize non violence.
Each community will decide on
it, own specific course of ac-
t'cn with local conditi
mining how and when desegrega-
tion moves will come.
Leaders of the conference —
ministers M. L. King, jr., of Mont-
gomery: F. L. Shuttlesworth, of
Birmingham; C. K. Steele of Tal
lahassee. and T. J. Jemison, of
Baton Rouge 
- suggested
reel prosecution by the U. S.
Justice department might be ap-
propriate, in view of bombings
in Montgomery. and arrests of bus
riders in Birmingham and At-
lanta.
The four — all leading integra-
tion movements in their cities—
reminded Atty. Gen. Her beet
Brownell of an earlier promise
to prosecute anyone who would
aid transit systems in maintaining
segregation. They asked for a con-
ference for "clarification" of this
stand in the light of recent south-
ern incidents.
"The questior before the na-
tion," the group told the Prexi•
dent. "is no longer whether there
shall be segregation or integration.
but rather, whether there shall be
anarchy of law."
Ct
extreme right. Montgomery
Police officers C. L. King and
A. E. Bland engage in the tic-
klish task of defusing a bomb
which had been places at the
home of another Negro church
leader. Violence failed to halt
drive for bus desegregation.
One pastor, surveying t Is •
wreckage of his church struc-
ture, said: ''VIell, we win
surely have to build now."
Housing
(Continued from Page 1)
which nearly 80 per cent are sub-
standard. Auction and North Park-
way are on the north. Winchester
and Alabama on the south: North
Second on the west; and High,
Winchester Park and Manassas
on the east.
A galaxy of redevelopment pos-
sibilities include rights-of-way
for major highways; St. Joseph
and St. Jude hospital develop-
ment; a new city school and play-
ground; park areas; a motel site;
high rise apartment and gar-
den-type private housing areas'
sites.
OLD FORT PICKERING
A wholesale clean-up of the old
Fort Pickering area is promised
in the proposed Riverview Projet
for which planning funds have
light industry sites, and substan-
tial commercial development
been requested. It involves 123.5
in the proposed Riverview Project.
of which 70 per cent are substan-
dard.
Ashburn Park is on the north;
Riverside dr. and Pennsylvania on
the east; Frisco Railroad and Wis-
consin on the south, and River-
side blvd. and the Mississippi Riv-
er on the west. The area lends
itself to redevelopment for hous-
ing, industry and commercial us-
ages in varying degrees.
The Court Avenue Project, for
which planning funds will he ask-
ed, is approximately 238 acres
bounded by Alabama, Exchange
and Winchester on the north;
North Orleans on the east; Mad-
ison on the south, and Third with
a jog on Adams to Main on the
west.
70 PER CENT SUBSTANDARD
In this area, which includes
many sound and substantial build-
ings needing no improve/bents,
there are 610 structures of which
70 per cent are substandard. Spot
clearance appears feasible, with
redevelopment possibilities includ-
ing new parking areas and ga-
rages, modern commercial estab-
lishments, public buildings and
residential structures. Street im-
provements and removal of the
Southern Railroad Yards are like-
ly improvements.
The fifth project is the Medi-
cal Center area with Poplar and
Madison on the north; South Paul-
ine and South Camilla on the
east; Union and Marshall on the
south; and North Orleans on the
west.
The 149 acres in this area in-
clude 398 structures of which 8.5
per cent are substandard or de-
teriorated. An application for plan-
ning funds is in the making.
ORDERLY EXPANSION
Redevelopment envisioned al-
lows for the orderly expansion of
the city's great Medical Center
OPEN FIRST TIME HERE
MADAM DAY
Your
PAST — PRESENT — FUTURE
Are You Sick? Are You In Trouble?
No matter what your trouble is I will help you FREE!
GUARANT110 LUCKY CHARM
Bring in a copy of this ad.
$5.00 RIADING 91.00
3 092 Highway SI N. in   Ride Millington Bus
Phone Itt.wood 7-9 I 1S
IRONS REPAIRED
TOASTERS _ LAMPS
VACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
ALSO—
REBUILT VACUUM $ 95
CLEANERS up
APPLIANCES, INC
760 Union - IA. 7-2631
2268 Park Ave.-FA. 3-8507
Omen Nights Row Parkhru
Clements
(Continued front page 1)
place. assign and transfer the pu-
pils within the jurisdiction.
(3) An amendment to the pres-
ent statute authorizing the trans-
fer of pupils from one school sys-
tem to another. The purpose of
this amendment is to clarify and
strengthen the powers of the lo-
cal boards in this regard.
(4) An act authorizing boards
of education to establish, maintain
and operate schools jointly. The
local officials will have the same
powers with respect to pupils
including the University of Ten-
nessee Medical Units, City Hos-
pitals, and other private and pub-
lic hospitals and clinics. Ample'
reservations would be made for
those commercial enterprises
which support a medical center.
Office and residential buildings
would be included
Street and drainage improve-
ments are desirable. Removal
of the baseball park will be con-
sidered.
Besides the five redevelop.
meet projects in various stages
of planning and consideration,
the Housing Authority has two
additional public housing desel-
opments on the planning
boards. Both are scheduled for
the beginning of construction
early next year. Both are for
Negroes.
NORTH MEMPHIS
One includes 18 acres in North
Memphie, bounded by Marble on
the north: Manassas on the east;
Wort ham and parallel property
lines on the south, and Tully on
the west. To be cleared from the
site are 177 units of Negro housing
of which 70 per cent is substan-
lard. In their place will rise 280
units of public housing at an es-
timated cost of S4.316,076.
The other project is on nearly
23 acres bounded by E. H. Crump
blvd on the north; Willoughby
and Mason on the east; 5IcEwen
Road and Topton pl. on the
south, and Latham on the west.
On the area are 353 structures
of which 80 per cent are substan-
dard. New public housing will in-
clude 318 units costing approxi-
mately $5,101,778.
and teachers in such schools am
iisnotihoenr. -tschools within their jurdic a:
(5) An act to amend the pres-
ent statute dealing with the trans-
portation of school children. The
purpose of this act is to make
this statute conform to the pros
gram herein outlined.
SOME UNLAWFUL
These proposals came near the
end of the Governor's address.
Some have already been labeled
unconstitutional by observers.
Hours after his address Feder-
al District Judge Walter E. Hoff-
man ruled that a pupil placement-
assignment provision in Virginia
titGuetirena(l7.lement later
wsaaHisclo,wu::'07neur;plan is the Tennessee
plan and not any other state's plan
— and we propose to follow it
through until it is ruled invalid
and I don't believe that will hap-
pen."
The vast difference Negroes
found in the Governor's address
and his proposals came in such
statements as the following:
"But in our recognition of the
existence of different h a c
grounds for while and Negro,
we must not overlook the fact ,R
that the Negro is equal to this
white in the eyes of the law and
in the sight of God,
"He is an American citizen,
even as the white.
"He pays taxes, even as the
white.
"He serves in our armed forces
in defense of our country, even
as the white.
"He is entitled to equality of
opportunity*.
"When the Negro reads the Dec-
laration of Independence. when he
hears our leaders speak of the
rights of man, he knows that he
is a man, he knows that he is
an American. and he will never
be content to be treated as any-
thing less.
DIDN'T EXPECT
"Whether We like it or not. the
Negro will never willingly keep,
an assisned piece in society' ii" 
thatplace is set in shame and -
degradation."
Having heard these remarks
I from Gov. Clement, Negro listen-
ers apparently expected less di-
rect effort to circumvent the
high court's decisions.
NOW 5000 WATTS NOW 5000 WATTS
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Gov. Clement Cornered, Yields
status. Through the years this evil El
with his arms. It was not neces- just. That's why currently it is
nary, we feel. The highest court difficult to project enlightenment
in our land has pointed the way. into the mental processes of die-
What more need be than honestly hard reactionaris. It's somewhat
follow it?
But our governor was finally cor-
nered — and he certainly has run child. He'll continue unless trage-
a good race — and pressured into dy befalls or until the lesser or
a position, which we somehow feel greater arm of the law demon.
he does not relish. Unfortunate it strates he is trampling on the
is for this state that his position secred rights of others.
ls opposed to the law of the land The greater arm of the law has
as interpreted by the U. S. Su- given minorities seeking full free-
preme Court. dom a lever and the upheaval is
All went well as Gov. Clement underway. The violence, by and
talked until he came to the five large will not come from them,
specific acts he recommended the but from the opposition, many of
legislature pass to "preserve and whom can only see right in terms
promote harmonious relations be- of the color white.
tween the races." There he ripped So, we are not surprised but
It with many of the thinking peo- a bit disappointed that Gov. Cle-
ple of this state. The substance ment who claims to be a true and
of the proposals point not toward stalwart Christian. who seldom
progress in race relations a n d misses a chance in a public ap-
Christian brotherhood, but toward pearance to call on the Almighty,
circumventing compliance with es- didn't exercise more of the cour-
tablished legal precedent. ageous Christ-like spirit, more of
We don't go along with the the- the fortitude of the early perse-
ory that the majority should be cuted Christians, in the segrega-
given what it wants when the de- tion proposals he presented to the
sire is to keep a minority shackled state assembly.
It is quite a well known fact in second-class citizenship. Free-
that one cannot serve Mammon dons is just as precious to the
and God too. The principle there- 'Negroes of the South as to the
in is applicable to the action of Hungarians fleeing to this coun-
our Gov. Frank Clement in the try from the lash of the Corn-
Tennessee General Assembly last rnunists.
week. Why should tax-paying Negroes
Despite the gravity of the scene be denied the right to go to the
in the Assembly and the trouble school of their choice; attend the
beset desegregation movement. ' zoo any day it is open:. study in
there bobbed up a note of humor any public library; njoy golf on
about CIement's verbal flailing in any public library; enjoy golf on
has address to the body, ever there is a vacant seat on
One was inclined to think as any mode of public transporta-
one listened to hill address; Here lion?
is a man adroit in evasions,
shrewd and resourceful in ad lib-
bing generalities and pious plati-
tudes, who is and has been as
busy as a cat on a sizzling hot
roof trying to embrace a huge oak was accepted as right, fair and
Why
1
 not? Because during the
local laws were enacted to hold New Beauticians IJnit,Reconstruction vicious, so - called ''T
our people in a semi-emancipated
ANSWERING THE R 0 L L
CALL at the initial session of
the newly formed Tennessee
Progressive Beauticians Asso-
ciation Charter No. 85 were
the above beauticians. Seated
from left are Mrs. Gold S.
Morgan Young, Mrs. Ann Tor-
roll, Miss Wiflie V. Taylor, of
Brownsville, Tenn.; Mrs. Mar-
garet Pembroke. president;
Mrs. Parthenla Bell, founder-
supervisor; and Mrs. Willie
Mae Ward. Standing, same or-
der: Mesdames Olivia Mosby,
Gladis Thomas, Rosa I, e e
Ivy, Florence McGinnis, Win-
Me Duren, Vasser Lee Hodg-
es and Amends Webster.
like a father who has developed
a habit of abusing his wife and
'Iron Curtain' On TV In Mistissippi?
' Mirth
-provoking because of the TV stations to show such pro-
ridiculous assumption is the pro-
posal last week of Rep. Ralph
Herrin, of Collins, Miss. The gen-
grams.
Here's a proposal for an Iron
Curtain in America. , Mississip-
pi, which claims its is "T h e
tleman promises to introduce leg- Most Lied About State in The Un-
'station in Mississippi State leg- ion." Seems to us it is aiding and
islature which would prevent "TV abetting such We are not a spec-
stations from showing integrated ulator, but if so we wouldn't ad-
programs day and night." vance one red copper that Legis-
Said he: "We are almost bank- lator Herrin wouldn't get his bill
rupting the state to preserve seg- enacted as law, thereby depriving
rogation and give Negroes equal those of his own race of good tele-
education opportunities," yet allow vision entertainment.
• Name Late
To Mag's H
•
Fisk Prexy
all Of Fame
The late Dr. Charles S. John-
son, first Negro president of Fisk I
university in Nashville, Tenn.,
becomes the second person elect- I
ed to the Ebony Hall of Fame by
Ebony readers, announces the
magazine in its February issue.
Dr. Johnson, who takes his place
alongside 11 other great American
Negroes in the gallery, located in
Ebony's Chicago home office re-
ceived 45 percent of the total vote
cast.
INTERPRETED PEOPLE
Understanding people and inter-
preting them to each other w a s
o n e of Charles Johnson's unique
talents. Insatiably curious, h i s
mind brimmed over with e h a
lenging questions about human
beings. To find some of the an-
sworn, he became a sociologist,
earning a B.A. with honors at
Virginia Union university and a
Ph.B. from the University of Chi-
cago. He never got around to
Ph.D., but was awarded honor.
cry doctorates by Howard, Co-
lumbia, Harvard, the University
of Glasgow in Scotland, and Vir-
ginia Union.
The observation which he made
about mankind and its institutions
and problems now fill 18 books.
One of them, "The Negro In Chi-
cago", is considered a "1 a n d-
mark" in socialiesearch.
PRESIDENTIAL COMMLSSIONS
At Fisk university, Dr. Johnson
headed the department V social
sciences from 1928 until 194e when
he was named president. During
his 10 years as president, Fisk's
endowment rose by $1/2 million.
New buildings were erected. The
institution was recognized by Phi
Beta Kappa and the Rhodes Schol-
arship Fund.
Dr. Johnson served on presi-
dential eommissiones under Hoo-
ver. Roosevelt, Truman and Eis-
enhower. He was also a director
of the Julius Rosenwald Fund. Ile
died in October, 1956.
ects, Dates Meeting
Tennessee Progressive Beautici-
an Assnciation charter, No. 85,
was organized here on Dec. 16 by
Mrs. Parthema Bell at the home
of Mrs. Florence McGinnis, of 701
S. Wellington.
Officers elected were: •
Mrs. Margaret Pembroke, pres-
ident; Miss Willie V. Taylor, of
Brownsville, Tenn., first vice pres-
!dent; Mrs. Ann Turret', record-
ing secretary; Mrs. Willie Mae
Ward, financial secretary; Mrs.
Florence McGinnis, treasurer.
Mrs. Parthenia Bell, supervisor -
organizer; Mrs. Gold S. Morgan
Young, chairman of board of di-
nessee, parliamentarian; Mrs. Ro-
sie Lee Moton, of Brownsville.
Tenn., historian and Mrs. Rosa
Lee Ivy, reporter.
Next meeting of the association
will be held at the Vance Avenue
YWCA Sunday evening. Jan. 20 at
3 p.m. All members are urged to
be present. All other beautici-
ans interested in progressive beau-
ty culture are invited to attend.
For additional information about
the association, out-of-town beau-
rectors; Mrs. Elnora Hills, of Rip- ticians should write Mrs. Mar-
by, Tenn., sgt-at-arms; Mrs. Are Aret Pembroke, of 255 Wiscon-
nie B Dailey, of Dyersburg, Ten- j sin.
— It will take time and under-
standing to change the social cus-
regation on Baton Rouge buses.
toms of our community." To the suggestion that the Su-
So believes the Rev T J. Jem pretne Court decision is "the law. . 
ison, Negro Baptist minister. who of the land," Jemison said his sup-
as president of the Baton Rouge porters received forceful declare- .
Christian Movement, plans to call lions from city and state officials
upon a federal court to declare at Louisiana segregation laws
segregation of Baton Rouge city would be upheld.
buses illegal. Jemison is confident a federal
' For the 37.year-old stocky, fast- court will follow the Montgomery
talking clergyman, the current decision and apply it to Baton
drive of his group's attempt to Rouge.
remove racial barriers on the bus- Jemison, a native of Selma,
,es is but the first step in ail avow- Ala., who holds degrees from Ai-
led aim to seek integration in all abama State Teachers college at
Montgomery and Virginia Union
university at Richmond, has long
heard talk of an end to segre-
short, but successful Negro boy- getion, "someday."
colt of Baton Rouge buses in 1953, NAACP MEMBER
believes in making haste slowly. His minister father, once presl-
"We are all Southerners," lie dent of the National Baptist con-
said in his clipped, precise man- vention, was a life-member of the
ner, "and we know that it will NAACP. So was his nicither,
take time and patience to change "I will be a member too, as
soon as I can get the required
PROF. J. D. SPRINGER, cen-
ter, principal of Douglass High
school, is presented a Certifi•
cate of Appreciation awarded
him by the National Founda-
tion for Infantile Paralysis by
Mrs. Mary Louise Davis, lo-
cal chapter coordinator. Mrs.
Lucile Price, left, Mothers
March chairman, presented
Prof. Springer a blue polio
crutch to signify he is a work-
er in the present March of
Dimes campaign. Mr. Sprits-
ger, chairmen of the 1951
drive. she nets a Rae • year
pin. Students at Douglass saw
a film, "Destination—Home,"
put owl by the National foun-
dation. The film is available
to all clubs, schools and other
organisations and can be seen
by a call to the office at 390%
Bile it., IA. 5-0364. (Reese
Pho(o)
you imagine getting $25,000
for one dish? Well this was the
payoff for Mrs. Hildretk H. Bath-
way, of Barbara, Calif., in the
recent Pillsbury bake-off at the
Waldorf-Astoria in New York
City. This proves there is big
money in cooking these days.
Of course, in addition to the
cash this lady received a lot of
other prizes. You won't receive
I all of that but the adoration of a
I happy family is not to be scoffed
NEW YORK — The Imperial
at. Here's the recipe for the fa-
Council of the Shriners last week mous dish 
and your chance for
gave a donation of $1,000 to the 4-rating family wise.I
NAACP Legal Defense and Edu- CALIFORNIA CASSEROLE
cational Fund. Inc., it was an- 1 2 lb. veal or round steak
flounced today by Thurgood Mar- 1-3 cup enriched flour
shall, director-counsel of the Fund. , 1 teaspoon Paprika
Imperial Potentate Dr. Booker T. I 1-4 cop salad oil
Alexander of Detroit, indicated '1 3-4 cups small cooked onions
that in the future stronger finan- I (1 lb. can)
cial support will be given to the 2 cans cream of chicken soup
work of the NAACP Legal De- 1 can 
water
1 cup sour cream
tense Fund. Coat the meat with t h e flour
and paprika. Pound mixture into
steak. Cut meat into 2 inch cubes
and brown lightly in salad oil.
or large skillet and add the cook-
onions.
Combine one can of cream-of-
chicken soup and the can of wa-
ter in the skillet used for brown-
ing. Bring to boil and pour over
meat.
Bake casserole in a moderate
oven (350 degrees) about 45 min-
utes, until meat is tender. Top
with 15 dumplings. Increase oven
temperature to 425 degrees and
bake casserole for 20 to 25 min-
utes until a deep golden brown.
Serve with sauce made by heat-
ing one can of cream-of-chicken
soup and 1 cup of sour cream
just to boiling.
And here is the recipe for the
dumplings which complete t h e
mouth-watering, prize winning
dish.
BUTTER CRUNCH TOPPING
2 cups sifted enriched flour
4 taps. double acting baking pow-
der
VA top. silt
I tap poultry seasoning
I tsp. celery seed
1 tsp. dry onion flakes
1 tsp. poppy seed (if desired)
1-4 c. salad oil
1 c. milk
Sift together the dry ingredil
Shriners Give
NAACP $1,000
MAGNOLIA
FISH MARKET
Fresh
11th
MR. I. TERRY & SOH, Ovelmrs
1741 CASTALIA
tit Th. Roor
Back of Ben's Cafe
WE WELCOME EVERYONE
Your Potronogo will be highly opprociertrul
We Give Discouuts To Churches
Phone: BR. 8-2936W
Can ents. Add the salad oil and milk.
Stir just until moistened. Drop
dough into a mixture of 1-4 cup
melted butter and 1 cup bread
crumbs. Roll to coat with crumbs.
C Of C Picks
Bill Nabors
During its regular meeting Tues-
day, Jan. 8, at the Abe Scharff
Branch of the YMCA, the Mem-
phis Negro Chamber of Commerce
elected the following officers for
1937-
William F.(BBI) Nabors, presi-
dent; S. L. Jones, first vice presi-
dent; Napoleon Williams, second
vice president; Dr. E. A. Wither-
spoon, third vice president; John
A. Olive, treasurer; C. J. Gaston,
executive secretary, and 0. L.
Brandon, chairman of the board
of directors.
Dixiecrat Sees
Rights Bill OK
walks of life.
LED BOYCOTT
However, Jemisou, who led a
WASHINGTON — (INS) — An
influential southern Senator pre-
dicted last week that Congress
will pass President Eisenhower's
Civil Rights bill at this session.
The Democrat, who is noted for
the accuracy of his predictions on
Senate action, said he will oppose
the bill. He explained that for
this reason, he did not want his
identity disclosed.
But he told an interviewer;
"You have asked me what is go-
ing to happen and I sin giving
you an honest picture as I see
it.
"I believe the House will Past
the President's bill, It will come
over here and go to committee.
It will come out of committee by
a more that two-to-one vote and
go on the Senate calendar.
"It will be called up for action
and we will have a wing - ding
filibuster that may last a bout
three weeks. But after that time,
I believe the Senate will vote for
cloture (a "gag" on debate.)
"As I see it, there will be only
about 20 votes against cloture."
The rule requires affirmative
action by 64 Senators to cut off
a filibuster. If the Southern is as
correct as he usually is in his di-
agnosis, civil rights advocates
would have 76 votes to apply the
"gag" — or 12 more than they
need.
NEW
1957
CHEVROLETS
As Low As $285.00 Down
And $50.90 A Month
200 TO CHOOSE FROM!
Easy G.M.A.C. FINANCING
McCAA
CHEVROLET COMPANY .
West Memphis
Open nights and Sundays
BRING THIS AD WITH YOU
FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNT!
the habits of the people. You can-
not legislate good feeling." $500 needed," he said.
But in order to hasten the The NAACP, he feels, has done
change, the minister and his group much to bring about federal court
are relying on jurisprudence, as decisions to improve the Negro's
contained in the U. S. Supreme status.
Court decision which brought But the minister emphasized that
about the end of racial segrega- no court decision could finally set-
lion on Montgomery, Ala., city tle the southern dispute over
buses and the successful conch's- segregation. In today's climate,
ion of the famous year-long bus Jemison — lesding a fight for in-
boycott there. legration on buses — would not
Shriners Give $1,000
To NAACP Legal Fund
The Imperial Council of t h e
Shriners has given a donation of
$1,000 to the NAACP Legal De-
fense and Educational Fund, Inc.,
announces Thurgood Marshall, di-
rector-counsel of the Fund.
Imperial Potentate Dr, Booker
T. Alexander of Detroit, indicated
that in the future stronger finan-
cial support will be given to the
work of the NAACP Legal De-
fense Fund.
"We are fully aware of the great
need of the NAACP Legal De-
fense Fund for money at the pres-
ent time," Dr. Alexander said
The official name of the Shriners
is the ancient Egyptian Arabic Or-
der Nobles of the Mystic Shrine of
of North and South America and
Its Jurisdiction., Inc.
Mr. Marshall also disclosed that
the Shriner.' donation wits t h e
last sizable contribution to be re-
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La. Minister Vows Finish
Fight Against Bus Bias
By HARRY TRIMBORN Jemison said the Baton Rouge 'want his children to attend into-
'Christian movement seek sa 'Titled schools.
BATON ROUGE, La. — (INS) 
"peaceful and orderly" end to scs- "My two girls (eight and ten)
say they don't want to go to an
integrated school because theY
feel the white children would be
mean to them," he said, adding:
"At present. I personally don't
want to see them attend an in-
tegrated school because of their
fears.''
FOR INTEGRATION
He emphasized that he is net
against school integration, 'but it
is a question of free choice — a
child should he allowed to attend
the school of his choice, whether
white or Negro."
Jemisonthinks the final answer
to the South's current problems
over segregation can be found la
the region's children, however. He
said:
"We should start desegregating
those activities and facilities which
have the greatest effect on chil-
dren, such as school and reo.
reational facilities.
"After all, they are the new gee-
eration and are most receptive to
the teaching of tolerance. We
adults are too steeped in our pre).
udices to profit much from into-
gration."
ceived by the Legal Defense Fund
at the close of 195e.
Ile said the Fund would need
an estimated $375,000 in 1957 to
effectively carry on its legal work
and meet the ever - increasing
challenges of White Citizens Coun-
cils and other foes of court de-
cisions which declare segregation
and discrimination unlawful.
Bible Chautauqua
At St. Andrew
Three well-known Memphis min-
isters were guest speakers on the
"B ible Chautauqua" sponsored
during the Universal Bible Week
by the Young People's Mission-
ary Society of St. Andrew A. M.
E. church.
Speakers were Rev. W. Herbert
Brewster, minister of the East
Trigg Avenue Baptist church, in-
terpreting the 0 I d Testament:
Rev. Loyce Patrick, minister of
Avery Chapel AME, the New Tes-
tament, and Rev. H. L. Starks,
of Clayborne Temple A. M.
church, the New Testament
Miss Lucille Reed is general
president; Mrs. E. Rivers, dire..
tor; Miss Catherine Adam, pub-
licity, and Rev. H. Ralph Jack-
son, pastor.
JIM BRITTON
649 ST. PAUL STREET
YOU CALL — WE HAUL
PUBLIC HAULING
HE HAS BEEN IN BUSINESS 28 YEARS
IN MEMPHIS
Phone JA. 8-4948
'AM did was
bring home the Coke*
Those you love love ft alien yoniglemehip
world's favorite sparkling refreshmentlithe
one-and-only Coca-Cola. With its real great tasti
and bright little lift, Coke is lust the thing to have)
around the house for any • and every, oocaslow
So be a hero bring home the Cokee
MCA" It • ragliPpwl tre...effis
CopyrAAN 1957 11.• Coco-Cola Cesov.1.
RAPP•ei under mflierthsf
The Coco-Coks Company by
Bring home the Coke!
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS, MIL
item going to adequately adjust
your concept of religion with your
recent statement made on the
titatewide broadcast?"
: Not only is that a pertinent
buestion with this governor but
It is also a very disturbing ques-
tion.in the minds of many of us.
We go to church on Sunday, we
pttend the best colleges, we read
our Bibles constantly, we 1 a y
Nairn to this achievement or that,
but when it comes down to the
limit analysis we end up in the
lame boat with the person or per-
pins who have been denied these
things. Therein lies the trouble
tiith many of our conditions to-
fay. Too many people who know
better allow themselves to behave
but of consistency with thir ba-
sic convictions to appease a few
kadicals of their day and time.
WOT A PET PEEVE
• This is not a pet peeve of mine. I
time and time again I see people
who are in positions where great
wonders could be worked but who
tack the moral courage to speak
nut for that which they know is
right. I have every reason to be-
teee that this man knew much
better than he did hut he lacked
the moral integrity to speak out
tor that he knew deep down in
himself was basically right. As I
listened to him I a a. made to
{eel good as he started out but
be did not go very far before he
taw dangling before a higher d-
ice or a big reward and moral
tntegritt or no moral integrity.
right or no right he allowed his
thinking to turn on the welfare he
Al TRI-STATE DEFENDER
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by HATTIE HOUSE
ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
St. Stephen Baptist congrega-
tion will worship with the menf-
bers of Eastern Star Baptist
church, Sunday, in observation of
their anniversary. It will begin at
3 p.m. Rev. 0. C. Crivens of St.
Stephen Baptist chum tis will de-
liver the anniversary sermon. St.
Stephen's choirs will sing and
ell will serve. Rev. W. M. Fields
Ii the host pastor.
Conducting the Sunday School at
9:30 a.m. he will the superinten-
dent, Benjamin T. Lewis. jr.
A message by the pastor will
spotlight the morning worship
hour. Combined choirs will pro-
vide the 'music.
Rev. Joe Wilson. jr. will direct
the Baptist Training Union at 6:30
1"ffi•
.Evening service will be held at
8:30.
NEW TYLER AME
It will be a regular day for the
New Tyler AME members. Sun-
day. Mrs. Alma Bowen and Prof.
Isiah Goodrich, jr. will -start the
Sunday school at 9:30 a. m.
• It, morning service begins at
11 a.m. Rev. H. W. Heunings, the
pastor, will officiate. The senior
choir will render music for the
hour.
The ACE League will convene
at -5:30 p.m. under the supervis-
ion. of Miss J. Flowers.
A sermon will be presented at
T:90.
ST. JUDE BAPTIST
A dynamic sermon will be
board during the morning serv-
ice at St. Jude Baptist church.
Sunday. It will be delivered by
the pastor, Rev. W. H. Mosby.
Choirs of the churches will fur-
nish music for the service.
William H. Davis will be in
charge of the Sunday school at
5:15 a.m.
. Mrs. Easter Charles will direc
the Baptist Training Union at 6
p.m.
There will be service at 8 p.m
The Sunday School Buster club
of Old Salem Baptist church met
at -the home of Mrs. Elenora
I Johnson, of 1331 Tunica, recently,
to discuss its lesson for t h e
month. The subject of the lesson
was -The Wise Men Seek Jesus".
An excellent explanation of it
was given by Rev. James Moss,
the instructor and Miss Sopora
Johnson.
The Sunday School Buster, a
recently organized club. is &di-
rated to study of the Bible. Its
next meeting will he held at the
home of Mrs. Mary Jones. of 230
N Dunlap. Visitors are welcome
to attend the meeting.
Officers of the club are Mrs.
Frankie Rhodes, president; Rev-
erend L. Williamson, superintend-
ent, Mrs. James Moss, chaplain;
Min S. Johnson, secretary a is d
reporter.
MT. NEBO BAPTIST
Sunday will be a regular day
at the Mt. Nebo Baptist church.
Beginning at 9:30 a.m., Harry
Joyner will conduct the Sunday
School.
The pastor, Rev. Roy Love wjll
officiate at II a.m.
H. L. Hunter will be in charge
of the Baptist Training Union
at 5:30 p.m. The evening service
will be held at 7 p.m.
ST. JAMES AME
St. James AME church will
hold its usual services Sunday.
William Jackson will conduct the
Sunday School at 9-30 a.m. Rev.
H. M. Nelson, the pastor, will de-
liver 'the sermon at 11 a.m.
Mrs. Dora Whitson will direct
the Baptist Training Union at 5:30
p.m.Devotion and a sermon are
scheduled for 7:30 p.m.
BETHLEHEM BAPTIST
Highlighting services at t h e
Bethlehem Baptist church, Sun-
day, will be an inspiring mes-
sage by the pastor, Rev. J. R.
t Bibbs. It will be heard during the
.1 morning worship at 11 a.m.B. H. Holman will conduct theSunday School at 9:30 a m. 
Someone approached a governor, tentionaal act but there are those
)1 few days ago and asked him ; of us who concern ourselves with
als• $64,000 question; "How are • selfish aims and goals that "Our
fumbling" is intentional! Many
times I have beard my mother
say, "No one
-made you do it!"
Many times when some of the
people I now know get to a place
where they will have nothing but
long days and nights to look over
their lives this, same question will
present itself to them, "Why did
I do so and so?" What was the
underlying factor controlling my
behavior aj this point? What justi•
ficatien do I have for treating him
as I did or speaking as I did?
At .this late moment in one's life
he naturally looks back and tries
to justify his action in light of
my convictions of right, a n d
wrong. We need not fool Ourselves,
most of us do far less than we
know. Very few people liveuti
to what they know is right. Many
of us prefer to take the easier
BANANA NUT BREAD
•• • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • •
Fan Club For
'Teen-Agers'
Frankie Lymon and the Teen.
gers are the most, to say the
least
So believes a local group of
teenagers, led by Miss Laura
Holmes, a Booker T. Washington
student, who have formed a
Frankie Lymon's Teen-Agers Fan
club here to help popularize the
young singers.
Miss Holmes, who wrote the
club's song, "We Admire Frank-
ie Lymon", says the club has been
formed here about eight months
and already has about 250 mem-
bers. Opris Moore is city presi-
dent. LAURA HOLMES
Other officers are Mary Ford,'
secretary; Mildred Jacobs, assist-IJane Spauldingant secretary; Delois Tiller, chap-
• 
lain; Emma Jean Neal, treasur••••
• er; Lydia James, business man- Suffers Stroke
• age and Bettye Kimball. public- OAKLAND, Calif. — The condi-
• its, manager. Mrs. Ann hail is ad lion of Mrs. Jane Morrow Spauld•
• visor.
and white, the flower is the gar- the Foreign Operations Admini-
ing, prominent woman leader and
The fan club's colors are black former government consultant with o Install Jan 20••
Fight and Win". 
stration, was still critical this
week after she suffered a stroke
•
PET MILK HOME ECONOMIST • denia, and the motto is "Work,
•• ••••••••••••••••••••• 
Prospective members are urged in Oakland earlier. 
The Orange Mound Junior Civ- I Rev. Alexander Gladney will
of 
I ic club will install officers Sunday preach the installation sermon and
to write or call Miss Holmes, Mrs. Spaulding was discovered I evening, Jan 20, at the Beaulah William Reed will install the of-
When the family comes home as. Just mix it, put it in a pin 380-I Driver st., JA. 8-7211. unconscious on the floor in the Baptist church corner Douglass .ficers. Music will be pitivided by
and there's that wonderful bread- and bake it! home of Mrs. Ida Jackson, for- and 
mer' dean of women at Tuskegee
it's certainly a pleasant welcome NANA NUT BREAD because 
choir'
in-the-oven aroma in t h e house, You'll have i fine, rich BA- Almost three-quarters of a mil- institute. She was visiting M r s.Pa •lion American tourists visited Jackson at the time she suffered
— especially when it's the deep, Evaporated Milk gives it twice,
rich fragrance of BANANA NUT the richness pf ordinary ,nilk. And 
Italy in 1956 the stroke.
BREAD made with my Pet Evap-
orated Milk recipe. You've just
never tasted broad so de-
licious — rich and moist with ripe and one-third cups of whole milk
banana flavor and crisp bits of nourishment. Your family will
nuts all the Way through. It's easy find BANANA NUT BREAD so
to make because you use biz- tempting that you may never die.
cuit mixed and it's an excellent I cover its fine keeping quality, but
way to use up over-ripened bonen- it IS just as good — perhaps even
better —the second d a y So be
' prepared for compliments the first
time you serve your family BA-
NANA NUT BREAD, and I hope
that's going to be soon,
BANANA NUT BREAD
3.4 cup sugar
1 unbeaten egg
1 cup mashed, ripe banana (2 to
3 bananas)
2.3 cup Pet Evapurated Milk
3 cups biscuit mix
1 3-4 cup coarsely cut nuts
Mix well in a 3-quart bowl the
sugar, egg, banana and milk. Add
biscuit mix and nuts. Mix quickly
but thoroughly. Put into greased
pan 9 x 5 x 3-in., or one holding
V. G. Wheeler,, Herbert Hardin, 7 to 8 cups. Bake near center of
Miss Ganelle 0. Nelson, Miss Dai- I oven about 1 hour, or until bread
sy Douglas and L. 0. Gillespie pulls from the sides of the pan.
were delegates from the Lauder- Let stand in the pan 5 minutes.
1 
dale County Negro Teachers As- Then turn out and cool before stir
sociation who attended the Dee' ing.
gate Assembly of the Tennessee
Education Association Saturday,
Jan. 12, at A and I State univer-
sity, Nashville, Tenn.
The meeting was interesting. A
complete report will be made of
Recipe of the Week
4,46"koe,4640
ton, vice-president of choir; De-
catur Johnson, pianist and Sunday
School superintendent; Luella Mor-
gan. secretary of Sunday school;
Little M. Wright, assistant Sunday
school secretary: Will • Wallace,
chairman of trustee hoard.. church
treasurer and custodian: Mrs.
Lula Brown, church clerk: Mrs.
Elnora Hill, president usher board:
Miss Josie Burns, vice president.
usher board; Willie B. Walker.
president of laymen; Ernestine
Morgan, assistant directress of
BTU; and Mrs. Anna B. Clay,
way out. We would like to do what president, Missionary Society;
is right but by doing those things Mrs. 13, A. Gillespie wishes to
that will allow us to keep our , express her sincere appreciation
popularity although we know that to the churches, schools, different
we are going to be brought into clubs and organizations, many
question later on, friends and neighbors who did so
I often wonder concerning Cain, many nice things to comfort her
a man only o n e generation re- and family at the time of her fath-
moved from the image of God ier's passing which will long be
and then allowing himself to remembered.
stoop to the level of killing his I R. I.. Algee. the father of Mrs.
brother. I wonder about David who I B. A. Gillespie departed this life
allowed himself to place anotWer in Chicago. III. lie was with his
man in a position that he might daughter. Mrs. Zodie Long and
be killed so that he could get his son-in-law, Dave Long. where, he
wife. I wonder about Elijah who , had resided since 1952.
went against the wishes of God! He was buried at Little Grove
and finally found himself out in I Baptist church. Carroll County,
a cave hiding. I wonder about Ju- I Tenn.. Sunday, Jan 6. where he
rlas who allowed himself to be. spent most of his active days in
tray innocent blood and then went the church and community.
,
.would sustain for himself and his out and hanged himself from a Bruce High school. Dyersburg,
tree. I wonder about these o u t-family in later years and he set i Tenn.. basketball team met the
out of consistency w standing newspaper editors whoith their ha- ' L. H. Yellow Jackets in the nei't
li have thousands of people at their stening and weighing e y e r y , or home of the Yellow Jackets.
bidding every day. and I wonderword. Ripley. last week in a double
bout some of r ministers who
" He could hear them saying -I
won't vote for him again!" Im-
niediately he set out to say that
which would satisfy them. But we
:oust be ever mindful that where-
as those of us who hold out day
in and day out for that which is
right will one day convince ev-
tryone on the virtue of doing whatright.
INTENTIONAL FUMBLING
have been blessed by God to have test wits Ripley taking an early
game. The girls started the con.
large congregations only to use lead shortly over taken by Bruce
, these things for self agrandize- i High with a tie.
ment. I Ripley soon broke the tie and
It appears to me that in light I Bruce High was not able to get
of this question put to this gover- within striking distance any
nor we should all ask ourselves more and Ripley wow the gameby what stamlard of judgment by a wide margin
can I do this to my brother. Some-
Martha Robinson ana Anniewhere down the line we must stop Conner were the high point girlsand ask ourselves. "What is be-
Two Churches
To Visit At
Morning Star
Rev. R. J. Matierry, minister pf
the Morning Star Baptist church,
will speak to his congregation
from the subject "Who Is Thy
Neighbor?" on Sunday, Jan. 20
during the 11 a.m. service
Guests at the 3 p.m. service,
set aside as part of the liomecom-
ing drive will be the Mt. I. eban-
on church, Rev. Cleo McKinzie,
pastor, and the Union Baptist.
Park ave., Rev. L. F.. Hoyle pas.
tor.
Rev. McKinzie will deliver the
sermon.
Miss Velma Smith is church re-
porter. REV. R. J. MABERRY
RIPLEY
LAUDERDALE
County
NEWS
here's something else you'll like
— the two-thirds cup of Pet Milk
in this recipe is equal to one
A total of 145,631 Indian stu-
dents, six to eight years old, were
enrolled in public, private _and
mission schools in the U. Tnind
Alaska in 1955. This was an in
the meeting in the near future, crease of almost 11 per cent over
Morning Star Baptist church 1954
elected the following persons to
serve during the year 1957 in the
following capacities: Mrs. Ellie
Rucker, choir and BTU directress;
Mrs. Bertha Oliver, choir presi-
dent. Mrs. Glodis Wright. assistant free for
directress: Mrs. Louise Hillibur- Jackets.
Johnnie Springfield and Knox
Harris, two of Ripley's outstand-
ing players were not able to play
too much during the game on the
account of a slight virus attack.
Coaches for Ripley are S. E.
Moore- and Levi Moore.
Johnson Consolidated School met
Munford School of Tipton County
ih a twin game Monday night
Jan. 7. The Johnson Consolidat-
ed girls won, exact score unknown.
The boys team coached by Her-
bert Hardin. who has done and
is still doing a good job as
i coach, along with his team can
no longer boast of not haying
lost a game at home nor away.
Munford changed the subject by
winning the game by a large mar-
gin '43-23.
Johnson Consolidated had big Jo
Jo Smith but Munford had five
boys equal to Jo Jo in size, G.
Lake and H. Hardin are coaches
for Johnson consolidated. Prof. W.
S. Taylor is principal.
Harold Winbush, a teacher and
coach at Dprhamville Consolj.
; dated school is doing a splendid
I job coaching snout of school group
of boys during some of his spare
time. This group known as the
D. 0. W. (Durhamville Orysa &
Woods) played a group of coaches
and ex-stars of Ripley known as
the Ripley Sportsmens Jan. 10'. at
Durhamville, which proved to be
an exciting and interesting game
with the D. 0. W. team winning
by a close score. S. E. Moore, 16,
and G. Lake. 15. \s-ere high point
players for the Sportsmen. W.
Jones. jr.. 11. and Alex 'Ellis, 16,
were high point boys for D. 0. W.
Harold Winbush reports that he
is planning big things for his boys
this year. He plans to play sew.
eral games away such as the Y.
M. C. A. boys of Memphis and
I probably several other large ci-
ties. The Sportsmen's team con-
sists of the following players: G.
The U. S. Railway Mail Serv-
ice began in 1862.
all game from the Yellow
Many times in the hour of great hind my behavior?" If it Call not for Ripley. Ripley has boasted of Lake. S. E. Moore. Levi Moore.
toppoillenity many of us fumble make an appeal to the best with- not basing lost a. game at home H. Hardin, R. H. Hays, F. Js-
,year nit Dyersburg changed COX, C. Brown, R. Bates lad H.theiltill. Fumbling the ball is not in us then sue should drop it im-
the tempo by winning a wild and Winbush.pnly had floss-but it will have a mediately.
tendency to be had for months Sonic months ago a man wrote
Nod years to come. Johnny Ma• his column centered around
lors 41 the Tennessee •Vols' had popular preaching. He ended up by .
theffitsfortune to fumble the ball saying. "This is no time for pop- ,
&far the eyes of millions of peo- ular preaching. people have been I
don't doubt for one mo• appeased too much, we must now
silent that it IirokIe his heart to
;see that hall go slipping out of his
)lands and a Baylor player fall
ppon it. But at this point. re-
sarsness what Johnny Majors
thought about it. the hall had been
jumbled and in subsequent plays
Baylor went on to win. This was
Infortunate, because no one could
make me believe it was an do-
turn to a profound searching mes-
sage that will bring everyone be-
fore the mirror of justice and
let him see himself as God will
see him." In a like manner this
is not the time for popular living.
this is a time when men must
make tip their mints what is right
and then come rain. hail or blow,.
stick to that,
=Mil I i
Forest 
FIRST AFTER
• 0 WU
• Milk
Junior Civic Club
Grand.
The club was formed recently
'under supervision of the Orange
I Mound Civic and Welfare club.
the Mt. Pisgah Junior
Special guests for the evening
will be members of the North
Memphis Junior Civic club.
CASH FOOD STORES
DO IT
WITH
QUALITY
STAMPS
Whatever Your Church Needs, Quality Stamps Can Help You Get It!
The Quality Stamp Co. and the firms
who gives Q:iality Stamps have special
arrangements for groups of stamp
savers such as PTA, Religious Clubs
and Groups, Ladies' Auxiliaries,
Men's Clubs, etc. We can supply
large special orders for playground
equipment, electric organs, station
wagons, etc. or cash monies for treas-
JANA C. PORTER
Yes Madame,
Ills really amazing all of the
wonderful dainties that can
come from a bag of Jack Sprat
enriched wheat flour—Delicious
Breads. Crunchy tasty cookies,
tender pastries and other desir-
ous delights.
Then too your favorite recipe
will be just about twice as good
when you us e Jack Sprat en-
riched wheat flour.
; It is specially blended from
the purest of Wheat flour, such.
as yourself would choose. Per-
fect for dainties for every oc-
casion.
uries . . when members pool their
books and turn in 500 or more books
at one time . . . a mar\4ous oppor-
tunity for your organization! Contact
the Quality Stamp Co., 216 South
Cleveland (Bomar Center) or call
BR 5-2166 fofr details and informa-
tion.
M %RS!' M ALLOW R %NA
CARE
'z cup butter
cups sugar
2 slightly beaten 'eggs
cup smashed bananas
2 I•4 cups sifted flour
teaspoon baking wieder
3.4 teaspoon soda
!s teaspoon salt
1-4 cup sour milk
t teaspoon vanilla
111 (1-4 pound) Marshmallows
Cream butter and sugar well.
Add eggs and bananas; beat
thoroughly. Add sifted dry in-
gredients alternately with sour
milk. Beat batter until smooth
after each addition. Stir in va
nilla. Pour in two well greased
8-inch layer pans. Bake in mod-
erate oven (350 degreesF) 35 to
40 minutes.
Remove from oven- let stand
5 minutes, turn out on cake
racks. Cut marshmallows a is d
press cut-side down on bottom
cake layer while cake is still
warm. Put top -cake layer
over marshmallows. Frost with
Chocolate or any favorite frost
ing, Jack Sprat enriched wheat
flour is-the best.
Bye for now.
Jana Porter 
Gala Big Star Show Beams Over The M id-South's Most Powerful Radio Station
A HUGE AUDIENCE Is to in es cry Saturday morning at
11:30 to bear the brilliant array of youthful talent which gaily pa
rade% its way in front of the microphones of the Big Star Talent
Show of WDIA MAO watts carry this always nets tsient east to
rioints North, South. East and West VOW' RIK Star Stores are
haw to provide Memphis and the NU t.Susuith youths with this op-
portunity. if you would like an audition try
-out. just contact Oa
tins WDIA, 
. recent Rig Star show brought to the . t a r mier
phone these talented performers: Front row left to right: Eddie
Carter. Bishop Broome. Jr. Second row left to right: Annie
Gray, Lillie R. iustin. Delores Cleaves. Verbaline Scales.
Leen Cleaves.
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MEMPHIS SIGMAS — When
Memphis members of Sigma
Gamma Rho sorority left town
during the recent holiday sea-
son to attend their annual
boule in Washington, D. C.,
they presented this charming
picture as they boarded a
train In one of our local sta-
tions. Seen left — up the steps
to the door and down are:
Mrs Mary Brooks, Miss Mol-
lie Walker, Mrs. Rosa Ford,
Mrs. Eldora Amos, Mrs. Ma-
le L. Adams; Mrs, Jean-
nette Carr and 11. s. Rita I.-
ter, Basileus ol the local chap-
ter. Not seen in the group Is
Mrs, Cherie P. Roland, who
also attended t h e national
meeting. (Hooks Photo)
30TH WEDDING ANNIVER-
SARY: — Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Williamson. of 1933 Hubert
avenue, celebrated their 30th
wedding anniversary at Lelia
Walker Clubhouse on Dec. 28,
with their daughter, Mrs. An-
eie Bell Yarbrough and their
grandchildren. Seen are, left to
•
right: Albertine Yarbrough,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert William-
son, the honorees; Athon Yar-
brough, Mrs. Annie Bell Yar-
brough and John Yarbrough.
Miss Jacqueline Flowers, not
seen, was another guest.
(Withers Photo.)
1200 Clerics Needed Yearly ,
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. — (INS)
— The Methodist church posted a
'help wanted" sign yesterday for
1,200 new clergymen a year.
The ministerial shortage was re-
polled by the Rev. Dr. Gerald 0.
MeCulloh, of Nashville. Tenn., at
the annual meeting of the Metho-
dist Board of Education in Atlan-
tic City. He is the board's director
of theological education.
An intensive recruitment cam-
paign, centered on college cam-
puses, will be launched this spring,
it was announced by Dr. McCulloh
and Bishop Donald H. Tippett of
San Francisco, chairman of the
ministerial education department. 1
Lewiston, Idaho, has the wor'd's
biggest white pine lumber mill.
k • O'NEAL
MERCURY
Your West Memphis Mercury Dealer
Invites you to see and drive the ALL new
1957 Mercury. We give long terms
and Liberal Trade-In Prices.
For The Rest Deal
See O'NEAL
1508 E. BROADWAY
West Memphis, Arkansas
OPEN SUNDAYS
Phone - RE. 5-2630
Vets' Benefit
To Help File
.Questionnaires
Veteran, Benefit Inc . stip Vance
ave . offers services to veterans
svidons and dependents in filing
annual toc,turnnatres.
All seterans ‘010 are receiving
pensions are required to complete
the pension questionnaires and re-
turn them within 30 days to the
government to avoid stoppage of
pension.
I Widows and children annual in-
come questionnaires are to be fil.
led by all widows and children
within 30 days from receipt. All
veterans, widows and children who
are receiving questionnaires are
invited to receive the services of
the Veterans Benefit in the prep.
oration of these questionnaires.
Veterans Benefit Inc. has avail-
able the services of assisting de-
pendent mothers who receive de-
pendent questionnaires from the
army or navy, which ever branch
mothers may be serving. These
forms may be filed with the .as-
sistance of Veterans Benefit Inc.,
880 Vance ave
men Hy MENAGERIE
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By Wish- Disney
"He collects preallecl flowers!"
Race Problems Hurt
Schools In The South
Solution of the vexing problem
created by the 32-months-o I d
schend desegregation conflict de
pends on new, realistic and mod-
erate southern leadership, the na-
tion's Schools, leading school ad-
ministration journal, proposes in
its January issue.
The desegregation conflict has
affected virtually every major as-
pect of public education, and has
divided the South into two militant
camps, the "nows" and the "nev-
era", according to Dr. Glen Rob-
inson, Tennessee educator who
has completed a six months' study
of trends resulting from the Su-
preme Court's 1954 desegregation
decision for the Nation's Schools.
School officials find their com-
munities divided into two groups,
Dr. Robinson reports. One in-
telprets the Supreme Court's
phrase, "with all deliberate
speed" to mean "at once." The
other insists that desegregation of
schools would bring disaster to
their communities, and must be
postponed indefinitely.
"Many Southerners reject both
the 'now' and 'never' positions,
but at present there is no major
group with a well defined position
which Southern moderates can sup
port.
"Whether or not the people of
the South realistically face and
resolve the Present crisis with wis-
dom. understanding and forebear-
ince depends largely upon those
Southerners who have not identi-
fied themselves with either ex•
treme." Dr. Robinson writes.
SCHOOL'S THREATENED
Definite trends of resistance and
compliance have evolved in the
past two and one-half years. Sit•
uations that have developed in
varying degrees in various parts
of the South include:
1. Border states desegregate rap-
idly: MI districts have changed i
to integrated schools.
2. Public school existence threat-
ened: Five states have authorized
permissive abolition of public
school compulsory attendance laws
or inserted loopholes in them.
3. Door opened to public finan-
cling of private, parochial schools:
Georgia Virginia and North Car-
olina have authorized v 5 riou s
forms of "educational expense
WASHINGTON AND
"SMALL BUSINESS"
By C WILSON HARDER
A most hotly debated mer-
chandising issue of the times
is the spread of trading stamps.
S i.
While one huge advertising
agency through surveys tries to
establish that trading stamps
are vital to operation of a store,
less biased
studies of situ-
ation point te
the contrary.
• • •
A University
of Michigan
survey finds
stamps are not
Important in
attracting new
customers. A
University of C. W. Harder
Richmond study found that 90`c
shoppers report they would not
stop dealing with a store if it
stopped giving trading stamps.
• * • ,
Use of trading stamps goes
back before turn of century.
Historically, their popularity
has risen and fallen periodically.
A few years ago nation broke
out Into rash of trading stamps.
* • •
It seems apparent that first
stores to adopt trading stamps.
did benefit, at least supfrflcially.
• • *
But now, with practically ill
competitors in some areas
log trading stamps. advantage
held by any one stamp giving
store appears to have been cu.
celled out.
* • •
In addition, serious disadvaite
tages are making themselves
felt. One is cost of a stamp pro-
gram If stores pass on this cost
to them customers, their prices
are no 'ringer competitive.
• •
On other hand, if stores absorb
costs, it ruts deeply into already
narrow profit margins.
* • •
Some merchants have tried
compensating for this loss by
reducing their legitimate ad-
vertising, and have found their
trade actually falls off
r Not onnal 5'ed666116n of Indryrnoler •••
This is not surprising, because
big advertising manufacturers
have long known this fart about
premiums. of which stamps are
a type. That fact Is this. No
matter how good a premium is
offered, the manufacturer must
•pend as much money advertis-
ing the premium as is spent ad-
vertising the merchandise. In
other words, a premium is only
as good as the selling effort put
behind it.
* • *
Consumers are also apparently
becoming aware of situation as
one university survey found 14%
of those who once saved stamps
have lost interest and quit.
• • •
When U. S. Supreme Court
ruled states have a right to out-
law stamps plans, it called them
"An appeal to stupidity." Few
states have ever passed laws out-
lawing them. At present time
Federal Trade Comml.sion is
reputed making study of matter
on the usual FTC operative plan
of too little, too late.
• • •
There seems substantial evi-
dence great national stamp rash
is passing as fads usually do. But
long ago FTC should have com-
pleted thorough study of situ-
ation.
• • •
In rect. FTC should also em-
ploy its talents attacking a basic
reason for the spread of trading
stamp plans. That has been the
FT(' failure to enforce anti-trust
laws which prohibit a favored
few from getting special dis-
counts, phony advertising allow-
ance. which permit them to en-
gage in ruinous price competi-
tion Had FTC hem n on the job
In this respect In the first place
It Is doubtful stamp plans would
have ever sprung up. After all.
why should any merchant pay
full value for stamps regardless
of whether or not they are ever
redeemed, giving vast profits Si,
stamp plan promoters. eltrept In
a desperate attempt to combat
unfair practices user! against
him
• 
—77-72111111W--.
grasts.• as a kind of safety valise to ovgattite
where parents object to sending
their children to integrated schools.
Some „educators point out that
these exceptions might set a pre-
cedent for grants to parents who
object to public school attendance
for religious rea,ons.
4. Magazines, books songs and!
other instructional materials con•
sidered "anti-South" have been re-
stricted in some are8s. These in
dude Time, Life, Look. and the
songs of Stephen Foster
5. Extracurricular -activities
have been restricted or banned
because of fear of "social mixing."
Proms, banquets ard dramatic
productions have been affected in
integrated schools, while Negro
athletic and musical talent has
been welcomed.
O. Quality of school board mem- ,
hership affected: Capable candi-
dates have declined nomination
because "they could not afford re-
sponsibility for controversial deci-
sions."
7. Teacher status affectde: Both
Negro and white teachers have
been discharged because of inte-
gration attitudes: teacher tenure
provisions have been modified to
make summary dismissal more
convenient; both social pressures
and legislation have limited teach-
ers' freedom of speech and right
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Some 10 Million Own
Shares In Business
 
 Wt „ m111100 in aid .
women till sli,ires in American
Semi-Pro
Managers
To Meet
The first 111661111g Or the Se1111-
P no Baseball League managers
has been scheduled tor Tuesday.
Jan, 29. at 8 p. m.. at the Abe
Scharff YMCA branch, it was an.
flounced Sunday after a meeting of
the board of directors.
Cood news for baseball fans
is the prospects of a statewide
association out of which will collie
state championship play. plus sev-
eral college games here each sea-
son including Tennessee State uni-
versity and Grambling college.
J. D. Williams, league com-
missioner, said that S. A. Owen
Junior college has agreed to
field a team. Mr Williams said
the league would Iik e to see
each of the local high schools
sponsor a team. Last season Rook.
er T. Washington. Hamilton and
business and industry.
Two-thirds of all these slam
owners live in households earning
less than $7,500 a year.
Shareouners with annual in-
comes of less than S3.000 incrus-
t., (runt 9.7 percent of the teal
in 1952, to 11,6 percent in 1964.
'those shareowners earning $9,000
to $5,000 year also registered a
substantial gain — from 21.1 Per
eent to 26.1 percent of the total
during the saute period. Those
with annual earnings over MOO
declined percentagewise — from
68.4 percent to 62.3 percent.
Of the more than 10 million to-
tal, 8.630,000 — tan increase of
33 percent over 19521 — owe
shares in companies whose stock
is traded on securities exchanges
or is owned by at least 300 share-
owners. and 1,400.000 own shares
in companies whose securities are
restricted to a relatively f a w
shareholdrs.
•A• •
rnississippi
Siamese Twins
S. Federal Ed losing favor Leg In Limelight
10. School building funds limit - 1
ed Some people vote "no" on
funds for segregated schools: oth-
ers refuse to support schools tin
less they are secregated.
11. School bonds sales adverse-
ly affected: Financial houses re-
luctant to purchase bbnds from
southern cities during crucial see
negation period.
12. More extensive use of school
plants has resulted from integra-
tion in some areas.
13. School district consolidation
accelerated: Mississippi his cc-
dticed 200 I units
districts.
14. Homogeneous groups adopt-
ed: Some districts bridge current
gap in achievement levels between
Negro and white children by
grouping superior or "slow" learn-
ers in small, integrated classes:
Washington, D. C has tried a
"four track" plan, which divides
10th grade into four groups of dif-
ferent academic abilities and in-
St. Augustine had teams.
islators formerly favoring federal
against segregated districts. 
Fats Dominogrants now fear discrimination
illii‘tgiorant.ed schools in three states:
others contemplate similar prohi
Carrie Up On9. State funds withheld from in.
'Going Home'
Fats Domino. the King of Ruck
Roll, whose songs cause mass
I
hysteria among his audiences, is
featured in the February Ebony.
As the first words of "Blueberry
Hill" leaves his mouth, the
crowds, like giant choruses. gasp
and scream. Then, as Fats builds
up to a climax. riding along on
the locomotive-like heal of his
seven-man combo, their ',Mies
jerk in spastic rhythms and their
eyes roll.
The roly-poly pianist, who was
a day laborer. makidit $28 a week
in 1949, has grossed more than
E500,000 since he hit the big time
back in 1952. He draws up to
$2,500a night and was paid $7,500
for an hour's work in a movie,
"The Girl Can't Help It". Since
1952, when he scored with "Go-
in' Home, he has sold more
than 10 million records. The flew
The 16-niontli.old Matthews Si-
amese twins. of Indianola. Miss.,
who survived 'a rare surgical on-
eration that separated them, are
featured 111 the February Ebony.
the twins, Linda and Lillian, were
separated al Slemphis' John Gas-
ton hospital. Eight other success-
fill operations have been perform-
ed since 1912, reports the Ameri-
can Medical Association.
Linda and Lillian were horn Join-
I'll from the tips of their breast-
bones to their navels and sharing
a comruon liver. Confronted with
the hitter ehoice of letting their
ihildren live as "freaks" or risk.
lug their lives on the operating
table. the parents. Rev. and Mrs.
' John Matthews. prayed for a
I while, then told the doctors to
co ahead. Even though h • r
lamilY physician. Dr. t'linton C.
Battle, told them that the weak-
er twin might succumb, they nev.
er stopped believing that both girls
!would survive.
!
The operation was a complete
Success,
year, Fats believes, will be bet- The sues Canal was opena in
ter. He is slated for a starring, , „ „
role in a full-length movie, and mu." "111, has a
Europe is "begging for hlm" at 1111fliMUM depth of 34 feet and a
terests. I $10,000 a week, minimum width of 94 feet.
Prices Good Fri., Sat. and Monday—We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities—Free Parking!
Quaker Oats
Book Matches
3-Lb.
Box 29c
Reg. 18c 7cCarton
Stockely's Finest Meat PietVgN.EEF Each1
WITH COUPON RECEIVED AT STORE
Nu'way Bleach
Morton Salt
Spanish Rice
Mayonnaise Blue Plate
ICE CREAM
SAUSAGE
SNOW DRIFT
LIBBY's
ECONOMY
Full Gallon 33c
Box10c
12
49c
39c
4 Lbs $1.00
89c
151/2-Oz.
Full Qt
1 2 Gal.
3-Lb
Can
Famous Surgeon
Sets Up Clink
By ALBERT G. BARNETT
Dr. Theodore R. Mason Howard,
noted physician and surgeon and
fearless fighter for the rights of
his people, has been ,installed as
one of the surgeons at Ida Mae
Scott hospital, 5027 S. Prairie, one
of the only two Negro hospitals in
Chicago to receive an award for
medical research from the Henry
Ford Foundation. The other award
went to Provident hospital at
51st and Vincennes ave.
After :!se infamous Mississippi
murdei of Emmett Till in August,
1955. Dr. Howard, from his home
and clinic in Mound Bayou, Miss.,
blasted the Till lynchers and oth-
er white mobsters and assassins
until his own life was threatened
and he was forced .to flee the vast
business kingdom he had built m
Mound Bayou
NO COMPROMISE WITH BIAS
As founder of the Mississippi
Regional council, Dr. Howard
fought segregation and jim crow
practices on all levels, and after
the Supreme Court banned segre-
gation in public schools, he inform-
ed Mississippi's governor that Ne-
groes of the state would not sub-
mit to voluntary segregation in
the future.
He also blasted Senator James
0. Eastland D., Miss) when
Eastland was named chairman of
the Judiciary committee, highest
body of the U. S. Senate.
Coming to Chicago in 1958,
about a year after the Till mur-
der in Mississippi. Dr. Howard
joined the local medical fraterni-
ty and set up the Howard Medi-
cal Clinic at 63rd and S. 'Rhodes,
in the Doctors' Pharmacy build-
Mg.
The various departments of thls
medical center, with modern
equipment and services are the
Chicago counterpart of Friendship
clinic in Mound Bayou, founded in
1948 by Dr. Howard as the of-
ficial medical center of the 18,000
members of the United Order of
Friendship, also founded by the
noted physician surgeon.
CENTER'S STAFF
Staff members at the Howard
Medical clinic, all specialists in
their particular lines, include, Miss
Inez Applin, registered nurse in
charge; Robert Wadley, labora-
tory and X-ray- expert; Mrs. Elsa
Kemp, secretary; M r s. Frances
Coleman, receptionist, and Mrs.
Barbara Porter, switchboard oper-
ator.
In May, 1956, Dr. Howard re-
ceived the Chicago ,Defender
Award for Meritorious Service,
the presentation being made by
John H. Sengstacke, editor and
publisher of the World's Greatest
Weekly. Also, last year. Dr. How-
ard was named medical director
of the S. B. .Fuller company,
nationally known manufacturers of
cosmetica and other chemical pro.
ducts.
Dr. Howard is also president of
the National Medical association.
As a member of the surgical statf
at Ida Mae Scott hospital, he
brings to that institution the surgi-
cal skill that has gained him
fame as a leader in this special-
ized branch of the medical pro-
fession.
DAILY WARD WALK at Ida
Mae Scott hospital includes
a wain* morning examins..
He wIN hold pre-surgery con-
ferences and consultations with
the hospital staff, headed by Dr.
James M. Scott, founder and medi-
cal director of Ida Mae Scott hos-
pital and one of Chicago's lead-
ing practitioners.
Dr. Scott, twice Mayor of
IVVIEL N
c9RiNa R
Dear Mme. Chante: I read
your column with much interest.
I, too, am desirous of having
some pen pals who are not less
than thirty years of .age. I Will
answer all letter's. I pm a widow-
er, 5'8" in height, 175 lbs. in
weight, past forty, chocolate brown
in color, and . pleasing in per-
sonality. My interests are politics
and religion with optimistic view-
point. My hobby is selling of lit-
erature. W. E. Sanders, 2754 Hoff
ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
* 0'*
Dear Mme. Chante:. I have rend
your column often and would like
to secure pen pals. I am dark
complexion, 5 ft. 6 inches tall,
dreamy dark eyes with a nice
smile and weigh 140 pounds. 1
promise to answer all letters and
exchange photos. Cornelious Skin-
ner, jr., 24875, B. 711. Menard,
affectumate, age from 37 to 50.
I enjoy church and promise to
answer all letters and exchange
photos. So someone please write
me. Laurette Davis, 406 North
14th St , Mayfield, Ky.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to eorrespond with a young 1day.
skin or dra brown who is in need
of a good husband. I am 5 ft. 11
11 inches tall, weigh 178 pounds,
brown skin and eyes. I promise
to exchange photos and answer
all letters. Leon Smith, B 73, Pe-
tros, Tenn.
• • *
Dear Mme, Chante: I would like
to cowespond with pen pals, be-
tween the ages of 55 and 60. 1.
am 5 ft. 2 inches tall, weigh 155
pounds, light brown skin, brown
graying hair and dress well. I en-
joy all clean sports and neither
drink nor smoke. I would like a
settled man from Jamaica. I prom-
ise to answer all letters and ex-
change photos. Daisy Mae Clarke,
B. 118, Frazier Park, Calif.
s • s
Dear Mme. Chante: We are two
lonely brothers and in need of
friends who enjoy writing. 0 u r
ages are 23 and 27, high school
graduates and enjoy writing. We
enjOy all movies, sports and mu-
sic especially jazz. We promise to
answer all letters and exchange
photos. Raiford and 011ice Pack,
B 73, Petros, Tenn, .
• •
Dear Mme. Chante: I have been
reading your column for quite a
while and think its wonderful. I
am writing in order to secure pen
pals. I am a little past 40 weigh
In pounds, 5 ft. 3 inches tall
and considered nice looking. I pre-
fer all heavy built mankind and
Dear Mme. Chante: ram 39
years of age, 5 ft. 8 inches tall,
and would like to correspond with
pen pals. People that are inter-
ested in the better things in life.
I promise to answer all letters
and exctange photos. S a ni u e 1
Thomas, 3822 Delmar, St. Louis
8, Mo.
EXTERIOR OF II OWAR D
Medical Center, 63rd st., and
Rhodes ave., is shown in pho-
to left. Dr. T. R. M. Howard,
Bronzevifie, is also co-founder of
Everybody's church, 60th and S.
Wabash, and all members of that
church, taken suddenly ill, are giv-
en prompt medical or surgical
treatment at Ida Mae Scott hos-
pital, regardless of their ability
to pay "in advance," as is the
(inset) is president of the \
(lona! Medical Association and
director of the Howard Medi-
cal Center. He has now joined
Margaret Crossley, super-
intendent of nurses,
case in roost of the other pri-
vate hospitals of the city.
Since the founding of the hos-
pital, in 1949, more than 10,000
patients have received treatment
there, for almost all ailments
known to the medical profession,
and Dr. Scott says his files and
eilialliamealattallfifM90
the medical staff of the Ida operation is performed in the
Mae Scott hospital, 5027 Prat. Ida Mae Scott hospital. Front
rie ave. In photo at right, an seated: Leonard W. Scott, an-
DR. HOWARD AND Nurse
Applin in the X-ray laboratory
giving treatment to a patient.
Modern equipment is u aid
records show that less than five
per cent have defaulted — that
is, failed to pay their hospital
expenses.
Last year, Ida Mae Scott hospit-
al was granted an award of $10,000,
from the Ford foundation, for
medical research and expansion of
facilities. This award was in recog.
throughout both Howard Medi-
cal Center and Ida Mae Scott
hospital.
nitIon of the continued, unselfish
service rendered to the communi-
ty by the hospital, and also to
allocate funds for still further de-
velopment of it a humanitarian
program.
The skilled personnel of all de-
partments at Ida Mae Scott hot-
pital have extended a royal wel-
estbetist; and left to right, Dr.
Howard, Dr. Fred Wat so n,
staff physician; Mrs. Henrine
VARIOUS ROOMS of the Ho-
ward Medical Center, a n d
showing (from left) Miss Ines
Applin, (RN), nurse-in-
come to Dr. T. R. 31. Howard as
a member of the surgical staff.
They honor and respect him, not
only for his surgical skill, but for
his great humility and love for his
fellowman.
The doctor, nurses and attend-
ants at Ida Mae Scott know that
Honesty, surgical nurse and
Dr. James M. Scott. dire*.
tor of the hospital.
charge; Dr. Howard and Rob-
ert Wadley, M. T. laboratory
and X-ray expert.
Dr. Howard's feet ars Imbedded
deep in the soil of faith and under-
standing and that humility and
love are the essence of true re-
ligion. They know also that the
fullest and best ears of count
are those lying closest to the
ground.
Dear Mme.Chante: I am lone-
some and would like to hear from
some nice woman, between the
ages of 30 to 40 years. I am 5
ft. 10 inches tall, weigh 135 pounds,
straight black hair and of the
Baptist faith. I am now in the
hospital and promise to answer
all letters and exchange photos.
Paul C. Dickerson, Veterans Ad.
ministration hospital, San Fernan-
do, Calif.
be a nurse. I weigh 125 pounds,
5 ft. 4 inches tall and considered
nice looking. I promise to an-
swer all letters and exchange pho-
tos Mae-Etta Anderson, 1568 w.
Evergreen ave., Los Angeles 33,
,
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I would
like to correspond with a nice
young man, between the ages of
40 to 45 who is ready to settle
down. I am not intersted in cor-
responding with men who are al-
coholics or gamblers.I promise to
answer all letters and exchange
photos. Marietta Brooks, 267
Parke St., Pasadena, Calif.
• • *
Dear Mme, Chaste: I've written
you before, but as yet have had
no success in finding a sutable
• •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 45
years of age and would like to
correspond with a woman who is
interested in marriage. I have a
good job and promise to answer
all letters and exchange photos.
Robert J. Foster, 1027 W. lath
St., Des Moines, Iowa.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am inter-
ested in corresponding with young
men and women between the ages
of 20 and 30. I am a young lady,
19 years of age and looking for
a good future, I am a high school
graduate and my ambition is to
mate. I'm' sure that somewhere
in these United States or even
elsewhere, there must be that cer-
tain girl who is meant for me
and I'm depending a lot GB your
column to help me find that per-
son. As I told you before, I'm
35 years old, 5 feet, seven inches
tall and I weigh 155 lbs. I have
black hair, brown eyes and a me-
dium brown complexion. I have a
good job with an Aircraft ,Com-
pany here in Los Angeles. I'm
not seeking pen-pals or gold-dig-
gers. If you are not serious in
considering marriage please don't
write. Enclose snapshot in first
letter. Samuel R. Quarles, 8371/2
East 25th St., Los Angeles 11,
Calif.
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to correspond with a nice young
lady, between the ages of 25 and
35, who is interested in marriage.
I have never been married, I am
32 years of age, ft. 2 inches tall,
weigh 185 pounds, brown skin with
brown eyes and will pass inspec-
tion. Billy Gordelhire, .13 73, Pet-
ros, Tenn.
• • •
Dear Mme.Chante: I am a very
lonely' young Christian man with
clean habits that desires to cor-
respond wi h a lonely, young
Christian lady, between the ages
of 21 to 35 that is interested in
marriage. I am 43 years of age,
light brown skin, nice personality,
5-f80t 7 inches tall and do not
drink or smoke. I promise to an-
swer all letters and exchange
photos. J. Pettigrew, 6933 Hu-
yard ave., Chicago 21, Ill.
• • *
Dear Mme. Chante: I afni a sin-,
gle, young man, 35 years of age,
brown skin, 6 ft. tall, weigh 175
pounds and born in Florida, but
lived in Brooklyn, N. Y., for 12
years. At present I am in Chi-
cago and would like to correspond
with a young woman, who is in-
erested in matrimony. William D.
McCallister, Gen, Del., Chicago,
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 27
years of age, dark coloured, s
ft. 9 inches tall and weigh 149
pounds. I work at the Bypsum
products where ceilings for homes
in Jamaica are made I promise
to answer all letters and exchange
photos, with all pen pals who
will write me. Rose Agnes Pou-
nal, h Poufatt St., Jonestown
P. 0., Kingston Jamaica BWI.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I would
like to correspond with pen pals
all over the world, I am a man
45 years of age, weigh 188 pounds,
medium• brown skin a a lover
of music and church. I promise
to answer all letters and ex-
change photos. M. B. Merriweth-
er, 66 E. 48th St., Chicago, Ill,
The World Batik is providing
251/2 million dollars to help finance
a power project in Uruguay.
More Abundant Life
Ours is a day of passionate ne-
cessity for bringing food to the
underfed, of endless possibilities
in directing life. Of supplying
-vitamins" to enrich our lives
both spiritually and physically.
• Without faith, it is impossible
to accomplish anything . . un-
fortunately it is not until peri-
lous times that many realize
how transitory life is and just
how much we need faith and the
help of God in order to reach
our goal.
Morning and evening, and at
whatever opportunity you may
have, practice reading the Great
memory the vitamins given to
Book, and store in your mind and
strengthen our Faith and our lives.
• • •
Dear Prof. Hermaz; I have
been reading your column for
the past few weeks and to my
surprise. I found that several
of your questions applied to
many of my problems, I guess,
we all have similar troubles, but
they seem so large to each of
us . . individually. I am writ-
ing to you, hoping that this will
encourage you to continue your
good work. You have an idea
bow many folks read your col-
doing. Sincerely, Henry R. H.
• •
ANXIOUS. Will I pass the test?
ANS. It appears to me that
You have just taken a test for
a Civil service job and are won-
124 On Dean's List
At Allen University
COLUMBIA, S. C. — One hun-
dred and 24 students made tho
dean's honor list at Allen univer-
sity here last week, according to
Academic Dean A. D. Greene.
Seven of the students earned a
3.0 average (all A's) They are
Jessye Benson, Mary Bragg 1,
Cleveland Da Costa, Oretha Ken.
ly, Lois J. Miller, Melvine
wood and Christine Thomas.
dering if you will pass it. Be-
cause of your past experience
you need not worry, you will no
doubt pass the examination
without any trouble.
E. D. I want to travel, do YOU
think my idea is wrong or should
I stay here?
ANS. Your idea seems to be
a good one, if you advertise as
a driver for someone that trav-
els a great deal, this will not
only give you an opportunity to
travel, but without any ex-
'prose to yourself. By all means
go through with this, as I feel
you will be much happier if
you do so.
• • •
A. What will happen to us?
ANS. It seems that your con-
dition has been brought before
members of your church, and
they are going to help you. It
pays to live right and treat
others as ye u would like to be
treated, for in your ease, folks
are glad to help you, for you
have been a good mother and
a true Christian.
•
T J. Will I change Jo& soon?
Will I get the dress I want? Will
my financial conditions improve?
ANS. Only one question is
answered in the column due I.
the limited ahount of space, if
you will write in for a private
reply, I shall he happy to help
you.
1.•11••
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Our Opinions
The Quest For An Able Housing Director
Some weeks ago w e pointed out that
,Southside civic organizations of reputable
Wending should shake themselves out of
their lethargy and make some recommenda-
tions to Mayor Daley on the appointment
of in executive director for the Chicago
Housing Authority. This post became va-
cant by the resignation of Gen. William B.
Kean who must be replaced before the
month ends.
We were gratified to learn that the
names ttwo prominent Southsiders have
been, sfiggested to Mayor Daley as one of
two possible choices for the post of deputy
director of the CHA. They are Oscar
Brawn, former local president of the mili-
tant NAACP. and Clifford J. Campbell,
popular director of the Dunbar Vocational
't Both men enjoy the confidence and es-
teem of the people. Mr. Brown is a Rue-
cehful realtor who has never lost interest
inlivic matters and whose quick and well-
oraTed mind makes him a worthy defender
AL  the rights of his people whenever those
ghts are transgressed.
He is an able lawyer, and a man of
many accomplishments beyond his imme-
diate field of operation.
As director of an 8 million dollar model
trade school whose architecture was con-
tetveci and executed in accordance with his
own specifications, Clifford Campbell's rep-
utation is nation-wide. He is recognized
as one of the country's top ranking educa-
tor's with many achievement awards and
citations to his credit.
Mr. Campbell has turned down a num-
ber of very attractive offers, among them
the post of technical educational adviser
to the school system of the West African
Republic of Liberia. He was under con-
sideration for the presidency of the famed
Booker T. Washington's school — Tuskegee
Institute, and, later that of Hampton Insti-
tute in Virginia until he persuaded the
trustees of both schools of his permanent
interest in Chicago.
According to 1V110'e WHO in the Mid-
west. Campbell has given 26 years of serv-
ice to the Chicago public schools, and three
years in the Bureau of Architecture of the
Board of Education. He is an architectural
engineer and holds s masters degree in edu-
cation from Northwestern university,
where he majored in organization and ad•
ministration.
It was largely through his superb lead-
ership and tireless efforts that the new
Dunbar, a distant dream on yesterday's
horizon, has become today's majestic real-
ity. Both Brown and Campbell are relent-
less, experienced administrators who can
he depended upon to discharge their re-
sponsibilities with dispatch and efficiency.
Senator Knowland — Arch Filibusterer
, 'the Senate again has spiked the at-
tend, to change Rule 22 by which senators
are allowed to talk to death any measure
thet-does not satisfy their fancy. Southern
senators, Who seem to be permanently op-
posed to civil rights, take full advantage
of 'this provision.
Knowing the medievalism of the South,
no one was surprised when its spokesmen
in the Senate blocked the anti
-filibuster
Motion. What did surprise us painfully
Sa, to see an enlightened Republican ofatibnal prominence join the ranks of the
reactionaries in opposing in unmistakable
terms a measure that would have cleared
the way for liberal legislation.
. When Senator William F. Knowland,
GOP leader, raised his stentorian voice
against the motion to end filibustering,
liberals in and out of the legislative halls
were appalled.
The senator led the Republican opposi-
tion with a logic that is both spurious and
indefto, able. He contended that the senate
would find itself in a parliamentary
'jungle" if it accepted the theory that it
Was operating tinder no rules except general
parliamentary law.
Is this the Knowland that we knew in
1956, who was admired for his fearless-
ness, his integrity? Mr. Knowland last
year piled up A healthy record in the sen-
te. He voted right on all issues that hadaura of liberalism about them. And,
we gained national prestige and public es-
teem on the basis that the public thought
him 10 be a man of deep convictions, of
courage a n d dedication to democratic
ideals.
So high was his prestige that he threw
his hat in the ring as a presidential can-
didate, withdrew it for party harmony
when President Eisenhower's willingness to
run again was no longer a speculative mat-
ter.
In voting to defeat the change In the
outworn rules that throttle democratic
procedure, Senator Knowland was guided
not by Republican traditions, not by un-
impeachable motives, not by intellectual
honesty and not by moral earnestness. Mr.
Knowland was guided by the one and only
principle — political expediency.
That the senator from California is
looking to 1960, the next presidential elec-
tion year, to garner a political harvest, can
only deceive the blind and the deaf. He is
building up his fences early enough to take
t h e lead from his party rivals. In his
thinking the South must not be alienated
at this point of the game. He is, therefore,
courting Dixie's affection by voting with
the Southern bloc on an issue that is close
to the Southerner's heart.
While we deplore his illiberalism, we
thank the stars for the early revelation of
the chameleon nature of Senator Knowland.
We shall know what to do with our ballots
when his name comes up for election to
any political post of national significance.
be it that of the presidency or that of a
dog-catcher commiasdonership.
ALBERT BA RNETT
Reporter Sees Quarter Horse
Races At Los Alamitos, Calif.
IF YOU ARE A HORSE RIA',F.
FANCIER and enjoy the mar or
less infrequent thrill of seeing
your horse win — paying $40
for a $2 Ticket in the Pari-Mu-
tirels — then journey out to the
Los Alamits Race Course on your
next trip to Los Angeles. Calif.
At Los Alamitos. you'll either
'tI the glow of winning or theoile of losing, in a mailer of
eeconds, as the races there are in
the Quarter H or se Classifica-
tions, and the Race Course is
Measured in YARDS. not FUR-
LONGS, or miles, as in Thorough-
bred Raring at any of the na-
tion's leading tracks.
Quarter horses are the progeny
of Cow Ponies, those fleet-footed
animals used on the Range for
rounding up cattle and other live'
stock. Easily handled and sensi-
tis'e' to the touch. the Quarter
Hogen — like a flash of light-
ning.— is off to a fast start, soon
as the barrier is raised.
you had the horse in Po-
sition 5, don't jerk your neck
tryog to see if he won, be-
cause every race has a Photo Fin-
ish. and it's a sprint all the way
down the straightway track.
And, as the nose of each horse
touches the finish line, the pie-
tute. of that horse is made, and
dik photo is recorded by the cam- 
Ira until the horse's nose is right
(111 the wire.
One reason for the remarkable
speed of the Quarter Horse if
that here are no turns on the
course and no jockeying for po-
sition, as all horses finish the race
in the same Post Positions they
had at the start. Another reason
is that the races are open to all
horses stabled on the Los Alami-
tos grounds, with preference giv-
en to horses with the highest
classification, which range from
AAA, the highest, to C, the low-
est.
This writer had the exeiting ex-
perience of going to Los Ala-
Tells Needs Of
Polio Campaign
The March of Dimes, now in its
second week of campaigning for
polio fighting (node, must realise
more than $1 million in contri-
butions from Cook county resi-
dents if it is to execute in 1957
its four-point program of patient
aid, polio prevention, research
and medical professional educa-
tion, it was reported this week
by Benjamin Wham, general cam-
paign chairman.
"Every polio victim in the coun-
ty benefits from the dimes and
dollars given to the March of
Dimes." Wham said, "whether or
not direct finantlal aid is re-
quired."
mitos during the December meet-
ing as a guest of his brother, Her-
man Kohlsaat Barnett, district su-
pervisor for 'he California State
Employment .epartment. On that
day, in the 7th race, all eight
horses entered had AAA classifi-
cations, and it Was a rare sight
to see them streak past — neck
to neck — to the inevitable pho-
to-Finish.
To get an idea of how fast these
Quarter Horses run, compare
their speed with that of Jesse Ow
ens, all-time Olympic champion,
who in 1936, in Berlir. Germany,
ran 220 yards in 20.7 seconds, a
truly remarkable performance by
the greatest athlete of the cen-
tury.
Here are the Los Alamitos
Track Records for Quarter Hors-
es. 350 Yards, 178 seccnds, set
by Diamond Mae, April 21, 1956:
400 Yards, 20.1 seconds. set by
Go Man Go, April 211, 195e: 440
Yards, 22 seconds set by Pokes
Ve.ndy, Dec. 17. 1955, and 549
Yards, 27.3 seconds, set by Dr
Rand V., May 2, 1956.
A close study of the above ft
gures show that Jesse Owens' re-
cord of 20.7 seconds for the 220'
yard sprint Is the more remark-
able when compared with the
horse running 400 yards in 20.1
seconds. And remember, Owene
has only TWO legs; the horse has
FOUR.
IN A "WORD"
Despite all arguments pro or
con, there's going to have to be
a lot of work done to bet Amen-
cans. .North or South. . .white
or black. . .altogether ready fen
a completely desegregated nation.
And right here it might be well
to put a little stress on the meas.
mg of the word yde-segregation".
This is necessary because a whole
flock of misunderstanding c a n
stem from just a slight %striation
in shades of meaning attached
to words. Then, theme's the choice
of words to be considered. It's
pretty true that the wads used
are plaing a big part in this has-
sle over race relations.
"Desegretation" carrice a much
dilfeient meanies: from the word
'integration', for inetatice. •De-
eegregation' is a more accept-
able word than 'integration' in
the current stage of race ielations.
Most white folk can tolerate. .
and most Negroes can accept the
implications of the word "deseg-
regate." But "integration" has a
tendency to aggravate nhite Its-
tenere and confuse them. It has
a tendency to mislead and teats.
- the mass of Negroes apprehee-
sive. . .and leave their leaders
frustrated and discouraged.
You see, "deseerigation" c a r•
rim s the idea of making it unlaw-
ful to segregate people in the use
of public, tax-suppoited facilities
. like buses, schools, railroad
stations, jobs and the likes . Li
desegregate means to remove
the protective cloak of law from
Use countenance of public jim •
crow.
ereas, "integration'' suggestsWhere
"mingling folks together both pub-
licly and privately". It carries
the ides of making it unlaw-
ful for a person to pick and choose
his social associates. . .pick and
choose the ones he wants to in-
vite to his home . .pick and choose
his dancing partner pick and
choose the one with whom o n e
wishes to share a meal or oth-
er intimate aspects of social life.
"Integration" carries the impli-
cation of social association and
acceptance. "Desegregation" sim-
ply implies publ i c association
without discrimination based on
race, creed, or color. An inteerat-
ed society is one in which there
is a family relationship in a sense.
Looking forward stk GRADY J11
These are days full of disap-
pointments and much loss of self-
possession.
These conditions are brought
about by the many physical and
psychological pressures which arc
being brought to bare during the-
present transition.
These physical and psychic con-
ditions which are at work for,
also against, the status quo cause
disappointments to those on both
sides of any question. They also
c a it e a feeling of a loss or a
denial of that which rightfully he-
longs to one These forces are-
placing walls around our thinking
thus blocking vision.
The mental and emotional walls
caused by these forces keep us
from thinking broadly and feeling
deeply. All of which robs us of
man's most choicest possessions
— the spirit. To give and to for-
give.
What then is the answer to the
problem? Vision is the answer.
The exploring of ways which will
make room for wider seeing. Hav-
ing the courage to wrestle with
these problems The strength to
make a walk-out of the past also
the strength to climb the hills
Whereas a desegregated *octets
is one in which there is a base.
ball crowd relationship. At a base
ball game one occupies the seal
he paid for even if it's next
to that of a millionaire or a pall.
per. In the eyes of the players
and the gate-keepers, they are all
fans. The fans "integrate" them
selves on the basis of whom theS
choose to talk with, have a coke
with, share a box of popcorn with.
or discuss players' records with
It is a sound view that a first
step in the work to be dsne in
settling this running and grossing
fight over how Americans should
treat each othei. In the case of
black and white, is to make some
sharper definitions of terms, This
should be done so everybody csn
have a clearer understanding of
what the struggle is all about. As
it is there's 100 Muth confusion
ever what the shout log's all about.
Now, at first sight the idea flies
seem trivial. But it's the exact
reverse. It's the take-off spot in
the current situation. It's a mat-
ter of having a clear-cut idea of
"Just what folk are a r g ii i n g
about." Seems like the shooting
has started before the battle slo-
gans and war aims have been
clearly stated.
It is a safe conclusion that the
vast majority of the Negro
spokesmen for iacial progress are
primarily interested in removing
the legal and customary barriers
which deny them economic oppor-
tunity, educational opportunity
and the public courtesy to which
human dignity and self-respect en-
title thenell's a safe bet that
moet Negroes ate not as inlet est-
ed in sitting with white people on
buses as they are in sitting with
passengers on buses as passen-
gem. . .and not as Negro riders.
Most Negroes have teemed. . .
from traveling here and there.
that there is no novelty In sitting
besides a white person. They have
found that the ride isn't any more
fast, the seat isn't any softer the
tare isn't any cheaper. and the
company isn't any more intsrest-
ing. Usually, it's just another ride.
But it isn't ''bust another ride"
when its a segregated ride. . .
Its then a ride of shame-faced
acceptance of disrespect, public
proclamation of inferiority. .pub
tie castigation. So. they call for
Weighting Line
During 1956 large portions ot
front pages of the news papers
tof the world were devoted to the
doings of non-white peoples and
nations.
India. Egypt, Saudi Arabia. Ni-
geria, the Gold Coast, and the
majority populations of Alabama
and other Southern states (where
if the census was carefully tak-
en, I think Negroes would make
up more than half the citizens)
have taken up at least a third,
-deeegregation" if not half, the front page space
caused by Me popular and the
expedient.
VISION HELPS
Vision enables one to see far
beyond the reverses of t h e pres-
ent and catch a glimpse of the dis-
tant victory. Victory causes one
to realize that the present is past,
also to see that the future only
is a true measure of progress. 
Thefuture is the only state of
expectancy. The anchor of hope.
Vision gives origin to the gleat-
est emotion in the experiences of
man. The emotion which affirms
his intrinsic worth. The emotion
which places man in the proper
psychic space. Love.
When one deeply possessed of
this emotion he will have a mind
to consider others above himself,
a mind and a spirit that will
grant to all men the privilege
to move in confident freedom
When we have made room in
ourselves for the spaciousness of
wander, revere, gratitude, a u r-
prise, interest in life around us
appreciation, admiration and the
spirit of giving and forgiving, we
will be self-possessed, quiet, cool
and undisturbed regardless. With-
out this type of ever expanding
vision, you perish.
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SO WHAT?
"She says she wants to be an ice-skater ... but her
only interest in ice is diamonds."
in the leading journals.
Dark news is white news every-
where around the globe today. And
among the major personalities
whose names make headlines
are:
Nehru and his brilliant deputy
In the United Nations, 'Krishna
Menen, presenting' with calm in-
sistence, India's provocative po-
sitions visa-vis the great powers.
Then there is a Nasser ,who seems
to bei the Adam Powell of the
Arab countries tall, dark, hand-
some, and loud.
And in Burma there is U Nu,
in China, Chou En-Lai, in Ni-
geria, Azikewi. in Okinawa, Ka-
mejiro Senaga on the Gold Coast
the American educated Nkruma
and in South Africa the dieting ,
iiished Rev. Matthews, well
known in the United States.
The battle of the bossed colon -
isle against their great power
bosses is almost entirely a strtig-
gle of colored peoples against
white, the Mau Malta against the
British, Algerians against the
French, Egyptian's. against those
coveting the Suez Canal. India
against the West, the native pen
pies of South Africa against the
white governing minorities.
What Dr. DuBois wrote in his
hook, "The Souls of Black Folk"
50 years ago if still true today,
Perhaps the hest selling novel
of 1956 was "The I.ast Hurrah
by Edwin O'Connor which I final-
ly got around to reading last
week. I am usually a year late
in catching the Broadway hits
and now I find it takes me a year
to get to the best sellers. Since
some of them are not worth read-
ing, being late is not necessarily
unfortunate.
This novel. "The Last Hurrah,"
however, is a !et of fun, especial-
ly if you like politics and if voo
do not know too much about the
four-andbalf million Irish who
created the "Corktown" ghettoes
in the big cities of America in
the last half of the 19th century.
The invasion of the Irish seems
to have created almost as many
problems as the Negroes from
the South are creating in the big
cities in the North today.
Ward and precinct politics was
the doorway through which the
struggling Irish escaped from the
squalid "Corktowns" into the so-
cial mainstream. Edwin O'Connor
tells an interesting story of one
Irishman who really arrived.
He was Frank Skeffington who
became governor and a city big
mayor and of course chief of the
tribe of Irishmen. He was looked
down upon as a cheap Irish poli-
tician by Yankee bluebloods who
had all the money and prestige.
Skeffington's bitterest enemy is
the rich publisher of a newspaper
and skettington's nephew could
not understand why the long feud
exists nor how it began. The true
story is [many explained by Skef-
Colored Peoples In
World News Last Year
he Problem of the Twentieth
Century is the problem of the col-
or line — the relation of the dark-
er to the lighter races of men VI
Asia and Africa, in America and
the islands of the sea."
In 1956 America's biggest news
stories have involved the colored
peoples of the Deep South and
their intensified struggle against
old bigotries, the Supreme Court's
desegregation decisions and the
dangerous and noble efforts at
their implementation and enforce-
ment.
Northern Negroes voters,
politicians, the NAACP leadership
and its superb Legal Defense di-
VI5i011 headed by Thurgood :Mar-
shall — have played a vital part
in this historic struggle for the ex-
tension of democracy le millions
of people South of the Mason-
Dixon line.
Once again, as In slavery time
and Reconstruction, the Negro
church has come back into its
own as a great source of strength
and leadership. The Rev. Martin
Luther King and Rev. Ralph D.
Abernathy in Montgomery, Rev.
Fred L. Shuttlesworth in Birming-
ham, Rev. C. K. Steele in Talla-
hassee are all names destined to
be a part of Negro hishtory from
now on.
And I hope some historian is
keeping an Honor Roll of the
names of those heroically heave
individuals who constitute their
congregations and their followers.
I hope, too, that the names of all
those intrepid children in Clinton.
Tenn.,Clay, Ky.. and other plac-
es where to go to the school at all
is to court danger, are being re•
corded for future students to read
with admiration and wonder.
1956 has been a great year for
extraordinarily uncommon hero-
ism on the part of a great many
fington to his nephew in the fol-
lowing words.
"A social circumstance," Skeff-
ington said. "Nothing but the
plain fact that my mother -- and
your grandmother — was at one
time a maid in his father's house."
The nephew then learned that
his grandmother was also fired
from the household for stealing.
When he asked Skeffington what
did she do about it, he shocked
his nephew again in the follow-
ing words:
"Unfortunately :a your grand-
mother's ease, there was a 'slight
complication. She was guilty."
The Irish mayor then began to
explain the kind of life his mother
lived in the following statement to
his nephew
"What she did was common
practice in those days: you might
even say it was a necessity. You
have to remember the existing
conditions: they weren't exact-
ly all they might have been. Our
people were immigrants and they
were poor: the men worked on
the docks and the WOMPI1 work-
ed in the kitchens.
'Their employers were nattiest,
ly eager to help them, they de-
cided they could help them best
by keeping them poor. free of
the terrible temptations that tor-
trent the welito-do.
-Maids and cooks were paid
next to nothing; wlien they went
home at night to their families,
they'd sometimes take a banana
or two with them. Everybody did
it, everybody knew about it. and
I don't imagine anybody thought
it ass one of Itie sins that crieth
CO111111011 people — col
mired people — from the American
crown. a
South to South Africa. Adtherine
Lucy, for example deserves a
star, a million orchids,
and a halo. And all the kids at
Clay and Clinton deserve scholar-
ships of gratitude through college.
In the arts, colored peoples have
made and are making news, too.
ships of gratitude through college.
Japanese films are artistic sue
(imps in the major cities of the
world. And a Pekin company of
Chinese actors loured Europe to
bravos,Bery  meSti.rrie
's Little Carib
Dance Group from Trinidad mu
danced in Jamaica for the Atka.
lee, and in London. And Negro
performers and jazz men from
the U. S. A. have excited the
poulaces of Europe, Asia, and
Armstrong, Dizzy °R-
and Lionel Hampton liter-
it up" in such seat-
tiaAeelrfslLoreyPidiccel: places "broke, as Accra, Tokyo laid
London. Earths Kit and Doro-
thy Dandridge have been flying
hither and you. Pearl Bailey
packed iiarlem's Apollo to the
rafters for two weeks before tak-
ing her highly entertaining show
on tour.
Sainnty Darts in Still parking
them in on Broadway American
Negro authors have had a big year,
too, in 1956. The women especial-
ly have come through wit h
flying colors: Pauli Murray, Gwen-
dolyn Brooks, Margaret Just
Butcher Eartha Kitt, Alice Chil-
dress, Billy Holidey. Naomi Long,
and other good-writing and good-
looking females have had books.
Men authors have done well. too.
So from art to politics, stage
to nationalism, songs to struggle,
last year we made news, big
news, which continues into 1957,
to heaven for vengeance
Mayor Skeffington then explains
how the publisher. Amos Force,
and his father, Caleb Force, look-
ed upon Mrs. Skeffington and her
crime, lie tells his nephew the
following:
"But Caleb Force was a rich
man and rich men don't become
rich by giving away bananas, so
when your grandmother Was ap-
prehended by a loyal butler. [cav-
ing the house with a grapefruit
and a small jar of jelly, Caleb
decided to make an exampe of
her. He did, too.
He fired her himself, in front
of his family and all the other
servants, whom he had thoughtful-
ly summoned for the occasion
He sent her packing. after first
reminding her that in addition to
being a thief, she was guilty of
ingratitude to a fine employer
who had used her wells'
With irony Skeffington continued
as follows:
S"As a Christian gentleman hie
naturally %c anted to be sure he
understood the enormity of her of-
fense. As for Amos. he's never
been able to forget that the son
of the servant who ccmmitted
this crime against his purse he-.
came mayor of his city and gov-
ernor of his state, and in the
course of doing so managed to
make life just a little bit more
difficult for him."
The story of the invasion. op-
pression and triumph of the Irish
in the urban centers of America
is interesting ond might tie in-
structive for our times..
Side Baptist church of the same
city. She is survived by three
sons, Messrs. Leroy Hill of Chat-
tanooga, Tenn.; Porter Hill, Knox-
ville. Tennessee; Robert L. Hill,
due to the close threat that Xav- Memphis; one daughter, Mrs. Fan-
ler posed throughout the fray. Wil- nie Simpson, of this city and other
lie Poston led the scoring for the
Dragons with 18 points, while Cy-
deli Lane had 16 and Larry
Johns had 14. Bob Nash of
Xavier team was easily the point
man the entire game, as he threw Railway Co. The remains were
In 34 eounters, shipped to Detrio, Tenn., for fu-
Mrs. Lucille Churchill of Cleve- neral and interment.
land, Ohio was the guest of her Edward W. Carson, jr. has re-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Jor- turned to Washington, D. C. aft-
den and Mr. and Mrs. A. Z. Man- er, spending the Christmas holi-
ney. Mrs. Churchill serves as sec- days in the city with his parents,
retary in the Naval Branch in Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Carson, sr.
Cleveland. He is a student at Howard uni
Mrs. Margaret Falls and Miss versity.
Pearl McLin were guests of their Cpl. Jean C. Rhea has return-
mother, Mrs. Rosa McLin. Mrs. ed to Kirkland Air Base in New i
Falls is secretary to the Adjutant Mexico, after spending his fur- I
General in the Pentagon Building lough here with his mother, Mrs. ,
Naval Branch in Washington, D. Bessie Rhea.
C. Miss McLin teaches in the The Mission Circles of Thank-
Memphis City schools. Prof. and ful Baptist church observed the
Mrs. Waldo Berry, Sr. and son, fifth Sunday by the rendition of a
Waldo, jr., were guests of his program on Dec. 30.
brother and wife, Prof. and Mrs. Mrs. Jenie Bowden has return-
C N Berr 'IncBerrys are both N
AT A SWIMMING PARTY re-
union, crippled children who
attended the Easter Seal day
camp in Sherman Park last
summer, revived summertime
fun. Volunteer helper Mari-
anne Novak holds camper
Hattie Lay, 10, 3211 Went-
worth ave.. as Shirley Hunt-
ley, 12, 6913 Kimbark, smiles
encouragement for her fellow
camper. Swimming is an im-
portant means of therapy in
rehabilitation of the crippled.
Crippled children are enroll-
ed in the Easter Seal camp
regardless of their race, re.
ligion or causes of crippling
condition. Scene is Chicago.
Arkansas
. . Y. ed to C. where she BATESVILLE
teachers in the city of Ormond, is a student at Livingston college By REV. M.AYTIE WATKINS
Fla. Waldo ,jr., attends Howard after spending the Christmas hol-1 Mrs. Enous Lee of St. Louis
university. idays with her husband, Rev. W. spent the holidays with her moth- 1
' Mrs. Currie Eulis of South Bend, W. Bowden. er and father, Mr. and Mrs. Will
Ind., was the guest of her brother A Watch Meeting Service was Harper.
Prof. and Mrs. T. R. White. held at Mt. Hope Holiness church Mr. and Mrs. Albert McCoy are ,
Mrs. Henrrietta Foster, accom- Dec. 21. The sermon WAS deliv- the proud parents of a son, born!
paisiel by a friend. Mrs. Kate Bur- ered by Rev. J. L. Folston, 1Jan. 1, at Gray hospital.
ney Williams, of Chicago, were Dr. E. S. Kilgore has been in- 011ie MeSpadden left last Satan's:
guests of Mrs. Foster's sister,
Miss Eva Broome and mother,
Mrs. Eva Broome.
Mrs. Mattie Parks Hall a n d
niece, Viola, from Painesville,
Ohio, were guests of Mrs. Ora
Lee.
' Mr.. Alice White of Detroit,
Mich. was the guest of her daugh-
ter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Thanes Davis.
' Kiss Darlene Hutson and moth-
er, _Mrs. Teola Hutson spent the
Christmas with their sister and
mother, Rev. and Mrs. Grey of
Kansas City. From Kansas City
Miss Hutson went by plane to
Washington, D. C. to attend the
National Sigma Gamma Rho so-
rority meeting. She is a represen-
tative.
Mr. and Mrs. Curry Ross had
an interesting trip visiting Paines-
ville, Ohio, Milwaukee, Wis., Chi-
cago and Memphis, Tenn.
' Misses lone Lane and Louise
Brooks spent the holidays in Can-
ton. Miss.
Prof. and Mrs. Ross C. Clay. who
are teaching in Jackson. Miss.
spent the holidays here in their
home. We were happy to have
them here viith us.
Funeral services were held for
Mr. George Anderson Bledsoe who
passed to the Beyond Jan. 3. at
Berean Baptist church at 3 p.m.
The Rev. A. L Campbell officiat-
ed.. Had he lived one more day
he. would have been 84 years of
age. He was preceded by his wife
who passed Sept. 13. 1956. He
leaves a host of children, rela-
tives and friends to mourn his
passing.
Mr. and Mrs. Bishop Thompson
and family, who are now residing
in Yonkers, N. Y. recently visit-
ed his mother, Mrs. Sarah White-
law of this city and other friends 'the Dyersburg district held h i s
first quarterly conference at St.
Paul CME church last Sunday.
The total amount raised was 629.
The Santa Fe Trail, important
te early commerce of the South-
west, was opened in 1821.
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S
avannah State Host To Alumni Confab
Tennessee
SAMSON
Hy MRS. GEORGIA MCVEIGH
The Royal Lathes Employment
club annual program was held at
Lincoln Elementary school, There
were over 200 persons present,
along with several out of town
guests. The program was quite in- Rev. J. L. Rogers officiating. She
,teresting with various games con- is survived by a husband Henry
Paige, one brother, Edward Mc
Neil of this city, two sisters of
this city, Mrs. Laura Brown and
Mrs. Margaret McNeil and other
relatives. The remains were ship-
ped to Shell Creek, Tenn. with'
J. D. Ledford, funeral director in
charge.
Mrs. Mary Hill, 71, died Dec.
31 at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Fannie Simpson, 413 Wilson
ave., following an illness of some
time. The remains were shipped
to Chattanoogi, Tenn. for funeral
tives and friends, and interment with J. D. Ledford,
Lane college's Dragons took funeral director in charge. The de'
their 10th win of the season Sat- ceased was a member of West
urdsy night as they dropped Xav-
ier .of New Orleans, La., 79-69 in
a tight ball game. Lane held a
47-01 halftime advantage and used
only two substitutes in the tilt
ducted by Miss Lurline Savage
and Mrs. It. L. Drain. Music was
furnished by Prof. Daniel Glass.
After which a nice dinner was
served, also cake and ice cream,
Mrs. Lillian Parker, president
and Mrs. Bertha Bridgeman, sec-
retary.
' Mrs. 011ie B. Kizer, who has
hied, her home in Salina, Kans,
for several years, is here vis-
iting with sister, Mrs. Lillian Par-
ker, Webster at. and other rela-
here and Brownsville, Tenn. On
their way here they stopped over
in Buffalo, N. Y. with relatives
and Chicago. They also visited an Rev. P. E. Coleman and Rev.
oncle, Prof, W. G. Thompson of H. W. Tinsley were the dinner
New Madrid, 31o. They also en. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Isaac
joyed a visit for an afternoon and Hamilton last Sunday
James Franklin Barnhill h a s
returned home after spending the
Christmas holidays with his sister,
Miss Vallie Mai Barnhill and fa-
JOHNSON CffY
By CORTLAND It. RHEA
Mrs. Ada Paige, 88, died Jan.
1 after being in declining health
for some time. The final rites were
hold from West Market Street
Methodist church on Jan. 5 with
relatives.
Mn-. Lem White, of Delrie, Tenn.
met death here on Dec-. 21 as
the result of a train crash. He
was an employe of the Southern
disposed.
Rev. C. F. Spurgeon. from
Washington, D. C., has spent sev-
eral days here with his mother,
Mrs. M. C. Spurgeon.
S's
TIPTON' ,
By MRS. CURTIS RILL
Mrs. Ethel :1/41. Nabor is on the
sick list. We wish for her and al-
so Mrs. Willie Maye a speedy re-
covery.
Mrs. Carrie Hintz and Mrs. E.
L. Townsend, daughters of Mrs.
day morning with others of New-
port to attend the grand session
in West Memphis,
The Watkinses spent Saturday in
Searcey on business. Clayton Wat-
kins spent Saturady in Newport
with friends.
The trustee hoard served dinner
Monday at Chapel AIME church,
Mrs. C. Waugh, chairman.
TheMissionary Society met on
Friday at the church, with pres-
ident, Mrs. C. Harper.
Mrs. Marvia Bacum visited in
Crenshaw honored her with a it. Smith during the holidays with
birthday dinner. Twenty people her brother I'it Finle and oth, a y - 
Iwere present and a buffet lun- . er relatives. She has now return-
son 1 was served. ' ed home.
Mrs. Mamie Alexander was 1 Mr. and Mrs. Jenipher Watkins
called to the bedside of her nep- was guest in the home of Mr. and
hew, who lives in Chicago. Mrs. Fetus Johnson last Satur- .
We are glad to see Mrs. Willie day night for dinner.
Stevens out again, we have miss- Mrs. C. C. Waugh visited in Lit. 
edher. I tle Rock with her relatives, re-
Miss Ruby N. Fleming has re- I eemly. ;
turned to college, she spent some Rev. B. C. Scribner and wife, '
days at home with her mother, Mrs. R. C. attended services inl
Mrs. Ruby Ealy.
s •
NEWBERN
By ARCHIE WOODS
Mrs. Thomas Morris from St.
Louis, Mo., was the weekend
guest of her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
John Scott.
Mrs. Birdie Harris has returned
home from Toledo, Ohio. after
spending Christmas holidays with
relatives and friends.
Mr. Willie B. Grines spent the
Christmas holidays in Toted o,
Ohio with relatives and friends.
He has now returned home.
Those on the sick list are Mrs.
Mary Brown and Mrs. Addie John-
son. We wish them both a speedy
recovery.
Presiding Elder J. C. Hullum of
evening in Memphis where they
visited Prof. Holli Price and his
beautiful wife and son. Professor
Price is president of LeMoyne
college of Memphis, Tenn. They ther, Billy F. Barnhill of Detroit,
visited Rev. and Mrs..,. H. Reece, Mich.
also of Memphis. The Thompsons Sam Williams has returned'
have returned home from a very home to live with his sister,'
Miss Annie Williams of this city.1
Miss Mary Lee Seward has re-
turned home from Milwaukee,
Wis., where she has been visiting
her sister.
Alabama
TRUSS VILLE
By L. R. MEYERS
Mrs. Rosa Lee Jackson w a s
sslled to Tuscaloosa last Satur-
day because of the illness of her
uncle.
Mrs. Julia A. Washington, wife
of Rev. L. J. Washington was
stricken with a stroke last Wed-
nesday morning and passed on
I Wednesday night.
After spending several days
here as guests of hersister,
I Mrs, Carrie Maxwell and family,
Mrs. Mary Lee Heath has return-
ed to her home in Indianapolis,
Ind.
Services of the New Bethel Bap-
tist church with the Rev. M. L.
Robinson, pastor officiating were
immensely enjoyed last Sunday.
The pastor delivered an arous-
ing message.
Mrs. Annie Harris, Miss Louise
Hunter and Charlie Cross from
New Ark, last Sunday at the Bap-
tist church.
Miss Bessie Stroney visited hc-r
mother and relatives in New Ark
last Sunday.
Rev, A. St. Clair has returned
home after visiting his relatives
in Chicago.
The Bible Band met on Thurs-
day evening.
the Mt. Canaan Baptist church
which worshipped at the 1st Bap-
'list church in Alton, recently.
Rev. J. E. West is the minister.
Mrs. Lillie Mae Lee worshipped
, at the Hagood Chapel church in
Center Point. Rev. S. L. Green
is the minister.
• • •
TliscuMBIA
By MRS. C. A. SMITH
'I he last rites of Mrs. Lizzie
Alexander of this city were held
last Wednesday from the Mt. Car-
mel MB church, with Rev. J. H.
Cable, pastor officiating. S h e
leaves to mourn her passing her
husband, James Alexander, o n e
brother, Albert Polk of this city
and many other relatives a n d
friends. W. H. McClair funeral di-
rector.
The Harp of Zion Singers of
Sheffield, Ala., and the Tr -Cities
Aires singers were in a battle
of music last Sunday at the Beth-
el AME church.
, The BSA Circle will meet with
Mrs. Thornton next Tuesday. Re-
freshments will be served by the
hostess, Mrs. Smith supervisor,
Mrs. Egglestonn, president and
Mrs. Graves secretary.
Monroe Hunter, Dear Wilson,
Mrs. Lula Underwmgi Joy Byard
and Joe Malone are all on the
sick list.
WEST BUXTON
By PERCY BLACK
The House of Jacob church
went in their general conference
Jan. 1, at Atlanta, Ga., many
delegates were present.
Mrs. Jennie King, was carried
to the hospital at Selma, Ala.,
she is doing fine.
The funeral of Mrs. Tyler Bunts
was in session at the Mount
Grove Baptist church Jan. 5,
Spiritual service was in session
at the Hope Hill and Union
Baptist churches Jan. 6. Rev. H.
Lockhart, Rev. B. T. Wilson, pas-
tors.
Mrs. Hattie Gadsden is marri-
ed to Mr. Luther Bolts, Mrs
Tommy Davis, havis moved to
Cleveland, Ohio.
The Harmony Four Gospel
Singers of Woodstock, Ala., ren-
dered a musical at the West Bloc-
ton Junior high school and Mount
Grove Baptist church Jan. G, ben-
efit of the PTA.
Faulkner Pens
'2nd Of Trilogy
NEW YORK — Random House
has set May 1 as the publication
date of William Faulkner's new
novel, "The Town," second work
in a trilogy that began with 'The
Hamlet" and will ultimately be
concluded with "The Mansion."
Awarded the Nobel Prize for
Litrature in 1950. Faulkner has
twice won the National Book
Award
enjoyable two weeks vacation.
Mrs. Dora Williams of 114 Mer-
ry st., continues ill. Friends are
praying and hoping for her a
very speedy recovery.
Mrs. Hattie Brown died in Mad-
ison County General hospital on
Jah. 2. Her residence was 253
W. Sycamore st. She is survived
by her beloved husband. Mr. Will
Brown, one daughter. Mrs. Mable
Hurt of Jackson. seven grandchil-
dren, one great grandchild. and
a host of other i-elatives a n d
friends. Funeral services were
held at Ford Funeral Home Sun-
day evening with Rev. C. W. Allen
officiating. Interment in Elmwood
Censerey. Ford Funeral Home in
Satchmo Nets $14,000
For Hungarian Relief
LONDON — (ANP — An official
of the British Hungarian Relief
Fond. reported that Louis Satchmo
Armstrong and his hot trumpet
raised an estimated $14,000 at
a benefit concert last month.
The official said this was the
largest single amount raised by
a concert or similar effort in aid
of the fund.
DR. RUTH ALLEN FOUCHE.
(extreme left) director of
the NAACP Negro history pag-
eant, discusses details of the
extravaganra with members
of the east at rshe irsal ses-
sion. The paleant will be pre.
sented Sunday, Feb. 10, at the
DuSable High school Is Chi-
cago. List— 'ng att.ntirily
are; Ferrell Harrisoa. Ernes-
tine Smith, Samuel Barber,
Lorene Richardson, Frances
F. Martin, George Gale. Wit.
liam Heard and Marvin Illon•
ory. Defender staff photo.
wife are home from overseas,
where he will spend some time
before going back. When he re-
turns he will be stationed in Fort
Gordon.
• • •
PICAYUNE
By SLEEPY PAIGE
Funeral services and burial was
held last week at Perchuta. Miss.,
Mack Jeffersoon 48 who had
been confined for several weeks,
end passed at the home of his
brother. Joe. Mack leaves tu
mourn his passing his wife. Min-
nie Mae who was confined to the
local hospital and unable to
tend thethe funeral, one daughter
and one son, three brothers and
several other relatives and
ffiends. Baylous was in charge.
Mr. and Mrs. :Clyde Evans of
San Francisco, Calif., Mrs. Doro-
thy Mae of Detroit. and Mrs
Harris of Purvis, Miss.,
visited Mrs. Ella Mac Davis and
other ft iends. •
A family of four was injured
in a serious car collision last week
near Henelyfield. Those injured
were Mr. and Mrs. Fester (Dubb),
Rateliff,Miss Murrel Ratellff and!
their mother, Mrs. Mary ROAM.
Lillie Mae, the wife of Fester,
suffered a broken arm while
their mother suffers with several
broken ribs.
sta-
tioned at Brooklyn. N. Y. re-
Pvt. It. L. Breland who is 1
turned .s is camp last ivecli +Her
spending a few weeks here with i
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jae-
Breland, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Pickett
and children from San Jose, Cal-
if., spent last week here visiting
Mrs. Pickett's sister Mrs. Alber-
ta Gandy.
Funeral services for Alexand•
ra Jackson, 11, son of Mrs Malwa
gie Jackson, was held last wee*'.
after the child was confines] ter
two weeks at its home suffer-
ing with his tonsiles. He died short.
ly after he was carried to the
local hospital. Cooks Funeral honks
was in charge of all arrankiments.ll
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Dunn, sr.,
and Henry S. Dunn was called to
Baton Rouge last week to alit lid
the funeral of Mrs. Dunns' neice.
Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Steeley
of Sun Flower, Ala., and Mr. and
Mrs. E. B. Clark of Mobile, Ala.,
visited in the home of Mr. Steehia,
ey and Mrs. Clarks brother,.;
Frank Field.
Funeral services for Mese Burl,
le s% was held last Sunday at
Matthews Baptist church, Rev. 1 ;
James oqiciating. Hose passed hi
a New Orleans hospital, he leaves..,
to mourn his passing his wife,
several sons and daughters, a host
of relatives and friends. Cooks,
Funeral home was in charge.
Friends are sorry to learn that
Lewis (Red) Ware is confined..
to a Jackson hospital.
Mrs. Aderlee Waters of Pasea-.
goula, and her son, Terrell °I.,:
Tougaloo college visited in th
home of Mrs. Waters' father, 31
Charlie Gandy and her daugh-
ter Elouise.
Funeral services for Mary Jack-
son, 40, was held last Satorlay
night in the St. Matthews Dap- ,
tist church. Mary, the mother of..,
four children, and the wife of
Johnie Jackson, died of a knue
wound by Eddie Thomas TULS.
day evening while she was a pas-
senger in his taxi. Thomas states
that as he stopped to check his
car tires, she also got out of the
car and stuck him with a knife
he then got his knife out and at-
tempted to stop her. After cut-
ting her one time in the brest
she got backinthe car and het •
f_Learnedrried her to the local hospitalw iere she died shortly after.
Rev. E. H. Potter officiated with
Cooks Funeral home in charge.
idly shifting lad Sdicatd nas
• s «
CANTON
Be B. H. VARNADO 
.
Mrs. Edna Thompson had as a
recent house guest. Mrs. Edna .
Love and Mrs. Barbara Hatchett
of Chicago
3 Dixie States
Stiff Segregate
SAVANNAH — Area Five of the
National Alumni Association of
Colleges met last week end on
the campus of Savannah State eol-
lege here for its annual confer-
ence.
Prince Jackson, jr., alumni sec-
retary of Savannah State, served
as chairman, and Dr. W. K. Payne,
president of the college, as host
to the event.
G. W. Conoly, alumni secretary
for Florida A. and M. university
and area president, presided over
the conference.
Area Five includes colleges in
Alabama, Florida and Georgia.
Institutions affiliated with the
NAA in this area are:
Alabama State college, Mont-
gomery, Ala.; Albany State col-
lege, Albany, Ga.; Clark college,
Atlanta, Ga.; Morehouse college.
Atlanta; :Morris Brown college,
Atlanta; Edward Waters college,
Jacksonville, Fla::
Also Miles college, Birmingham,
As.: Savannah State college; Sal-
mis college, Tuscaloosa, Ala.;
Talladega college, Talladega, Aa.;
Tuskegee Institute, Tuskegee, Ale.;
Bethune Cookman college. Day-
tona Beach, Fla. and Florida Nor-
mal college, St. Augustine, Fla.
Topics discussed at the meeting
included:
1. Hew the alumni affects the' ,
'student body; 2. What the institu-
tion expects of the alumni; 3.
What the alumni expects of the in-
stitution; 4. Common problems of
private and state institutions: 5. .
The alumni and the athletic pros,e2k
gram; 6. The roles of public re-11X-
lations and the alumni secretary
in building and maintairing good. .
alumni institution relations.
•Mississippi
BATES VILLE
By CLEY W. JOINER
Daniel Avant of Batesville,'
Miss., who has been ill for more
than a year passed on January
1st. He was a member of the
Knights, sons and daughters lodge
at Oxford. Miss, and was being
treated at Mount Bayour, Miss.,
hospital, where he has under-
gone two operation. He leaves to
mourn his passing, a widow, Odes-
sia Avant, step daughter, nine
nephews, 8 neices and many oth-
er relatives and friends. Rev.
Thermon Dandridge officiated.
The last rites of Calvin Belle-
tine who was living in Chicago for
the past few years was held re-
cently. His body was shipped to
Batesville last Sunday for burial.
His funeral was held at the
Bethlehem M. B. church the
pastor, Rev. P. L. Morgan, offic-
iating. He leaves to mourn hi s
passing a widow, two children and
a host of other relatives and
friends
Mr. Thomas and Joseph and
Bertha Fox and wife from Green-
wood, Miss., were called to the
funeral of their cousin recently,
Daniel Avant.
Herman Taylor and wife. Essie
and brother, Andrew Taylor from
Chicago was here due to the
death of their uncle. Daniel Avant.
IUKA
By LILLIE REEDUS
On January 1, Men's Day was
honored with a program at
Jones Chapel CAW church, Rev.
P. S Cousin, psastor First Bap-
tist church, delivered the sermon
after which a delicious repast was
served by the men. Everything
was enjoyed by all present.
The Sally Wyatt Guild, fostered
a banquet at the school audi-
torium which was enjoyed by
all.
Mrs. Eva Ford, Mr. and Mrs.
J. J. Mitchell, Mr and Mrs. F.
H. Mitchell all spent the day with
their sister, Mrs. Odessa Haley,
in Fulton, Ky., on Dec. 30.
The final rites were held for
Mrs. Mollie Jackson in Decem-
ber.
Mrs. Blanche Clifton of luka is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Grace
Howard in Philadelphia, Pa.
Mrs. Geneva Duckett is back
home after visiting her daughter
in New Jersey, recently.
Albert Harrison of the armed
forces is visiting, with his mother,
Mrs. Geneva Duckett through the
holiday season.
Eugene Washington of South
Bend, Ind.. visited his grand par-
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Leon- Mrs. G. A. Jackson's daughter,
ard on Christmas. Miss Gracie Lola Jackson of Chi.
M-Sgt. Johnnie B. Johnson and eago spent the holidays here amid
enjoyed her stay very much
The Emma B. Miller Federated
club met with Mrs. Arista Baker
hat Thursday night. The hostess
reeved several gifts from the
meillbers. After the business mu- •
tine, the hostess served delicious .
r eTf rhees hlma set n trsi
es of Mrs. 51 a 3,
Smith were held from the Old
True Light Baptist church. _on
Thursday afternoon. She leaves to
mourn her passing, her husband
Randolph Smith, 13 children. 4
grand children. three brothers, 
-
two sisters and a host of other
relatives and friends.
The last rites were said for
Mrs. Henrietta Wilson last Sat.
urday at Pleasant Green Baptist •
church. She leaves her husband.
Sam Wilson and several chilchrt.
She was a me?hber of ihe HOU3O•
held of Ruth. Heroines of Jeriss:
cho and other fraternal organfiii,
lions.
s• •
WATER VALLEY
By MRS. GRACE B. STIGEL
The Christmas holidays arolOid,
the city of Water Valley were
successful with many friends and
visitors to entertain.
Among the friends were: Prb
rate Prentiss Hervey, Private J.
C. Hawkins and Private Floyd
Coleman Mitchell. All are es
-grad:
uates of Davidson High School.
Private Mitchell is stationed At
Fort chaffer. Ark., where be is
taking his basic training,
•
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awful, has been done to stop
progress towards desegregation,"
the record of the NAACP Legal
, Department "will show that we
I have not only been stopped, we
have not even been slowed down."
. 'FILIBUSTER RESOLUTION
, Following a motion made by Wil-
kins, the assemblage adopted un-
enimously a resolution calling upon
: the Senate to enact House Resolu-
tion 627 on civil rights, passed
by the House last July. "This bill
holidays from the armed forces.
Miss Sallie Jones, a student at
A. M. and N. College in Pine- ter, Mrs. Lula Lewis of New York
bluff spent the Christmas holidays City spent some time in the home
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. of your columnist and husband,
Earl Jones and family. She has Mr. and Mrs. Hurley Burnett. Mrs
now returned to college. 'Juanita Davis and also Mrs. Cla-
Miss Eddie M. Kolen of Little ra Edwards were also visitors of
Rock spent some time in the your columnist.
home of her mother, Mrs. Rita Mrs. Rosa Maye i spending the
Belcher.
Miss Mildred Currington spent
the yuletide season in Chicago, ing relatives and friends.
represents the minimum which Ill.,
citizens have a right to expect," 
with relatives and friends. Mrs. Lelia Williams is also on
Miss Currington is now residing •the sick list We hope she gets
well soon.
03.000 Bishop W. J. Walls, and AndrewThe amount represents
More than the sum for the same D. Weinberger,
period in 1955. More than 50 per The Board also reeleoted Mr.
cent of the total was received in Wilkins executite secretary; Mr.
the form of individual membership Marshall special counsel; a n dfees.
named Robert L. Carter generalWith the addition of $98,636 in
- life membership payments. $5,-
804 in bequests, "year-end adjust-
ments," and receipts for the last
10 days of the year, it is expected
.4 unit the total NAACP income for
8 1956 will be "in excess of" POO,-
' 000, Wilkins said. By GEORGE
t In his report to the meeting,
NAACP Special Counsel ThurgoodWARREN McGhee, Ark., spent the Christ- COLORADO SPRINGS
arshall declared that although MRS. MATTIE M. BURNET8 mas holidays visiting her sister, Hello Everybody everywhere!!!
We are having lovely weather
here in the Pikes Peak Region de-
spite the fact that we have freez-
ing temperatures most of the time.
Before going any further, here is
hoping each and everyone a very
successful and a prosperous New
Year.
Taking a bit of advice from one
of the cities' well-known citizens,
Mrs. Susie Perkins who has rent-
als, motels and apartments scat-
tered all over the city, Mrs. Per-
kins states: "In order to do our
!part as citizens as far as democ-
racy is concerned, speng most-
ly of the troubles in the South-
land, rather than voice our dis-
months with Mr. and Mrs. J. H. approvals orally to one another.
Gregg. we should take a little time and For AssaultFrank Fmith, the recent dinner write a note directly tq the Presi-
guests in the home of Mr. and son and enjoyed his visit and also dent, mass protests, perhaps * • A • •
Mrs. Butler Dantzler. Mr. Smith visited Mr. Johtuaie Hightower all million or two letters directed to With Cleaver
is from Little Rock. the President should get a bit ofof Warren.
recognition."
On the social scene, Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Perkins of 322 S. Cone-
jos St., gave a get together Christ- church here last week and ended
her home on Beaver st.„ and her home on South Myrtle St. mas party on Christmas day. Over with one minister severely injur- Reuben mBharorawnhayaand
afallmrdeyturnaendd 
, be announced at a later date. The
last rites will be held at the 21stpeatedly that civil rights legisla- mother, Mrs. Lillie Beavers is A delicious dinner was served 
200 friends attended the gracious ing another with a meat cleaver • • •
Baptist church, Chambers Funeraltion could and would be passed at also convalescing from illness at by the hostess, Mrs. Davis and 
affair. Tape recordings were tak. after a move was made to oust PAHOKEE
him from the pulpit. 
home.
Mrs. Lillie Davis left on Dee. directors in charge.games were played. Guests were The cleaver was pulled from be- 
By R.C. DURR
The funeral services of the late,
Hammons, Mr. and Mrs. Dan ther Washington after a move was 
Mrs Annie Lee Edwards has 19 for Detroit, Mich., to visit her
Id t the Lilly Hill B a t i 1 t
as follows, Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Mrs. Fannie Ziegler Nolte wneath the pulpit by the Rev. Lit- '
made to eject him from the pul- 
just returned from Atlanta, Ga.. gen, Augustus, who is ill and also 4e, _ a y as
church in Urbana, Ala., on Dee,
after visiting her father, Grant visited her other children, who n P
30. Mrs. Zeigler was born in El-
REDDEN
SNE ADS ETHEL
1William Winston: Miss Osie L. By J. D. DEMPSEY By MARTHA ASHFORD their son home from the army,
'Little, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. John Wilson had Sunday was regular Pastorial Frank Mosby is on the sick list,John B. Little of Rayville, La., Day at the Ethel Chapel Hill also Mr. Blackmans father.became the bride of SP3 William as their holiday guests, Mrs. Lou- Baptistchurch.
ise Blue of Philadelphia, Pa., sis- Mr. Hut Bentley. left for Cleve-
ter of Mrs. Wilson. Also Mrs. land, Ohio, recently.
Carrybell Powell of Detroit, Mich, Mr. and Mrs. Latham McCain
are home after spending severalThey visited relatives in Chatta-
months in Milwaukee, Wis.
recuperating nicely after a re- hoochee. John R .Greenlee jr., has left
cent operation. Mrs. Lela Booth and sons, Mr. for the Air Forces after spending
Miss Willie Mae Carr, formerly
of San Antonio, Texas. a graduate
of the Hawaiian Beauty school in
Washington, D. C., recently open-
ed "Carr's Beauty Nook" at 310
E. Costillo.
the resolution said. in Warren for the past several Ch •It expressed "commendation and
Thanks" to 38 Senators of both par-
ties who on Jan, 4 "voted against
tabling a motion which would have
opened the way to changing the
filibuster rule of the Senate."
I "For years this rule (Number
12) has been used by southern
.senators to block civil rights leg-
Option," the gated pointed out,
il.'During the debate," the resolu-
tion continued "it is asserted re-
(
AACP Plans -Vigorous Program For 5 SAT..CurentAcNen.te7L 1U7lion is in Richland County Ill..
eight miles northwest of Olney.
Start Year With
Record Budget
. lights program with "increased
vigor" both in the South and the
North, Roy Wilkins, executive
secretary of the Association, an-
NEW YORK — With the largest Mrs. Jessie Vann, Pittsburgh,
budget in its history, the NAACP Pa., publisher and treasurer of
'In 1957 will carry on its civil the Pittsburgh Courier Publishing
company.
Arthur B. Spingarn was re-elect-
ed president. Other officers re-
elee',,ed include Dr. Channing H.
, bounced at the organization's an- Tobias, chairman of the Board of
nal meeting here last week. Directors; Dr. Robert C. Weaver,
The session attracted some 150 vice-chairinan; Dr. Allan Knight
Officers of the state and local NA- Chalmers, treasurer; and Judge
*CP units, members of the as- Theodore Spaulding, assistant
llociation and of the board of di- treasurer. A new vice president
rectors, NAACP officers a n d was elected, J. Wesley Dobos of
.staff. Atlanta.
Discussing NAACP finances, Wil- Reelected vice presidents were
kins emphasized that "the presecu- Rabbi Judah Cahn, Norman Coils.
tion of the Association ant: the de- ins, Mrs. Grace B. Fenderson,
., fiance and evasion of the (Su- Lewis S. Gannett, Oscar Hammer-
,: ieme) Court ruling by some stein II, John Hammond, Dr. Johnuthern states stimulated rather Haynes Holmes, Dr. Williaman diminished the financial and Lloyd Imes, Dr. Allen F. Jack-
lmoral support received by t h e son, the Hon. Ira W. Jayne, Eric
INAACP." Johnston, Eugene M. Martin, Dr.
Through Dec. 21, 1956 he re- 0. Clay Maxwell, Miss L. Pearl
ported, the general operating fund Mitchell, the Hon. Wayne Morse,
of the Association received from
' gai sources amounted to $628,906,
"the highest total in its history."
T. G. Nutter, A. Philip Randolph,
Ike Smalls, Willard S. Townsend.
Clenions, national director
of Bigger and Better Bus-
iness. Left to right (back row)
James A. Grant, Detroit,
Mich.; P. M. Blair, Montgom•
cry, Ala.; Lewis Powell;
James Fifer, Chicago; R. A.
Hester, ex-national director of
Rigger and Better Business,
Dallas, 'Texas; Virgil Scott,
Atlanta, Ga.; Theodore
Barnes, Detrtoi, Mich.; Rob.
ert Williams, Birmingham.
Ala., and Douglas Stewart.
• • •Mississippi
DURANT
By MRS. NICEY ALLEN
Pete has his sisters home '
visitink him at his sick bed. '
Friends are ,glad to know that
Mr. Dock Cooper has got mar-
ried. We wish him much happi-
ness.
Miss Sarah Ann Riley and ex-
husband spent New Year Eve in
New Orleans.
Mr. Allen is beak home after
spending some time in Drew,
Friends are sorry to hear of the
death of Mrs. Bailey.
A birthday party was given in
honor of Sarah Ann Riley, a won-
derful time was enjoyed by all
attending.
A New Year's party was given
at the home of Charlie Boyd. re-
cently. A wonderful time was en-
joyed by all .
ATOP THE PEAK
erything possible, lawful and Henry Russell was home for the Mrs. Leola Shields. She reported
a grand time.
Mrs. Katie Brown and her sis-
counsel.
BIGGER AND BETTER Bus-
iness Commission pauses
briefly for photo during a break
between business session of the
Phi Beta Sigma fraternity 42nd
anniversary conclave in Miami,
Fla. Bigger and Better Bud-
ness department represents one
of the three major programs of
the fraternity. Left to right
In photo (front row) Oliver
Wilson and E. Rhudolphus
Arkansas
Here's hoping for a speedy re-
covery for Mrs. Frenchie Bowie,
who has been on the sick list for
a week. She is convalescing at
this session without changing the her hZ mo oe.peWhe her C5sat
filibuster rule. The responsibility her home. We hope each of them
for passing these bills is now that a very speedy recovery.
of the 29 Rem..1.ilicans and six Herbert Clark spent a few days
Democrats from states outside the in Fordyce, Ark., recently visit- ,ter of Wilmer, Ark., Mr. and Mrs.
South, including the Minority ing relatives and friends., [ Alex Crockerham, Mr. and Mrs.
Leader Senator William F. Know- Mrs. Essie Bell Moore and John Young of Pinebluff, Arkan-
land of California, who joined with daughter, Margaret Jean Wilson ,sas Mrs. Lucy Benton, Mrs. Cla-
the southern Democrats to kill have left for Rockford, Ill., to ra Edwards, Mr. and Mrs. Char-
the Anderson motion on Jan. 4." reside. lie Wilks, Mrs. Moree Allison
Further reports on NAACP Mr. and Mrs. John Young of and many others. A grand time
work during 1956 were presented Pinebluff spent the yuletide here
by Clarence Mitchell, director,
Washington Bureau; Henry Lee
Moon, director of public relations;
1 Madison Jones, special assistant
for housing; Gloster B. Current,
director of branches; Herbert Hill,
411It secretary; Miss Marion
- art, life membership cam-
pagin, and James W.
-Ivy, editor
of The Crisis.
holiday season in California visit-
My husband, Mr. Hurley Burn-
ett called on Mr. and Mrs. Mack
Hardy during the yuletide sea-
The John Davis's celebrated
their 20th wedding anniversary on
Dec. 26th in their ultra modern
Alabama
16 BOARD- MEMBERS
The name of 16 persons elected
to the Association's national Board
of Directors were announced at
the meeting. All were reelected to
the Board in a referendum of NA-
ACP branches and will serve un-
til Dec. 31, 1959.
Those elected from New York
City are: Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt;
Dr. Ralph 3. Bunche, undersecre-
tary of the United Nations; Mrs.
Amy Spingarn, the widow of Joel
E. Spingarn, a former president
and one of the original incorpora-
tors of the NAACP; former Sena-
tor Herbert H. Lehman; Mrs. Lil-
lian A. Alexander, a member of
the Board of the New York City
YWCA; and Dr. Algernon D.k, chairman of the Board of
girders of the Ethical Culture
Society.
Others elected are: the H o rt.
Theodore M. Berry, vice
-mayor of
Cincinnati, Ohio; Roscoe Dunjee,
Oklahoma City. Okla., editor of
the newspaper, Black Dispatch;
Kivie Kaplan, Boston, businessman
and co-chairman of the NAACP
national Life Membership Commit-
tee; and Dr. J Leonidas Leach,
Flint, Mich., physician.
Also: Alfred Baer Lewis, Green-
wich, Cann., businessman a n d
member of several NAACP com-
mittees; Z. Alexander I,00by,
Nashville, Tenn.. attorney a n d
member of the Nashville City
Council; Dr. Benjamin Mays, At.
tints, Ga., president of Morehouse
College and co-chairman of the
NAACP national Life Membership
Committee: Dr. James J. Mc- SIGMA SYMPOSIUM on Big-
Ciendon. Detroit. Mich., physic. ger and Better Business dur•
lin and surgeon: Dr. J. M Tins- ing a session of the 42nd an-
lay, Richmond, Va., dentist; and niversaly conclave of the
—11 tovama
was enjoyed by all attending.
visiting, Mrs. Young's sister, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. John Davis cele-
Clara Edwards and other rela-
tives and friends. brated their 20th wedding anni-
versary, we wish them many
more.
May your New Year be filled
with peace, health and happiness
home. I thank you for all your and prosperity is my wish. Keep
well wishes and cards, smiling and the whole world will
Mrs. Elnora Richardson from smile with you!
Your columnist, Mrs. Mattie M.
Burnett has been shut-in because
of the flue, for the past two
weeks, but is doing better at
Florida
bile, Ala., with her daughter, Miss
Jane M. Autrey. • • •
PONTOTOC
By JAMES INGRAM
Mrs. Julia Heard died last
Thursday at the family home.
She leaves to mourn her passing
a son, one sister, a brother and
a host of other relatives and
friends. The interment was in the
Weatherall cemetery on Jan. 6.
• • •
CANTON
Mrs. Artie C. Jones had as re-
cent house guest, Mrs. Stella
Watson of Biloxi, Miss.
Dr. Joseph Alfred of Jackson-
with his mother, Mrs. Sallie Luck-
ett, his aunt Mrs. C. J. McNeal,
his sister, Mrs. Mary Williams.
He was accompanied home by a
friend, Mr. A. Cunningham.
Mrs. Mollie Artis, her daughter,
Helen, grandson, Donald, spent a
few days in Memphis during the
holidays.
Rev. I. L. Jones of Owensboro.
Ky.. preached for South Liberty
MB church last Sunday morning
and night. Services were enjoyed
by all present. He is indeed a
wonderful minister of the gospel.
The Varnados had as their re-
cent house guests, Oliver Varnado
of McComb.
Winston, son of Mr. and Mrs. Her-
man Winston of Archibald, La.
The newlyweds had a quiet wel-
ding on Dec. 7. Mrs. Clara
Robinson, of 314 E. Cimmarron is
• • •
Jim Williams passed on Janu-
ary 6 at his home, funeral ar-
rangements are incomplete at .
this writing.
Mrs. Baker of Beloit, WI.., was
a recent visitor of Mr. Wigs In-
gram last Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Mamie Carter is improv-
ing we are very happy to say.
• • •
HOLLY SPRINGS
By HENRY S. BOYD
The funeral of Mr. J. W. Tcer
was held at !son Chapel last
Monday. The ceremony was de-
livered by Rev. Aram. Prof. W.
T. Sims is able to he up after be-
ing ill for two weeks.
All churches had good services
last Sunday. Rev. W. C. Arm-
strong, of Anderson Chapel, Rev,
I. S. Rocker, pastor of Asbury
both delivered a powerful ser-
mon.
T h e semester examination
started at 51. I. and Rust College
last Tuesday.
The sick include, Mrs. Reid,
Mrs. Burton and Mrs. Phillips.
The county council met last
Saturday at the office of Dr. B.
M. McIntosh. Prof. S. T. Nero at-
tended the funeral of his cousin,
recently at Jackson.
Mrs. Perlie Lee had a friend
visiting her from Georgia.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Powell have
en and after prayer services, sing-
ing and other activities, turkey
with all the trimmings was serv-
ed. The affair extended from 2 to
Jones, Mrs. N. Robeetson, daugh- J.0 p.m.
Stubbs who is very ill. Accom- are living there.
• • •
more County in 1840. The eulogySTARKVILLE 
was delivered by the pastor, Rey.FANNIE MOORE, Reporter 
-- M. M. Lipscomb. She leaves to
mourn her passing two daughters,
11 grand children, 18 great grand
children and a host of other rela-
tives and friends.
arge Cleric
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — (ANP) —
Tempers flared at a business
meeting of a suburban Negro
Melvin and Walter Wilson, Mis
Lou Beckwith has returned to
Archer, Fla., after spending see
eral weeks at the bedside of her
mother, Mrs. Georgia Webb. She
was accompanied home by her
mother, Mrs. Georgia Webb.
Mrs. Ella Anderson had as her
guests, her daughter. Mrs. Iola
James of New York City and son
LeRoy Anderson of Pensacola
Fla,
Mrs. Maple Travis is still doing
fine at borne.
Mrs. Lillie Mae Green, wife of
Mr. Oscar Green and sister o
Mrs. Georgia Mae Scott, is ill at
her home. We wish her a speedy
recovery.
8 his holidays with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. John 13. Greenlee.
- Mr. and Mrs. William Carr Mr
and Mrs Henry Taylor were visi-
tors in Louise, Miss., recently.
Miss Ruby. Lee Alston, Miss
Lillie R. Merrleth also Lucile Al-
ston were visttors at the Mt. Lev-
erton Methodist church, recently.
• • •
, PICKENS
By MRS. CRACK B. STIGLER
Mrs. 1. Robinson Gorse of Co-
lumbus, Mist., was a recent visi-
tor of Mr. and Mrs. John Scott
f and also Mrs. Grace Byrd Stigler
and Mrs. Agalea Southlori,
Lillie A. Collins, Mr. and Mrs.
Among the many friends pres-
ent were: Mrs. Bessie Jones of
California, Rev. Johnson and fam-
ily, fornierly of Denver, Colo.;
Rev. Powell, Deacon John Wil-
liams of Kansas; Mr. and Mrs.
Todd Colbert Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
liam Best, Miss Vera Jean Smith
and Noah Lee Billups of St. Louis,
Mo. The Perkins' received many
valued gifts and gave presents to
all of their guests. Mrs. Perkins'
most cherished possession is a gift
received from her huband. A sol-
id gold inscribed placard stating:
"Through this house walks t h e
best woman in the world."
Miss Osie L. Little weds SP3
pit during a meeting of church
members
Deputy Sheriff F. T. Rails gave
the following account:
When A move to elect a succes-
sor to Rev. Washington, 68, was
introduced, Washington jumped
to his feet and announced he was
"taking charge" of the meeting.
The Rev. Dave Grey, also GB,
walked to the pulpit and told
Washington he was out of or-
der and asked him to yield the
floor. Washington became angry
and pulled a meat cleaver from
under the pulpit and chopped Grey
on the left side of the head. After
the incident, Washington fled.
Phi Beta Sigma fraternity in
Miami, Fla. Left to right in
photo: F. Rhudolphitc Clem-
ons. national director of Big
ger and Better Business, Phil-
adelphla, Pa.; Dr. R. A. Bil-
lings, an ex-national president
of the fraternity. Atlanta. Ga.;
11., Alexander. Jacksonville,
Fla., J. H. Beasley, Jackson,
Miss., and R. A. Hester, an
ex-national director of Bigger brought the carriers' total capital
and Better Business, Dallas. expenditures since the close of
Texas. 
, World War II to more than $12
billion.
panying her on her trip was her
brother, Henry Stubbs and her
nephew, Henry E. Stubbs. Mr.
Grant had improved quite well,
before the trip returned to Flori-
da.
Little Miss Phyllis E. Mitchell,
age 4 recently had a birthday
party at the home of her grand-
mother, Mrs. Bessie Coleman.
Nineteen of her play mates and
associates were present for the
occasion. Games were played and
refreshments were served. M r s.
Sadie Mae Mitchell and M r s.
Mary Long were hostesses at the
party.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Richersoo
had weekend guests from Fort
Lauderdale, Fla., recently. In the
person of William Russ, M r s.
Mary Lizzie Russ and others.
Mrs. Joe Ripley had a fine trip
to visit friends and relatives in
North, Fla., recently.
Rev. Lewis Myers, jr., had a
high day at St. James AME
church on the 1st Sunday at the
11 a.m., service. He spoke on the
subject, the "Reward of the Raps-
wed," and Sister Ada Bryd from
Mt. Zion AME church is Georgia
was added to the church.
During the evening services,
Rev. Lewis Myers spoke on the
subject "Shining Examples" and
Rev. Tom Gaines from St. Paul
AME church in Starks, Fla., was
with St. James AME church.
Mrs. Geneva and Marie Jones
had a chance to get their dif-
ferences settled on the 1st Sunday.
But too bad for Mrs. Burnice BeU
that the water Annie Bell Burrough
had was hot!
Railroad Spending In
1956 Hits $1 Billion
The nation's railroads in 1956
spent $1.3 billion on additions and
improvements to plant and equip-
ment, an increase of more than
8400 million over the amount ex-
pended for this purpose in 1955,
according to a year-end state-
ment made by William T. Farl-
ey, president of the Association
of America Railroads. This
BESSEMER
By G. W. IVEY
Mrs. Georgia Chandler, 805 Bo-
rah sive , spent the Christmas hol-
idays with her sister, Mrs. Irene
Kirk of Hattiesburg, Miss. Mrs.
Kirk has been sick for some time,
her condition is reported as satis-
factory.
Mr. and Wt. Wyett Wilson of
New Orleans, La., spent the holt-
days with their parents and other
relatives and friends of Bessemer.
Monica C. Harrell was Injured
when hit by a bicycle, her sow
dition is satisfactory.
M1311 Louise Semple, daughter el
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Sample,
who has been sick for some
time, died at the University hos-
pital on Jan. 5. The funeral is to
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Drake and
little daugter of Detroit Mich.,
are visiting relatives and friends
in the Josey Creek Community.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Gipson an
eompanied them home.
Mrs. Hattie Cross entertained
the Woman's Society of Chris-
tian Service in her home last Sun-
day. Those present were Mes-
dames Sena W. Hardy, Wilda
Bowden, Rosa Stewart. Lucille
Moore, Sarah Hickman, Alberta
Rogers, Fannie Rogers, Louida
Townsend, Rosa Collier, Malvina
Jones, Janie Allen, Josie Frank-
lin Nell Harrell, Emma L. Smith,
and Rev. C. T. Allen. The Society
will meet Feb. 3 in the home of
Mrs. Alberta Rogers. Mrs. Wil-
da Bowden is president.
Miss Mary Henderson accom-
panied her brother. Mr. Robert
Henderson to St. Louis where she
will stay for an indefinite period.
Mrs. Parina High returned home
last week after spending three
weeks with her son who is ill.
Mrs. Ella Mae Miller and lit-
tle daughter who have been over-
seas for the past two years re-
turned home last Thursday. Mrs.
Miller is the daughter of Mrs.
Georgia Kate Mason.
• • •
PONTOTOC
By JAMES INGRAM
Charlie B. Herrion of Tupelo
passed on Dec. 19 at his home
and was brought here for burial.
Mr. Robert Martin and Mr. Er-
nest Pierson of Beloit attended
the funeral.
Mr. Charlie Sanders of Algo-
ma died in Pontotoc Community
last week. Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
Green lost their 9 month old
baby last Wednesday.
Mrs. Donnie Mullin passed last
Wednesday in the home of her
granddaughter, Mrs. Eerie Zinn.
Mrs. Gertrude Williams of Al-
goma is in Pontotoc hospital. Mr.
and Mrs. Edie Beans lost their
young infant last Thursday.
There was a union, Sunday
school meeting at Second Baptist
Church last Sunday.
• • •
II rs Eve Autrey returned home
after a three week visit is Me-
Georgia
CORDELE
By MRS. RENA LOCKET!
Mrs. Carrie Rucker of Coconut
Grove, Fla., is in the city visit-
ing her son, Frank Laster and sis-
ter, Mrs. Rena Lockett.
The last rites for Mrs. Hattie
Rose Gaines were held at the
Gethsemane Baptist church with
Rev. W. W. Reynolds, officiating.
Julius Lockett has returned
home to Orlando, Fla., after
spending the holiday with h
mother, Mrs. Rena Lockett.
Miss Edwina Edwards of Nash-
ville. Tenn., is visiting her grand
mother. Mrs. Annie Edwards
, Mrs. Zeffie Letson of Mender-
, son, Ga., was th egueat of Mrs.
Rena Lockett last weekend.
Mrs. Claudie Means is quite ill.
Mrs. Josephine Fergerson of
Rockell, Ga., was the night guest
of Mrs. Rena Lockett.
Rev. H. C. Chambliss and Rev.
John Staley attended services at
the Spring Hill Baptist church
last Sunday.
Mrs. Rena Lockett attended the
union meeting at Pine Hill Bap-
tist church last weekend.
Mrs. Honey B. Vance visited
her mother, Mrs. Eve Lester is
Unadilla, Ga., during the holidays,
Grant Staley of Pitts, Ga., WI/
the week-end guest of his broth-
er, John Staley.
Mrs. Mollie Putnam attended
the Union at Pine City Baptist
church recenly.
See Dan H. Howards for your
Chicago Defender paper.
• • •
MC RAE
By VIOLA THOMAS
Sunday was Pastorial Day at
the New Shiloh AB church, Rev.
S. T. Fullwood, pastor of t h •
church ill Cordele. Ga., was in
charge.
The services were very highly
attended last Sunday, the pastor
delivered an inspiring message.
•
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Merry
GOPROUlid
By Marjorie I. Ulen
Last week's provacative weath-
er of 41 will, I won't, I might'
get cold . kept everyone guess-
ing. blowing noses and trying to
stay one step ahead of virus hugs.
About town folk were settling
down front the holiday social spree
to squaring up with Uncle Sam,
to look in on his father Dr. Charles
Shelby, who has been confined at
E. H Crump hospital, as well as
the other members of his family.
Bernie Morris, popular nurse at
E. H. Crump hospital who resides
at 689 South Lauderdale, suffered
a broken foot and has been hos-
getting ready for mid-term exami- pitalized at John Gaston hospital.
nations . . . and whistling in the She is the niece of Mrs. Vita
dark over that chance that "One Brazellezz of 1133 South Parkway
day, I'll spend January in tropic East.
climes." We're deep in the heart Okeena Bridge Club was wined
of winter . . . and now is as good 1 and dined by Odessa Shannon at
a time as any to bring out the : her Kansas Street home last week.
old cliche . . . -If Winter comes, Okeena Bridge club was wined
can Spring be far away?" Edna Swingler, Noble Thornton
Life goes on . . . and the follow-1 and Cora Biakmon.
Ing information was gathered Just i In town for a short visit was
for YOU l Dunbar Reed of Atlanta univer-
PAN HELLENIC COUNCIL NEWSIejty, who is working with the 10-
'58 NATIONAL MEETING 'cal YM membership program.
HERE — Memphis Pan-Hellenic Information on our sick friends
Council awarded certificates 0f1 inludes the news that Celle Ste.
award to Elmer Henderson of Kap- yens is now at home following her
Pa Alpha Psi fraternity, Bernice recent surgery — and her conva-
Callaway of Zeta Phi Beta sorori- lescence will be cheered with the
IY• Mrs • filarie L. Adams of Sigma presence and thoughtfulness of
Gamma Rho sorority and Andrew her many friends. Add to those on
B. Bland of Phi Beta Sigma fra* the sick list: Mertis Jones . . .
ternity, in recognition of ten and Leverne Acey, who has been
-years of service to the Council,
which celebrated its tenth anni-
versary Wednesday week at Vance
Avenue YMCA. Chairman John C.
or several WeeKs.
More chatter concerns the re-
turn of Dr. James Spencer Byas
to our community, following two
Parker made the awards — aid years of service in the United
we hear he paid glowing tribute States Army where he served as
to these four members who have a major in the Medical Corps in
been the backbone of the organize- New Jersey. His charming wife,
lion — iq his own inimitable man- Orphelia and children. Mae and
ner that•includes quiet dignity • • • James, jr., will return at the end
beautiful Harvard bred speech . • • of the shoot year.
and keen insight into the core of Recent party news centers around
any situation.
Installation service was also held
for 1957 officers by Louis B. Mob.
ion. Manassas High principal; and
John Parker will continue in the
role of chairman.
But, big news of the meeting
was the announcement that the
Memphis Council will be host for
the 1958 national meeting of the
organization. Committee and
chairmen for this stellar event
will be announced later.
Added highlight of the meeting
was the appearance of LeNloyne
undergraduate members in an un-
usual cultural talent show. Charles
P. Roland and Thomas Doggett got
the plaudits for this phase of the
cli.lightful meeting. Memphians may as well enjoy the
SIGMA'S STORY 
, rest while they can ... knowing
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority s a full new schedule will be loom-
initial meeting of the new year ing up before long. News is out
concernihg the Cotillion's slated
dance for next month . . and
the J-U-G's are deep in plans for
their third annual charity ball on
March 1 . . and local Zeta's
report tickets are fast disappear-
, ing for their much touted and
anticipated presentation of "Holi-
day on Ice," at Tillie auditorium's
North Hall come March 10, and
the Alpha and Kappa regional
meets Easter weekend. More
news of what's to happen will he
coming our way as soon as it
comes our way- And really. Folk
do like to know who's doing what,
where and when — so that they
may plan accordingly. '
So endeth another ride on the
Merry-Go-Round.
was held at the well-appointed
home of Leona Jamison at 342 At-
ston. Reporting on business and
social activities of their recent
Bouie trip to Washington. D. C.,
were Sigma sorers Eldora Amos,
Jeanette Carr. Rata Porter, Rosa
Ford, Maly Books. Nlaric Adams,
Charts Boland ant Maine Walk-
er.
While in the Nation', Capital.
Rosa and B.tla made a hurried
trip to Baltimore to visit he grand
parents of Glcria Lockerman of
$64.000 Question fame, to com-
plete plans for her appearance on
"Rhomania," Sigma's Scholarship
project, slated for April 6, Le.
Moyne college at 8 p. m. Erie
Hill Rose, Rhomania chairman. an-
nounces tickets will soon go on
sale. Co-hostessing the interesting
meeting was Eleanor Oglesby.
LEMOYNE COLLEGE
ALUMNI' DAY
Following on the heel.; of Le-
Moyne's presentation of outstaivi.
tog and world famed Mattiwilda
Dobbs at Bruce Hall Monday
night — whose appearane was
eagerly anticipated by local music
laymen, critics and artists w h o
bad followed her meteoric rise to
fame which included performing
at opera's citidel, the Metropolitan
Opera House in New York . . .
announcement was made. of plans
for Alumni Day on February 1.
when the faculty and alumni will
present a spectacular variety show
at Bruce Hall, 5 p. m. Chairman
for the event is Charles P. Roland;
co-chairman, Mary Cotton; and
program chairman, athletic Trigg.
At the program, a check will be
Presented the college by the
Furniture
Wears More
Stripes
CHICAGO If you want to
bring your home up to date, put
stripes either into our room back.
ground or on your furniture.
The vogue for stripes has over,
shadowed the floral prints which
usually crop up in upholstered
furniture styles headed for spring-
time displays in retail stores
Even sofas and chairs with lines
that takes to chintz are covered
in delicate, but defined stri,ws at
the current International Home
Alumni on the purchase of a grand Furnishing Market in Chicago.
piano, a drive that began last In more traditional designs, the
year. Also a plaque will be given stripes are variations on the same
the school inscribed with the color hut in modern uphoLstered
names of the contributor to the pieces they come in livelier coin
piano project. Among those sehed. binations like purple and aqua
ded to appear on the variety royal blue and fuschia red and
show are Miss Elsie VanNess. green and geld.
Reginald Morris . and Lionel Ar- Decorators of luxury farniture
Deld. Leroy Johnson is the Alum. showrooms have retained white
ni Association president. backgrounds, the Inest stylish wall
CHIT CHAT color in 1956. But to achieve a
A gay dinner party was the mode new look they've added a panel
of entertainment given by Rebec. of stripes
ca Langston when she entertain- In extreme versions. the stripes
ed relatives and friends Dorothy on the wall clashed in color with
Griffin Nathaniel Langston and the stripes on the furniture. For
example, one decorator set a
bright blue striped sofa against
a green and white pin.striped wall.
Gwendolyn Bass recently.
Well-krown J. W Bowden is
back home after a trip to Chi-
cago where he was the guest of paper
former Memphis Williams ("Bill" i Decorators also striped white.
Martin, former Memphian, and his Painted walls with walnut wea4
charming wife, Rosetta, at their Planks and billiard green WI
swank Drexel Square home. With glued on like wallpaper, to achie“:
the effect of pushing up ceilings.
In showrooms where stripes
were not used for walls or for up-
holstery coverings, there was a
ed the WORST STORM of the trend toward giving wood cabinet
season in that section. furniture an tityand '-iwn trim of
Dr. Reginald Shelby was in town brushed aluminum or pewter.
the Martins, J. W. toured the bet-
ter sights of the Windy City
a monicker which proved quite
fitting as Mother Nature unleash-
the one of Robert and Ruth Lew-
is and Dr. Leland and Julia At
kins for a small group of friends
of their sister, Eloise Lewis Woods
of Los Angeles, prior to her de-
parture after spending the holi•
days with her family. Dr. Oscar
and Jewel Speight had house guest
in the presence of Dr. Caesar Pi-
per and his wife. Dr. Vernelle
Kelly, of St. Louis, and several
friends came by to help welcome
them to Memphis, including
Eloise, who stopped in on her way
to the Airport for the return trip
to LA.
THE SOCIAL HORIZON
Social doldrums have descended,
as is typical of January . . . and
The meeting was well attend-
ed.
Meeting svas opened promptlyt
2 p.m. by the Basileus, Sorer Ad.
die Grant.
Highlights of the meeting were
plans for the annual tea to be
held March 31 at the Leila Walker
Clubhouse and plans for the corn-
n g National Convention that
will convene in San Francisco and
Los Angeles, Calif.. April 28-May
4th
CONVENTION PLANS
All persons who would like
to take the trip with the grout)
. may contact Soror Ionia Cochrell
and Soror Allure G. Lee.
Headquarters in Los Angeles
will be at the Alexander hotel.
Fifth and Spring sts.. where the
Educational meeting, Internation-
al Hair Style Show and Mammoth
Mass meeting will be held.
MEMBERS PRESENT
After the meeting a delightful
menu was SCSVed by the hostess.
Members present were Sorors:
Addle Grant, Eunice Bruce, Al-
lure G. Lee, Ionia Cochrell. Mat-
tie Taylor Henderson, Gorine S.
Young. Geneva Williams, Joie
POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
306 Pop/or of LitudorIolo
Ph000 t• 5.6148
TEN YEAR MEMBERS: —
Awards were presented in
recognition of tenure and out-
standing serving during Instal-
lation Services of the Memphis
Pan-Hellenic Council, Wednes-
day, Jan. 9, at Vance Avenue
YWCA. They are left to right:
Elmer Henderson, Kappa Al-
pha Psi fraternity; Mrs. Ber-
nice A. E. Callaway, Zeta Phi
Beta Sorority; Mrs. Marie
I,. Adams, Sigma Gamma
Rho sorority; and Andrew B.
Bland, Phi Beta Sigma fra-
ternity. (Withers Photo.)
Pan-Hellenic Council
Cites 10-Year Members
Installation Services and recog-
nition of ten-year members high-
lighted t h e meeting of M e m-
phis Pan-Hellenic Council, Wednes-
day, Jan. 9, in its tenth anniver-
sary celebration at the YWCA.
John C. Parker, chairman, pre-
sided over the brief business ses-
sion of the council. Important on
the agenda was the report of Sal-
vation Army Day Project and the
recommendotion that the Mem-
phis Council serve as host for the
1958 meeting of National Pan-Hel-
lenic Council. Representatives qf
all the Greek-letter organizations
were commended for their c o n-
tinued interest in manning the
booth at Main and Beale Avenues.
More than $14 was collected on
Saturday, Dec. 15.
Committees will be appointed to
make plans for the 1958 National
meeting. Mrs. B. A. E. Callaway
reported for both committees.
Mrs. Charles P. Roland a n d
Thomas Doggett secured the serv-
ices of LeMoyne college under-
graduates of outstanding cultural
talent. Their appearance on the
program was significant in pro-
moting better relationships be-
tween undergraduates and gradu-
ates.
10-YEAR MEMBERS
Mr. Parker was lavish In his
praise for the loyal, devoted and
exemplary services of the ten-
year members of the Council. Cer-
tificates of award were presented
to Elmer Henderson, Kappa Alpha
Psi fraternity, immediate past
Council chairman and local busi-
ness man; Mrs. B. A. E. Calla-
way, a national project chairman
of Zeta Phi Beta sorority, dubbed,
"Miss Pan-Hellenic," and teacher
at Porter school; Mrs. Marie L.
Adams, Sigma Gamma Rho so-
rority, who "chairs" most •f the
many organizations in which she
holds membership, and a teacher
at Grant school; Andrew B. Bland,
Phi Beta Sigma fraternity, and
principal of Lester school. These
representatives are all active in
educational, civic and social cit.
des of the ctiy.
Very impre.ssive Installation
services were conducted by Louis
B. Hobson, Phi Beta Sigma fra-
ternity and Manassas high schoot
principal. Mr. Hobson acknowledg
ed the outstanding national and
local projects of the eight mem-
ber organizations, paying tribute
to them for such noteworthy
achievements.
OFFICERS INSTALLED
Officers apprised of their duties
and duly installed for 1957 are:
Sohn C. Parker, chairman,
Omega Psi Phi fraternity; Robert
L. Wynn, jr., vice-chairman, Kap-
pa Alpha Psi fraternity; Miss Ger-
aldine Diamond, recording secre-
tary, Delta Sigma Theta sorority;
ponding secretary, Zeta Phi Beta
sorority; John L. Outlaw, treasur-
er, Phi Beta Sigma fraternity;
Thomas Doggett, parliamentarian,
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity; Mrs.
Mrs. B. A. E. Callaway, corres-
Jennie W. Kirb y, sergeant-at-
arms, Alpha Kappa Alpha soror-
ity, and Mrs. Cherie P. Roland,
chaplain, Sigma Gamma Rho
sorority.
Enjoying the program and repast
were guests of the 24 representa-
tives and three heads of the or-
ganizations. Refreshments were
served from an attractive lace-
draped table centered with an ar-
rangement of spring flowers, white
tapers and silver tea service. Mrs.
M. L. Adams and Mrs. B. A, E
Callaway served as chairmen of
the lovely affair.
HOLIDAY ON ICE COMMIT-
TEES for the Zeta Phi Beta
sorority's "Holiday on I e e
Show" to be presented Sun-
day. March 10, at 8:38 p.m.
in the North hall of Ellis aud.
Miriam, work on plans. Seat-
ed from left are Mrs. Mans*
Stanback, Mrs. Carlee Body,
Mrs. Delores Callian, X r s.
Juanita Lewis, Mrs. Lela
Kohibeim, Mrs. Pearline Saun-
ders, Mrs. Debora Thompson,
Mrs. Doyle Burnley, Mks Con
mill* Saunders, Mrs. An
Naylor. Standing, same order,
are Mrs. Leatha Raley ind
Miss Cordia Sweet. Proceeds
from the show will benefit the
sorority's Eyeglass and Schol-
arship projects. Tickets are
now on sale. (Withers Photo)
Beauticians Map Plans Spring Sees
For Tea, Convention • Return Of
C h i Epsilon chapter of Alpha prine Smith, Abbie Gray, Mildred
Chi Phi Omega sorority, held Moore. Hattie Estes, Lou Ella CI
their regular meeting the first Tucker, Velma Sherman, Alberta
of the year at 748 Williams aye- Shaw, Lillie Littles, Minnie K.
nit; with Sorer Ionia Cochrell as McCruching. of Dyersburg; Elno-
hostess. ra Hill and Gladys Wright. of Rip-
ley; Odessa Person, of Oakland.
and Lucy Lee, of Humboldt.
Guests present were Mr. a n d
Mrs. James Moore, Mr. and Mrs.
Archie kllen. Mr. and M r s.
James Nesbitt, Mr. and Mrs. L.
C. Frazier, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Es-
tes. Mr. and Mrs. Reggie Black-
mon, Mrs. Thelma Bailey, Mrs.
Clara R. Richardson, Mrs. Minnie
Douglass, Mrs Mollie Micklea of
Chicago, Mrs. Gertrude A r m-
strong, Mrs. Adele Alexander, Mrs.
Louise Ligon, Mrs. Lockye Talley,
of Dyersburg: Robert Millard and
It B. Cochrell
LOANS
AUTOS - FURNITURE
EQUIPMENT
There is • r  why people
like so do busiooss with us It
is our prompt. friendly servit•
to 00000 us trosrloo•res cudAuer*
to help you.
Open Thursday Nights
Until 8 P. M.
Cits.,71 1:1
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
152 MADISON AVE.
Phone JA. 5-7611
Home OwAed Horne 0 
oche Hat
NEW YORK — (INS) — Things
are looking down in spring mil-
linery, according to Sally Victor:
She's revived the head-hugging,
down-over-the-ears cloche of the
1920's.
Mrs. Victor doesn't care if you
want to turn your cloche brim up
instead of down, but she does in-
sist that a skull-tight cloche is
"right" for spring suits.
She makes them mostly untrim-
med and sleek, particularly fav-
oring black shiny straw or felt.
Most of the cloches have a spur
of self
-material at the side of the
[Mr., Mrs. John L. Mason Honored
At Beautiful Wedding Reception q,
Mr. and Mrs. John L, Mason
were honored with a wedding re-
Ms. moth- 
EbyettrilierlugMgleas,oant'sthenitho-cou
ple's home at 3440 Shelby Drive
Dec. 16. The couple were married
on Nov. 22.
The bride is the former Miss
Irene Tuggle and is the daugh-
ter of Mrs, Eattie Tuggle, of 3450
Shelby Drive.
The groom is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. William Mason of 1240
Brooks ave.
The home was beautifully deco-
rated in pink and white motif
with white and pink carnations
throughout. Crystal candelabra
holding white tables were centers
I ed on a white cut-work table cloth
with a three-tiered wedding cake
surrounded by pink carnations
and greenery.
The bride was attractive in a
street length dress of beige and
black pure silk, featuring a deep
neck and full skirt. Mrs. Tuggle,
the bride's mother, was dressed in
a becoming brown crepe dress.
Mrs. Mason, the groom's-mother,
wore a black wool dress.
Assisting Mrs. Tuggle in the ar-
rangements of the reception were
Mesdames Hattie M. Jones, Mattis
Simpson, Lettie M. Tuggle a n d
Mattie Jones, the bride's sister.
RECEPTION GUESTS
Guests attending the reception
were Mrs. William Mason, the
groom's mother, Mr. and Mrs. B.
F. Hurt, Mr. and Mrs. Lebman
Thomas, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
W. Guinn, Sharon A. New, Mrs.
Johnnie Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
lie Jones, Willie Jones, jr., and
Deborah 'Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Cy-
deli Tuggle, Clydell. jr., Mrs. San-
ders, Mrs. Jesse Gibbs, Mrs. Bea-
trice Stephens, Mrs, Mattie P.
Simpson, Mr. and Mrs. Ulysses
Griffin, Marilyn Griffin, Mr. and
Mrs. David Carnes, jr., and David
III, Mr, and Mrs. Lewis Carter
Mr. and Mrs. Arzell Burns, Mr
and Mrs. Mack Golden, Mrs. Lo-
renzo Jones, Rev. Tom Eddins,
Miss Annie L. Tuggle, Walter Wil-
liams, Mr. and Mrs. V. Miller,
Mr. and Mrs, Brumson, M Is s
Barbers
Brumson, Mr. and Mrs. 'Sanford
Echols, Edward Burtchett Law-
rence Tuggle, Clyde Tuggle, the
bride's brothers, Misa Mamie
, Tuggle, the bride's sister, Vernon
Cathey, Miss Robbie Coleman.
Samella, Coleman Miss Dorothy
Tuggle, and the bride's niece.
They are at home at 3440
Shelby Drive.
MR. AND MRS. JOHN L.
MASON: — Mr. and Mrs.
John L. Mason were honored
recently at a wedding recep-
ties given by the bride's moth-
er, Mrs. Eattie • Tuggle, of
3450 Shelby Drive. The
" bride, the former Miss Irene
Tuggle, is a graduate of Geet-
er high school. The groom Is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
liam Mason of Mephis. They
were married Nov. 22. (Blakely
Photo.)
Marian Anderson Dates
*
Lane College Concert
Currently on her annual coast-/ to-coast tour of the U. S. under
Beauticians the direction of Impresario S.Hurok, Marian Anderson, t h •
In Meeting
Master Barber and Beauticians
Association of America, Chapter
No. 691, met last Monday night
at the home of Mrs. Earnestine
Martin, of 454 Beale where busi-
ness of importance was conduct-
ed.
Earlier, the association's Janu-
ary social affair was held at the
home of Mrs. Margrete Pem-
broke of 255 Wisconsin.
J. A. Bradfield is association
resident.
great American contralto, will ap-
pear in concert at Lane college
on Feb. 7, President C. A. Kir-
kendoll has announced. The con-
cert will highlight the 75th ani-
vtrsary celebration of the found-
ing of Lane college.
A maker of headlines for nearly
two decades, Miss Anderson was
front-page news again a year go
as t h e first of her race ever to
sing with the Metropolitan Opera.
Last fall the attention of the mu-
sic world was focused on the pub-
lication of her autioblography,
MARIAN ANDERSON
I "My Lord, What A Morning!" and
its appearance in installments in
The Woman's Home Companion.
Miss Anderson returned to the
U. S. in November following a
three-months' tour of Europe
which included appearances in
West Berlin for the U. S. State
Department. In the last three
years the artist has sung in Jae
pan, Korea, Israel, North Africa
and South America as well as he
the U. S. and Canada. In Paris
last spring her concerts were ea
crowded that the critics had te
sit on the stairs. So great was
the reception for her in Israel that
In gratitude she established 4
scholarship fund for young Israel,
vocalists.
Expect Record
HOUSTON. Texas 
—Teas lig
Southern university will likely sell
a new enrollment record when the
second semester begins Jan. Me
Feb. 2, according to University of-
ficials.
SENSATIONAL Menard 'Rhythm.
Rogers, of 159 Sergi ave., a blues
singer is winning raves from arid.
fences where he appears here.
Two factors- have placed him se
the road to top recognition: stage
personality and a promising voice.
head, jutting down the face, or
they turn down at both sides of
the cheekbones.
For women who hate cloches,
or who want something frillier
for spring, Mrs. Victor also has
two types of fuss-and-flower hats.
JERRY'S SUNDRY STORE
PATENT MEDICINES ' COSMETICS
Tobaccos — Fountain Service — Sandwiches
Baby Needs — School Supplies — "Everything
But Prescriptions"
Phone GL. 2-9463 554 Scott Street
COMO DRUG STORE
CO line of prescription and sundry items, greeting
cards, tobaccos, costume lewelry Prescriptions
picked up and delivered !-REE delivery, no limit-
ed amount
ye.
•
Wro. Pippin, dnoggisi
1014 Mississippi Blvd. Ph WH. 2-1721
WI APPRECIATE YOUR PATRONAGE
"NOW OPEN FOR YOUR DINING PLEASURE"
11 A.M. til 3 A.M.
HANDY HOUSE
RESTAURANT
1092 THOMAS AT WELLS
NO BEEP  JUST FINE FOODS
MI••••• •••••.• •
FEATURING
• Charcoal Broiled Steaks
• Real Country Horn with "Redeye Gravy
and Hot Biscuits"
• Fried Chicken & Sea Foods
— Fresh Hot Vegetables —
Served All Hours
Your Host Walt Doxey
For Roser4otions Phone JA 7-0566
•
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er, Mrs. Emma Spann, a few
minutes while enroute from Mem-
phis to Nashville where she is en.
Reid on Middleton st. over holi-
days were Mrs. Mattie Bell Parks
Hall, her niece, Mrs. Viola Ban.
beautiful reception honoring t h o scribe. Returning last week after
couple. It was held in the Foote an extended holiday was S a m
Homes auditorium Bronaugh, business manager at
A pink and white motif was Lane college. He joined his wife
used in the decoration with floor in Indianapolis, Ind. at -'the be-
baskets of white gladioli. A tier- giming of the holidays and from
ed wedding cake encircled by pins there they went to Baltimore, Md.
gladioli centered the bride's table, to attend the Omega conclave
which itself was overlaid with which was the last word in en-
lace. On either side were white tertainment, states Mr. Bronaugh.
tapers in silver canfletabra. At ex- They then flew to New York to
treme ends silver and crystal cake see daughter Janice who is em-
plates held individual cakes. ployed in a hospital there. Be
The punch table was covered fore returning to Jackson, Mr.
with satin damask cloth where tBronaugh sent a few hours with
delicious frappe was served from relatives in Hopkinsville, KY.
two huge punch bowls. Miss June Spann stopped by
BRIDE'S ATTIRE home to chat with her grandmoth.
Nor the reception, the bride was
lovely in an egg-shell all over lace
sheath with scoop neckline and
rbrief sleeves. An all silk taffeta olled at Fisk university. She had
overskirt was bouffant at t h spent the greater part of her hot-
back and sides. Eggshell and beige idays in Memphis in the home of
Bishop McEwen as guest of hissilk velvet blossoms formed her
headwear. She wore a shoulder daughter, Miss Lula MeEwen who
corsage of white orchids. is also enrolled at Fisk. Miss
For her daughter's reception Spann, along with Miss McEwen
Mrs. Irby chose a frock of beige was one of the attendants of MissLsilk taffeta with a fitted bodice ily Patricia Walker, daughter ofMr. and Mrs. A. Maceo Walker,and flared skirt. The scalloped
neckline was embroidered an societywho made her debut to d the during the holidays.overskirt was of all silk starched Miss Samuella Thomas has re.
and 
Her hat was of rose satin turned to Tennessee State univer-rhinestones She wore a 
n . 
say after spending the holidayslavender orchid corsagae all 
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.Mrs. Driver wore over Printess Thomas. She is in her
silver metallic cloth sheath with 
-senior year at the universitybrief sleeves and an interestin, Guests in the home of Mrs. Oralv draped skirt through the hem-
line. Her hat was of sequins She
wore a corsage of purple throat'
ed orchids. lien and great niece, Jackie, all ofMrs. Walker, Sr. wore a frock Painsville, Ohio. Mrs. Reid choseof all over embroidered rose reau Sunday, Dec. 30 as an •de sole with a fitted bodice, brief ate time to entertain in their hon-sleeves and flared skirt. Her hat or. The guests present were Mes-
dames Bertha Tomilson. Louise
Willis, Agnes Harris, 011ie Man-
dy, Eleast Hutson and Willie Lee
Crawford.
Mrs. Hiclde Mae Delk, a foe.
riser Jacksonian, now of Grand
Rapids, Mich, was feted with a
breakfast given by Mrs. Jimmie
Sue Johnson during the holidays
Mesdames 'Gloria' Tuggle, Doro- I navy blue and the guests enjoyed
win Jones, sr.
thy Irby, Awrella Russell and Ed- rgrup 
and coffee
sausage, waffles, sy-coffet
Music for the afternoon was fur- BREAKFAST WITH CIVIC
PRArannual affair for the Civic
Pride club is the holiday break-
fast. It was enjoyed this year in
the beautiful home of Miss Ora
Ellington who was a most effic-
ient hostess assisted by Mrs. Beu-
lah Wiley and members of the
club. In addition to club mem-
bers, guests present were Mrs.
Lillian Parker and sister from
Kansas City, Miss Pope of Mem-
phis, Mrs. Virginia Whitsett Stew-
ard of Chicago and Mrs. Thomp-
son of Jackson. Everyone was
very happy to have Mrs. Sarah
Golden prestrit who has been a
faithful member through t h e
years. Illness has prevented her
regular participation recently.
On Dec. 29 Mrs. Olivia Pruett
was a very charming hostess
when the Civic Pride club again
enjoyed breakfast in her home Mk
Stonewall st. Mrs. Bertha' Tom.
linson was guest at the meeting
and the very tasty. menu was en-
joyed by all present.
CHECK ON SPORTS
We got a rest from local sports
during the holiday season but with
school re-opening so did sports.
And as you well know the accent
is on basketball. Merry High's
first home game for 1957 brought
a split with the girls losing and
the boys winning. They played
MontgomeryHigh school f r o re
Lexington, Tenn, on the Merry
court. If you remember Lexington
girls last year in the tournament,
ydu know they are hard to come
up against but Merry stuck hard
losing by only eight point a.
Lane came out victorious over
Xavier from New Orleans hat
week at their first game in the
New Year. Twas a tough game
but the Dragons came through.
TO CELEBRATE
ANNIVERSARY
Plans were completed last Sat-
urday for the 54th anniversary
celebration of the founding of Del-
ta Sigma Theta sorority. The fin-
al preparation was made when
members of Beta Omega Sigma
chapter v(ith representatives from
Beta Chi met in the lovely home
of Soror Cottrell Thomas in Hum-
boldt, Tenn. The date is set for
Jan. 27 when the public is invited
to a program in the Lane college
chapel at 9:30 p. m. Speaker
for the occasion will be Soror 00w
ella Shannon of Memphis, Tenn.
Also at this time the Woman of
the Year will be presented. This
is made possible through the vote
of the public for the woman who
has given more service to her
community withirr the past yea.,
If you haven't cast your vote, vott
can do so by calling Mrs. Daisy
R. Shaw on Stonewall.
Soror Essie M. Perry, president
of the chapter, gave a very vivid
report of her experiential at the
National Convention of D e I t
which was held recently le De.
troll, Mich. Thirty toms wet*
present to enjoy the elaborate se.
vice of the hostess. A future Del.
is Was on hand too, little Elea
Louise Cooke,
LOOKING FORWARD
Mrs. Myrtle Monroe, president
(Continued on page 14)
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SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
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OA.
310 St N 77 Alabama St.S.W.
Your shopping cart Is a mirror
of your family's taste...its
preferences in food and
beverage. Since almost everyone
appreciates the best, you'll want
to make sure your cart contains
a good supply of bright and
bracing Coca-Cola ... the
perfect refreshment!
ROTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OP THE COCA.COLA ROMER) COMPANY rt
COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS. TENN. I
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CRENSHAW-WALKER WED-
DING RECEPTION — Newly.
'Weds Mr. and Mrs. George W.
Walker, jr., are caught in the
traditional cake-cutting role in
WIle`
BLUE FLAME MEMBERS
AND GUEST: — Mrs. Tarledo
U. C. president of the Blue
Flame5ocial club, was hostess
I GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY: —
Mr. and Mrs. Mose Wheeler
I mere honored with a Golden
I jbanlversary celebration at theb, of their daughter, Mrs.ie• M u n n, at 1559 Barton
he Oolbett Text
1.e.W.Pte light of the world."
!ate* ratty unto yeti that except
irmit right* hen exceed
0,1 righteousness of the scribes
wed Pluerisets. ye shall in no win
..ac inm !ha kingdom of heaven."
).20.
photo at left, made during
their wedding reception. Up-
per photo right is the receiv-
ing line that greeted the many
guests to the lot ell affair.
at the after-Christmas party
given at her home at 205
Driver, Dec. 27, for members
of the club and special guests.
avenue, Sunday. Dec. 30. Seen
around the lovely wedding
cake at the reception are Mr.
and Mrs. Wheeler and their
three children. Left to right
are: Herbert Wheeler of Mont'
Mr. and Mrs. Mose Wheeler
celebrated their 50th Wedding An-
niversary December 30, at the
home of their daughter, Mrs. Ariel
Munn, of 1559 Barton ave.
The Wheelers have two daugh-
ters and a son, Mrs. Arie Munn,
Mrs. Marie Armelin and Herbert
Wheeler. Mrs. Munn has seven
children — four sons and three
daughters. Mr. Wheeler has three
children. There are also three
great grandchildren in the family.
Mrs. Wheeler's mother is also
living and resides in Chicago,
where she is 88 years of age.
Mr. and Mrs. Wheeler are 68 and
89 years respectively. They reside
at 15439 Barton.
Mrs. Wheeler's mother is also
the Presbyterian Book Cehter on
Union avenue. They are both de-
vout Christians and are members'
of Mt. Zion M. B. church at 1927
South Main, of which Rev. L. D.
Sanders is the pastor. Ile is a dea-
con and she sings in the choir.
I Their son. Herbert Wheeler is
the assistant superintendent of
maintenance at Alabama State
college in Montgomery, Alabama,
From left- are A. D. Ford,
Miss Patricia Ann Jones, Miss
Sarah Coleman, Mrs. Vivian
Driver, Mr. and Mrs. George
W. Walker, Sr., the bride and
The group Is shown in the liv-
ing room of the lovely home.
(C. & H. Photo.)
gomery, A I a.. the honoree,
Mrs. Wheeler. daughter Mrs.
Marie Armelin, Mr. Mose
Wheeler and daughter, Mrs.
Arie Munn. (Withers Photo.)
where he resides. His wife, M r s.
Evelyn Wheeler is a teacher at
the Lovelace High school in that
city. They have two daughters,
Mrs. Nelson and Miss Elmira
Wheeler, and a son, Herbert
Wheeler, jr. and also one grand-
daughter, Debra Richetta Nelson.
Mrs. Armelin has no children.
bridegroom and Mr. and Mrs.
James A. Irby. Lower photo.
reading from left at t ii e
bride's table are Mrs. Mabel
Atkins, aunt, Mr. and Mrs.
The Blue Flame Social Club
closed the Holiday season with
a gala party given by the presi-
dent, Mrs. Tarledo H. Cox, at her
home at 205 South Driver.
The party was given for the
members of the club and their
special guests. A delicious menu
was served and presents were ex-
changed among members a n d
friends.
Among the guests present were
Mrs. Henrietta Hines, mother of
the hostess, Mrs. Mettle Lee Cole,
Mr. and Mrs. Buster Fields, Carl
Adams, T. J. Murray, Mrs. Cea-
trice Latham, Mr. and Mrs. Ozell
Ira, Mr. and Mrs. John Arthur
Miss Carla Jean Crenshaw,: 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
A.. Irby, of 1305-07 Sardis, and
George W. Walker, jr., son of Mrs.
Vivian Driver, of Los Angeles and
George AV. Walker, sr., of 518
Buntyn, were wed during the hot-
Mays at St. Augustine Catholic
cfficiating.
Only the immediate familica
were in attendance.
Miss Sarah Coleman served as
maid of honor and A. D. Ford
as best man. Misses Patricia Ann By MJones and Augustine Pickett were
Walker, Sr., Mr. and M r s.
Walker. jr., Mr. and Mrs.
James Irby, Mrs. Vivian Driv-
er and Mrs. Allie McGowan.
Williams, Marion Walker and Ed-
die Bolton, a student at Xavier
college at New Orleans, La.
Members present were Lucy
Murray, Margrett Ramsey, Doro-
thy Miller, Erma Sease, Ber-
nice Armstrong, Charlene Adams,
Edith Bell Watson, Virgie Wil-
liams and Clyde Latham, the
club sweetheart. Miss Clothis Ru-
therford was absent due to illness,
and Mrs. Alma Stott was in Den-
ver, Colo.
The club will begin 1957 with
election and regular business
meeting at the home of Bernice
Armstrong, at 957 Pool*. All
members are asked to be pres-
ent.
Interesting Programs
On Education Station
attendants.
WEDDING RECEPTION
Sunday after the wedding the
bride's parents entertained at a
is. Anna Lee Cooke
Nineteen fifty seven is well onf
its way but echoes of. 1956 are
still reaching the hands of your
was of pink sequins. She wore a
lavender orchid corsage.
Miss Sarah Coleman's frock was
a white embossed taffeta with a
flared skirt. She wore a pink car-
nation corsage.
RECEPTION HOSTESSES
Serving as hostessep were Miss
Thursday, Jan. 17 and Friday, sioner Rudolph Jones is a special Julia Scutt, Ann Brown, Ot ha
Jan. 18, Channel 10, the educe- guest on Televisits, a community Green, and Fannie Mitchell and , Mrs Delk was very stunnlnf
florin) station, will have the fol-
lowing programs:
THURSDAY
p.m. — Serenade presents
Tchaikovsky's "Concerto in D.'. sical and semiclassical music, nished by concertists Omar Rob-
This is a program of classical and featuring Concert No. 2 and 4 b bison and Mrs. Myrtis Ewel.
semi-classical dinner music pre- Sain-Saens. Mrs. Minnie C. Lincoln was in
charge of the guest book. Out-
of-town guests included Mrs. At-
tie McGowan, of, St. Louis, a
great aunt; Mr. and MTS. Jeffer-
7 p.m — This is the Way fea- 
•
7 p.m. — Major industrial, his.
tures the story of "Eggs." It is torical, geographical and scenic
the explanation of how eggs are highlights of Japan are featured
on Friends and Neighbors.produced on a large commercial son Smith, of Detroit, and C. Eric
egg farm. , 7:15 p.m. — Blessed are They, Lincoln, of Atlanta, Ga.
715 — "Little Wild Horse," the a series of Biblical stories enact- Mr. and Mrs. Walker flew to
story of a boy who moves from the ed by the Mabel Beaton puppets New York for their honeymoon, 
before her return to teaching du-
ties at Porter school. Mr. Walker
is at Randolph Air Force Base
where he is a lab technician.
City to a ranch, is told on The
Friendly Giant.
7:30 pm. — Key to Success pre-
sents a vocational guidance film,
"Finding the Right Job." This is
a practical approach to the prob-
lem beginning with job-lead sour-
ces.
7:45 p.m. — More Dates for
Kay For Young Adults in a
Sympatheic and understanding
revelation that have snore dates mission, features "The Atom and
for Kay must improve her groom- the Doctor".
ing and personality. 8 p m. — Streamlined Reading
8 p.m. — Designing in Mater- Is a course in reading and writ-
ials is Prof. Charles Horn's topic ing for adults taught by Miss Ruth
on Art Education, a college
course for credit from Memphis
State, 
 
3s0
p.m. — Sports for the fam-
ily is presented by Bud Wilkin-
son. America's most outstanding
football coach.
9 p.m. — Calvin Harlan of the
Memphis ,Academy of Arts pre-
sents Vision to Art. His sub-
ject is "The Museum and the Mu.
scum Without Walls"
9:30 p.m. — Film Images pre-
sents The Christian Dior Story. a
trip into the workrooms of the fa-
med dress designer and .Autnis-
son Tapestries where we a e e
Jean Lucrat, modern Frenc Is umentary on aviation. It containspainter at work in his studio, the old photography of early Ameri-
ruins of a Moorish castle, can and European flights.10 p.m. — Trans Atlantic Tele-
views features a discussion
what happens when British teach-
ers and U. S. teachers swap class-
MOMS.
FRIDAY 5:455: p.ni
— County Commis- 1
showcase program with 'Keith
NIghbeft and Howard Hoist.
6 p.m. — Howard Hoist pre-
sents Serenade, an hour of clas-
Art Photography in Technicolor
Automobiles * Homes *, Children * Sports
Burials * Portraiture * Social Functions
•
367 BOYD ST. 15 RUE HUERCO
Memphis, Tenn  TANGIER, MOROCCO
T.I. JA. 7-6967 Tel. 7605
presents the story of "The Ten
Talents".
7:30 p.m. — Jefferson of Mon-
ticello is featured on Westward
Ho. a series on the early his-
tory of our country and the men Sudan Protestswho- helped it grow.
7:45 p.m. — Magic of the Atom, UNITED NATIONS, N. Y. —
a series on atomic energy for the (INS) — Sudan has formally pro-
laymen prepared with the coop- tested against U. N. delegates'
(Talton of the Atomic Energy Cent- usage of the terms "black" and
"colored" during debate on South
Africa's policy of racial segrega-
tion.
Sudanese delegate Yacoub Os-
man told the assembly's special,
Knowlton, political committee last week thatl
830 n rn. — Facts of Medi- there were in Africa only "Afri-1
cine featuring "Poison and Chil- cans" and "non-Africans" and that;
they should be referred to In thisdren' repeats the program shown
Wednesday at 9:30 p.m. way.
9 p.m. — Great Books, a panel
discussion group from the Adult
western discusses "The Oddysy"
by913Iomcirn p a_
Give us Tomorrow
is the filni featured on TM Way.
George Harding comes close to
wrecking his marriage and his
iaw career before he learns to
accept forgiveness from God.
10 p.m. — Film Festsval pr e-
sents 'We Saw It Happen" a doe-
New York, N. T., (Special) —
For the first time science has
found • new healing subetanos
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain—without surgery.
In one hemorrhoid ease after
another, "very striking improve-
ment" was reported and verified
by doctors' obeervations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relieving pain,
actual reduction or retraction
(shrinking) took place.
And meet amazing of all—this
Improvement was maintained in
eases where doctors' observations
were continued over a period of
many months!
In fact, results were so thor-
each that sufferers were able to
makesueh extenithinzetaternenta
gt "Riles have ceased to be a
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR
STERIEN BUILDING
'WHIR( 10100 IIKI YOU
(di PRLIFRINTIAI
515
problem r And among these std.
ferers were a very wide variety
of hemorrhoid conditions, some*/
10 to 20 years' standing.
All this, without the we of
nareoties, anesthetics or astrin-
gents of any kind. The secret is
• new heeling substance (Rio-
Dyne ) —the discovery of a world-
famous research institution. Al-
ready, Rio-Dyne is in wide was
for healing injured tissue on al
parts of the body.
This new healing =butanes n
offered in reppoeitory or ointment
form called Preparation H.* Ask
for individually sealed convenient
Preparation II suppositories or
Preparation H ointment with spe-
cial applicator. Preparation If is
sold at all drugstores.Satisfeetiss
guaranteed or money refunded.
•II,eI P 561.
I
DEFENDER PHOTOG AT A FORMAL'
The Dukes Of Chicago Dance Formally At Smart Winter
• THE DEFENDER'S photographer, Cleo Lyles roamed
with his camera last. Saturday night in Parkway ballroom
and came up with some unique pictures of the fashionable
formal dance at which the Dukes Club of Chicago regaled
a modish throng representing a cross section of civic, so-
cial, professional and political activities here.
• PHOTOGRAPHER LYLES takes us from the happy
moment when guests arrive at the ball to the peak of mer-
ry festivities. Photo top left: Mr. and Mrs. Ethelbert Har-
vey with Miss Valerie Beattie pose obligingly as they ar-
rive at the dance.
• PRETTYING UP for that first dance as Parkway
ballroom's matron supplies the "prettifiers" are Mrs. An-
nabelle Dunham and Valerie Beattie (back to camera) and
Mrs. Boyd Mullins, Barrington, Ill.
• TUSREGEE CLUB'S active civic leader and insurance man, Daniel
Faulkner, dapper in correct white tie and tails exchanges pleasantries
with the noted concert artist, Hue11 Brooks Guinn (photo left above)
TR
all
• CHECKING THE social register Theodore Duke and Arthur Sims
welcome Dukes' guests Lorenzo Stallings, Alexander Collins, Freddie M.
Butts and Mrs. Martha Collins.
• CLOAK ROOM checker Mike Vernon Issues checks for the wraps of
John H. Lewis, and Mrs. Oliver L Storey, early arrivals at the gala
Dukes Club of Chicago dance
• SARTORIALLY PERFECT, the Washington Park Y.M.C.A.'s popular
masseur chats with Mrs. Louise Allen and C. C. Wilson, whose wife is a
prominent figure in the Windy City clubdom circles. Mr. Wilson is a
member of the Dukes club.
while at bight T'arkway bartender, bon Newman, mixes a specialty for
the Dukes club president, Lyle Inge and Mrs. Inge, and Mrs. Kenneth
Parker, wife of another Dukes club member.
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been abused by fans, north an
south, Ye throughi .a 
- feed Luster, Captain of last
O him, without any notice,
Enos Slaughter. It could happen
f°7 came admired for his conduct year's squad.
both on and off the field. The Othets receiving letters were:
to Jackie and almost did. Last great competitor, in his days at Cyrus Alderly, Arnold Branch,
UCLA where he starred at bas- Harwell Coleman, Washington!
ketball, baseball, football a n d Jones, Edward Kent. Raymond
track on to a commissioned offi- Loggins, Harold Love, Otis Mc-(tonal League club wanted him cer in the army, to Negro league Cray, James Proctor, Norris
at the Bums' price. The Chicago baseball and then to Montreal Sharp, Charles Smith, and Floyd
White Sox, remembering the ter- Royals and to the Dodgers, help- hreat.
winter, it had been strongly hint-
ed that the Brooklyn Dedgers
wanted to trade Jackie. No Na-
• do so. But the way in which he he thinks but for Jackie to do so
retired didn't seem to fit with is a "crime" in Bavasi's books.
the ideas of some newspaper Since we all know Jacie's bril-
sport critics. Others, like David hunt 10-year record in the ma-. rest after his car struck and kiil-
Condon of the Chicago Tribune jors, a member of a club which ed a pedestrian.
and Warren Brown of the Chica- is known to p a y top salaries, 
go American, were very fair, we are of the opinion that Robin- LangstonGives
Giants' front office is trying to what he thinks
 is best far him -As we write this
, the New York son, if he stays quit, is 
doing
get Jackie to change his mind and self and 
family. And if he de. Awards To 19
have made a most tempting of- cides to play 
another year. he will
fer. The Giants need a player be doing
 just that, also. He isn't G .
like Robinson since their f i r s t anybody'
s chump — notteven Ba- rid Players
vast's.
Army. In plain words, the Giants We close 
with but one thought
. LANGSTON, Okla. — Nineteen
football players were awarded let-
ters by the Langston university
coaching staff at the annual foot-
ball banquet held here recently.
/mates ( in the beginning of his Six of the men were seniors:
major league career); he h a s Theatrice Brown, Curtis Clay, Van
FOUL — Paul Grier, (5), A1T
Aggies' forward. is fouled by
Robert Taylor (50), Virginia
State college, as Grier drives
In for a short. The action
took place as the two teams
played in Greensboro, N. C..
last week. the Aggies Itin•
nine, 63-51, for their fifth
straight win of the season.
It's His Business
• Minos° Rejects- Sox $32000 Bid
Floyd Patterson itching Team Signs
For Mid-Year Title Battle FL 
arry 
o 31 )0°03O, 1 Y 0
•
•
coetroversial figure in baseball, son), to the punch and in so do- ties, a factor that led to Marci
decided to retire while the going ing Bavasi is plain angry. It is; ano's retirement.
was good. He had that right to all right for Bavasi to say what Negotiations for a title defense
baseman, Bill White, went to the
are desperate because no club — he has 
been a great competitor,
seems willing to help them, always playing
 to win; he has
If Robinson sticks to his original 
been abused by players on the op'
decision — and he is mindful of
what happened to Phil Rizzuto of
the New York Yankees last sum-
position and by some of his own
t outfielder, has expressed dis• an increase over the $32,000 one hand and prostate trouble. ;
satisfaction with the contract he Is reported to have received He reported that he has recover-
submitted to him by the club. tacit year, but Vice President ed from both.
with Hurricane Jackson have run
into numerous snags, one of
them being Hurricane's recent ar-
mer when the Yanks "dumped ' t  't II he iv- 
Jefferson, Griffin Jonea, and Al.
field of Athletics.
He will start work on March
Wadkins coached basketball at
(unless he changes his mind) but Beat The Colonels the B000ker T. Washington high
th owner of the chain, wh is a
sehool at Stillwater for a number
e o
baseball fan, has left the way open DALLAS, Texas — Not that 
any- i of years and is now basketball
for Robinson to play with the Gi- body cared what the out
come coach at the Dunjee high school
ants this summer and join the would be, but the Harlem Magi- of Chocta
w. His 1956 entry won
firm in October. mans scored a 92-17 victory 
over the state Class C title in basket-
WE DO NOT believe Robinson some people called the 
Kentucky ball, the first year of integration
"crossed" up anybody when he Colonels Thursday night at the 
in the Oklahoma High School Ath-
refused to tell what his future Fair Park Recreation 
Building. letic association.
Plans were before the signed ar- The near capacity crowd, 
esti- Curley Sloss, football coach of
tick, giving his reasons for retire. mated at 6,900, turned out to 
see Dunjee High school, was banquet
rnent appeared in Look mugs- Reece (Goose) Tatum. And as 
speaker. Slog.; emphasized the role
rine. One thing, he proved that usual, the Goose did not lay an 
of athletes in an educational pro-
Negro could and would keep egg. 
gram.
silent when given :1 trust. He was
Under a bond of secrecy.
President 13'Avasi of the Brook-
lyn club seeks' to belittle Robin-
son. This came Bavasi has pub-
licly chastised Jackie on many oc-
caeione after Robinson made some
plain statements regarding Jer-
sey City's "rotten" playing field
Other players have voiced the
came opinion — some of them on
the Brooklyn team. Bavasi has
said nothing for public consump-
Lion.
It boils down to this — Jackie
- Robinson beat Bavasi, who has
bees seeking some excuse or
Orestes Milian's hid for an In
crease over the $32,500 he re-
ceived from the Chicago White
Sox baseball club last year has
been flatly rejected by the team's
vice president who contends that
Minnie is pretty well paid.
Minnie put in the bid for the
raise recently, using as his sell-
ing point his .316 batting average
last season. That average was
the highest on the entire team.
But in addition, Minoso hit 36
home runs, and drove in more
than 80 runs.
COMISKEY NOT CONVINCED
However, Charles Comiskey,
the Pale Hosers veep, refused to
be persuaded by these facts. He
Said:
"I think Minnie is pretty well
paid. I don't think his play at the
start of the 1956 season justified
his salary. I'll grant that he finish.
ed strong. But we could have used
some of his September hits when
we were losing those 11 in suc-
cession in mid-season "
Comiskey failed to reckon how-
ever, that Minos° was hitting just
as hard early in the season. Only
then his luck was had. His would-
be hits were in the direction Of
°immune players.
An elated Larry Doby, the slug-
ging centerfielder of the White
Sox, had a $30,000 seasonal con-
tract dangled before his eyes last
week and nothing more was need-
ed to excite his ink pen into action.
Thus did the big eenterfielder
join the ranks of contented White
Sox, although Sox officials said
Daisy signed at the same salary
he received last year,
HAMPERED BY FUNGUS
Last season Doby's first with
the Sox after leaving Cleveland,
found the hard-hitting outfielder
• MINNIE MINOSO, White Sox from Havana, Cuba, wants I hampered by a fungus growth on
riffle crowds that Satchel Paige ing them to win National League- The team elected Edward Kent.
drew d Comiskey Park the year pennants and world championship, tackle, to captain n e x t year's
he was signed by the Cleveland is stilt great, squad. M oat valuable player
Indians. decided to "bite" be- Whatever he does, will be for. award went to Alfred Luster and
cause Robinson would bolster the his own good and "is his own Harwell Coleman was selected as
club's offense and defense and business." He made liars out of  the "Rookie of the Year
draw tremendous gates. The Pitts- many newspapermen who stated FORMER ATHLETE HONORED
burgh Pirates are said to have Negroes weren't carable of play- Tom Wadkins former Langston
blocked the deal refusing to waiv- ing major league baseball. Few university football player, was pre-
er Jackie out of the league. remembered tan players were in se'nt d a plaque for his achieve-
Ruihin,eon his signed a contract organized white baseball in the. ments in athletics. The plaque was
with a restaurant chain which em- 1880s. Jackie broke down the ex- inscribed as follows: In recogni.
ploys 1,000 people and will han- isting color barrier. tion of the outstanding contrihu-
dle public relations and person- tiona of Thomas Wacikins in the
nel. He also becomes vice-presi-
dent Ai a $30.000 per year salary Harlem Magicians
Sumner Graduates To
Hear Walter Wagner
ST. LOUIS. Mo. — Principal
G D. Brantley announced this
week that Dr. 0. Walter Wagner.
executive Director Metropolitan
Church Federation of Greater St.
Louis, Will be the guest speaker
at the 119th graduation exercises
of Sumner High school Tuesday
evening, Jan. 22.
Dr. Wagner is a product of Elm-
hurst college, t hicago Theological
Seminary, University of Chicago
and Washington university,
Satterfield Stops
Dale Hall In Five
PORTLAND. Ore. — Bob Sat-
terfield, Chicago's hot-and - cold
heavyweight last week scored a
fifth round knockout over Dale
Hell of Los Angeles in a scheduled
10 round bout here.
He put Hall away with a two-
fisted attack, after bloodying his
nose with a hard right in the sec-
ond round.
Satterfield weighed 185 pounds,
to Hall's 203.
NEW 1 oRK — Heavyweight
champion Floyd Patterson is orsl
"pins and needles" over ring in-
activity.
The hard-hitting young cham-
pion said last week "it feels bet-
ter every day" being heavyweight
champion of the world, but at the
same time he indiceted that he's
just "itching" for ring action.
WANTS JUNE BOUT
Young Floyd, who won the
coveted heavyweight laurels by
disposing of Archie Moore on fifth
round KO last Nov. 30, expressed
his desire for a June title bout
in the U. S. or a tour of the
world. It's immaterial to him
whichever comes first.
In the event a fight comes. the
2I-year-old champion would like
to see either Hurricane Jackson or
Eddie Machon get a crack at his
crown
Asked about Rocky Mercian°.
the champ quipped, 'That would
be better yet." Patterson's soft-
spoken voice and face lit up at the
thought of a bout with the "Rock."
"I dont think he'll come out of
retirement, but I wish he would"
Patterson smiled.
Young Floyd pointed out that
"its' nothing personal against
Rocky. I just think we could draw
a lot of people and put up a good
fight."
As for Hurricane, Patterson
said he wasn't at all pleased about
the outcome of their first fight.
Young Floyd feels that he owes
Jackson a return match In view
of his split decision win over Tom-
my last summer.
WILL TOUR EUROPE
If no suitable foe is found for
an early title defense, Patterson
will head for an overseas tour,
with stops in Europe, South Ameni
ca an dpossibly Australia.
Since Patterson sent Ar
chie Moore to slurnberland Ian
year in Chicago, he has spent most
of his time either at the training
camp at Greenwood Lake, N. y., Minnie, according to reports Chuck Comiskey says that's it. 
I
Larry led the Chicago South'
or making personal appearances I By EARL CLANT
ON III 1 The Tennessee Tigers fought 1
Siders in runs batted in last year, 
around New York.
Patterson's reception as a heavy- via 
 
 
ac-countingthe  honifeorrulOn2.rolluetelfmat 
and
d4 dbraellws 
determined Grambling team (iONVII
weight champ is simply fascinat- G
ing to the youthful titlist, who at ra IT% bl ing Ends 102 walks in 140 games. His batting seethrilling victoriea tact week, nip- ence game. The score was tiedwin their third Midweet confer.
AsStaHt4VILinLivEe,rsTiteynnt,,r—nedTiennntewao- to the wire on Thursday might to
21, became the youngest champion ' 
average last year was 268.
ping Grambling 98 to 94, and then 'six times throughout the gams,
in boxing history. 
The former Cleveland fridianiswamping a scrappy Knoxville with the lead changing three tinsel
JACKIE ROBINSON, the most chance to get rid of him (Robin- 
I, I owever, Floyd Is already coo. 
scious of his often-neglected hums 
accomplished this deapite being
Very Good Year hampered by ailments, college team, 113 to 81. B
BILL RUSSELL, former All-
American center for the Uni-
versity of San Francisco for
two years, is now playing
with the Boston Celtics, and
fast learning how the pros
DEFENDER
SAT., JAN. 19, 1957
play the game. Last week In
New York the Knickerbockers
stopped Russell, and then .
Sweetwater Clifton pulled one
of the Globetrotter tricks on
him.
GRAMBLING, La. — In future
years Grambling rooters are go-
ing to look the school's composite
football-basketball-baseball record
for 956 with a dreamy expression
of rapture.
Grambling hit the jackpot in
neional prestige during the 12
month period by winnig 52 of 63
athletic events to raise its two-
year total to 108 victories in 129
games. The extraordinary record
was compiled in this manner: bas-
ketball, 25-7; baseball, 19-3; foot-
ball, 8-1.
By judicious use of talented per.
Negroes Win Fight
To Play Golf On
Charlotte Course
CHARLOTTE, N. C. (INS)
—Golf loving Negroes were
granted the right to play golf on
Charlotte's formerly segregated
municipal course Wednesday.
Concluding an action begun
four years ago by Ill Negroes,
who went to court because they
claimed illegal discrimination,
the Park and Recreation formal-
ly opened the links to everybody.
Judge Susie Sharp had enjoin-
ed the commission on Dec. 4,
from its segregation practice,
giving them 90-days to comply.
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Paul Hornung Signs
With The Packers
SOUTH BEND, Ind. — (INS)—
Paul Hornung, star quarterback
for Notre Dame's 1956 football
team, signed a contract Wednes-
day with the Green Bay Packers
of the National Football league.
The terms of the one-year pact
were not disclosed. Hornung grad-
uates from Notre Dame in June,
formers like All-American Edward
Murray, Elon Larce, Alvin Rich-
ardson, Joe Dixon, Belton Dent,
Bob McCoy Joe Johnson, Ber-
trand Gladney, Harold Stepteal,
Edward Brooks, and Oates Archey,
the vibrant Tigers were generally
able to correctly size up the oppos-
ition and exploit the weakness
without getting into too many
jams.
Athletic Director Eddie Robin-
son, whose guile is apparent in the
over-all picture, attributes the suc-
cess to "capable shrewd, resource-
ful boys with competitive spirit
you seldom see."
The Tigers won only one cham-
pionship during the year — the
Mid-West loop baseball title —
but they scandalonsly manhandled
foes from the four major Negro
conferences in football and bas-
ketball.
Grambling ended its nine-game
campaign with a third place rank-
ing, nationally, and the basketball
squad provided the kind of sup-
port that enabled miracle-work-
er Bob Hopkins to establish a doz-
en NCAA scoring records before
graduating last May.
Ifoplcine, presently with Syra-
cuse in the National Basketball
league, all but blanketed the rest
of the squad under a cloak of ob-
scurity with his career total of
3,759 points, an all-time college
mark.
Attends Meet
FAYETTEVILLE. N. C. — Mrs.
Mae H. Seabrook of the area of
science and mathematics at the
Fayetteville State Teachers col-
lege was one of nearly 7,000 sci-
entists in attendance at the 123rd
annual session of the American
Association for the Advancement
of Science held in New York City
The White Sox front office re-
ceived Doby's contract by mail
thanking officials for the "fine
treatment" he had received in ,
Chicago.
Larry became the 'third Corn's- ,
preceded by shortstop Luis Ap-
key Parker to sign for 1957. being
ennessee Wins
Court Games
games were played in the Ten
Barnet, the deadeye marksman
aricio and Pitcher Jack Hershman. 
from Gary, Ind. Barnhill netted The Tigers bagged their 13th vbs.
Publishers 
39 points in the two games, while tory the following Saturday 
night
his teammate was shoving in 48. by routing the Knoxville team.
Plan Workshop
CLEVELAND — The National
Newspaper Publishers Association
will hold a midwinter workshop
at Fisk university, Jan. 17-19.
These sessions are designed to
provide a workshop for the dis-
cussion of problems affecting
operations Of newspapers.
T. C. Jervay. president of the
association, Is planning the pro-
gram. William 0. Walker, of
the Cleveland Cal] and Post, is,
secretary. Reservations may he
made by writing I. T. Creaswell,
I business officer, Fisk university,
Nashville,Tenn.
D. C. Dentists
, Admit Negro
WASHINGTON — The District
of Columbia Dental society h as
voted to admit Negro dentists to
its membership.
The vote to change its former
policy for all-white members was
taken by a secret mail ballot. But
the actual vote count had not been
made public at press time.
The ques'n‘ri Of lowering the
bars against Negro members was
raised after Dr. John An Turner,
chief of oral surgery at Howard
University School of Dentistry had
filed an application for member-
Dee. 28-30. ship.
TSU Wins NAM Tourney With A
Victory Over St. Francis, 79-67
By ROY - NAPIER
HOUSTON, Texas — The Texas
Southern university Tigers won
their first big victory of the year
when they romped over St. Francis
of Brooklyn, 79-67, in the finals
and won the third annual NAIA
tip off basketball tourney cham-
pionship in Omaha, Nebr. -Dec.
27-30.
In the third game of the opening
night of play TSU's cagers wal-
loped Arkansas Tech 91 - 81, as
three tourney records were set in
the game. The game set a record
for most points by one team, for
most points by both tei.ms and
for most points by losing team.,
Texas Southern held a two point
lead at the half at 40-38, but open-
ed up with 14 points the second
half. The Tigers took the lead
early in the first half 3028, whep
Co-Captain Bennie Swain hit nine
points in two minutes. Swain was
high pointer with 27 points.
In the semi-finals TSU romped
over Hemline (Minn.) 94-68, as
Robert Bobbitt scored 24 points
for high point man with Freddie
Maura and Ambus Horn hitting
16 each. The TSU cagers attempt-
ed 38 shots in the first half and
28 in the second making 21 good in
the first and 15 in the second with
a 53.8 per cent in the first half
and 535 percentage in the sec-
ond.
VOTED BEST PLAYER
Moving into the championship
game the lone Texas team took a
10-1 lead and late in the second ;
half hit six field goals in two andl
a half minutes to boost their lead
39-18. Half time-score was 43-25,
the Tigers on top. Robert Robbitt
paced rsu victory with 21 points,
Wellie Taylor hit 17 points for
second highest for the Tigers.
Bennie Swain was named the
most valuable player of the tour-
ney. Maura and Bobbitt were
named on the all-tournament
team.
0th In the first 13 minutes of play.
flea- Behind the power of Abram Vs.
see gymnasium here. gJore's 25 points and Bob Ste.
In the two games Coach Johnny Coy's 
16, the Louisiana team.
McClendon's new sophomore Gramb
ling proved a constant
starter, John Barnhill, 5-foot-11 
ithreat until Barnet dunked a
guard from Evansville, Ind., char- l
ay-up after the visitors had muff-
ed the seorina with Dick "Skull" ed a chance to 
tie the score it
96-96.
The 48 points by Barnet runs his
season total to 336, giving him an
average of 22 4 a game.
The visitors kept pace with thi
Tigers in the first half, but then
fell by the wayside.
DOWN
E FAIRWAY
TEE SHOT
Short One Stroke
Teddy Rhodes missed getting in I
the money in the $35,000 Los An-
geles open by one stroke. . .The
dapper Nashville pro fired 293...
13 strokes behind the winning
score posted by Doug Ford...
Rhodes had rounds of 73-72-74-74
. . .Charlie Sifford had 75 for the
first day and 71 on the second
day. . .and failed to qualify for
the final day when he soared to
78 On the third day. . .Joe Roach
withdrew after shooting 80 on
the first day. . Lee Elder did
not qualify... Ed Satchel of Log
Angeles had 78 and 78 for the
first two days.
Bob-O-Links Get Troph
My heartfelt thanks to the mem-
bers of the Chicago Women's Golf
club for the Christmas gift. .
The girls were very nice. . .The
members are still talking about
the hilarity Mike Saunders creat-
ed by playing Santa Claus at the
CWGC's annual Christmas party
. . ,The Bob-O-Links, an affiliate
of Chicago Women's Golf club,
held their annual Christmas party •
at the home of the director, Miss
Agnes Williams, on 60th street...
Trophies were presented to the
winners of the club's championship
tournament held last Oct. 12,
years she has been director. . .
at Pipe O'Peace. . .Rudolph Tiggs
won first place, Eugene Porto,
second, a n d , Michael Robinson,
third, . ..lerome Davidson receiv-
ed a merit award for the best
effort. . .while Eugenia Robertson
collected an achievement plaque
and Harry D. Elligan, seven-year-
old son of Lydia Elligan, presi-
dent of the CWGC, won a gold
medal as the youngest player in
the tourney .. Miss Williams, who
has done a magnificent job with
the youngsters during the three
and the members will miss her
at the expiration of her term
. .the awards were presented by
Archie Knuckles, pro who heti
Although few know It, the Nee.
cells Bradshaw - Sant Woods ale
most had to be postponed for 111
couple of weeks. . On the morns
ing of the wedding. Saturday,
Nov. 17, the now Mrs. Woods slip-
ped at the top of the stairs SI
she left her apartment on Rhodes
avenue. . .sliding all the way to
the sidewalk below .. Fortunately
she didn't injure herself. .flut
she lost her shoes in the descent
down the stairs. . .Both w ire
waiting for her when she hit the
sidewalk  Even Sam didn't
know about the fall until after Use
I wedding ceremony.
ies
been giving the members I.
structiona. . .
Also present was Miss Lorraine
Osborne, chalrmsio-of the Midwest
district junior program, who pro-
sented tee shirts with the club
name on the back to each mens.
her, . .Other CWGC members
presented were Rita Baham, Lo..
ine Jackson, Mary Hoggette, Dor-
othea Hooks, Cecelia Jenkins, end
Mrs. Elligan.. .guests and mem-
bers of the Bob-O-Links presented
were: Lemuel Buster, Johnell
Baggett, Jeffrey Mitchell, Martha
DePriest, Eugenia Yancey, Mich-
ael Dailey, Ernestine Philpot, Jen-
nifer Jones, Jerome Waterford.
Constance Jenkins, Toni Horne*.
burger, Geraldine New, Gregory
Buckner, Sandra Tully, Earth*
Combs, Don Gully, Effie Phipps,
Sherly Harrell. Edwina Phipps,
Joseph Phillips, Olivia Harrell,
Eric Reet, Cloria Bassett, Michael
Robertson, and Mike Everett
James.
A replies of the historic May-
flower is being built In •Englsod
and will tall from Plymouth. De-
vonshire. to Plymouth, MASS . lit
April 1937, re-enacting the landing
of the Pilgrim Fathers in 1620.
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LEMOYNE'S MAGICIANS has
found it pretty rough breaking
Into the win column In the
first part of their season but
these two hustling guards
played a big role in their
hitting the charmed column
twice before the usual exami-
nation letup In the cage sched-
uk Cleotus Hudson, left,
sophomore guard and a for.
mer Melrose High student,
dumped in 34 points as the
Magicians downed More-
house college and Bill Little,
right, was the man in the role
of play-maker. The Magicians,
trying to make the fast break
offset their lack of man-for-
man height, promise to get
better as the season grows.
Porter Gym 
'BTW Knocks Manassas
Dedication
Set Jan. 17
Calisthenics, gymnastics a n d
dances will highlight the dedica-
tory services of the Porter Jun-
ior High school gymnasium, on
Thursday, Jan. 17 at 8 p. m.
The regular u101.11.14 Ilinatilig of
the Porter PTA will be held prior
to the Dedicatory Services begin-
ning with a short business ses-
sion at 7:30 p.m. The president,
Mrs. Dante Strong, will preside.
Important on the agenda will be
plans for the annual tea, April 28.
Some important matters pertain-
ing to the community will be dis-
cussed for possible action.
Porter Gymnasium has been a
welcome addition to the school this
year, filling a vital need for the
physical education classes which
are part of the curriculum, as well
as intramural sports and games.
The importance of physical ed-
ucation for physical fitness will
Os exemplified during the various
performances of the boys and
girls. R. B. Thompson, principal
and Mrs. O. S. Shannon, assistant
principal, urge the attendance of
all parents and the public at large.
Among the guests expected are
Marion Hale of the recreation de-
partment and members of the
board of education.
Tigers Hope
For Top Year
Off Unbeaten List
By ALEXANDER DELOACH JR.
Undefeated Booker T. Washing-
' ton knocked the Manassaas Tigers
from the unbeaten ranks in the
last period and took over undis-
puted first place in the pr e p
league, 67-57 last Tuesday night
in the Manassas gym.
The Tigers moved off to a fast
start with Robert Kayford and
Guard Charles Bradford putting
in two points each for a 4-0 lead..
Henry Williams got two for Book-
er T. on a fast break and Howard
Mathis tied it up.
It got furious from this point
but when the quarter whistle blew
Manassas had the edge, 15-11.
STILL HOT
Manassas was still hot in the
second period with Marvin Dog-
gett and Bradford pointing the
The Orange Tigers are looking
forward to their hest year in base-
wball this coming year under a new ere obtained, and that the grand
manager, Elgin (Chicken) Red. lull' indicted him under a method
dick.
The club is now accepting ap-Ifols should contact Kid Walker by
plications from new players. Hope- 1 phoning FA. 3-3991.
s
working the backboards.
At halftime Manassas led 30-21.
The pros from Booker T., L C.
Gordon, Howard Mathis, L a w-
rence Gray and Rick Mason could
not seeni to click even as the third
period was well underway and It
began to look as if Manassas was
in on a breeze.
The game was in the final quar-
ter when Booker T. Washington
finally took the lead. Mathis hit
one from the floor and hooked in
another to put-his team ahead.
Ahead 49-47 the old pros from
Booker T. started pressing and
Manassas' landslide stand up
under it. They missed numerous
shots which might have made the
score a lot different and lost it
67-57.
Booker T. also grabbed off the
Way. They were beautiful to watcn B game 48-47.
Court Reverses
Death Sentence
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
WASHINGTON — The Supreme
Court yesterday, by a vote of 6-3,
reversed the death sentence of
William Earl Fikes, 27, of Selma,
Ala., who was convicted on a
charge of burglary with intent to
rape.
Chief Justice Earl Warren de-
livered the majority opinion with
Justices John Harlan, Harold Bur-
ton, and Stanley Reed dissenting.
Fikes charges that he was forced
into signing two voluntary con-
fessions; denied the right to tea-
thy in his own behalf about the
manner in which the confessions
American
There's a definite "youth move-
Ment" on in American league
lifetime pitching records, domi-
nated for several seasons by the
performances of veteran,.
More than a dozen young ju-
tior circuit mound star' such as
Herb Score of Cleveland, Whitey
Pord of New York and Frank
Lary of Detroit are revising the
lifetime won-lost totals so c o in-
pletely dominated for years by
the Newhousers, Trouts, Reynolds'
and Lopata of bygone seasons.
In that listing of stars belong
Cleveland's great trio of Bob Fel-
ler, Bob Lemon and Early Wynn,
but time has taken its toll with
Feller's announcement that 1956
was his final campaign.
WON 266 GAMES
Beginning in 1936, when he won
eve and lost three and contin-
uing through 1956—with virtually
tour years out for military ser-
vice —Feller compiled 266 victo-
ries against 162 losses. He fin-
ished with a wide margin over
every club he hurled against with
two exceptions—New York a n d
Kansas City. Against the Yankees
he won 30 while losing 37. Against
Kansas City in two seasons he
won none and lost twice.
As the 1957 season approaches.
Wynn and Lemon are the only cur-
Jackson Scene
' (Continued from page 10
of the City Federation of Colored
Women's Clubs has announced a
meeting for the fourth Sunday in
January, and is urging all mem-
bers to be present.
On Feb. 7, Lane college is pre-
senting Marion Anderson in the
75th anniversary recital in the col-
lege Health building at 8 p. m.
Need I say more about Miss An-
derson, for her voice speaks f o r
itself. I know you simply can't
afford to miss this grand occasion.
Realizing the need for uniforms
for the Merry High school band,
the Merry PTA and the City Fed-
eration of Women's clubs are be- 1111111111nollitelifilieenutunaliniiallnaleallIelle
ginning a $3,000 drive. The kick.! 
off program will be held at Mer-
ry High school on Jan. 31 at I
p.m. At this time, pledges will
be taken from all organized groups
and individuals and are asked to
be paid in full by March 4, 1957.
POLIO DRIVE
The chairmen of the polio drive,
Berman Stone and Isiah Savage,
have announced activities f o r
which proceeds will be used in
that direction. The annual auction
will take place in the Merry High
School auditorium on Jan. 20.
Pancake day will be Jan. 26.
You can get delicious pancakes
at all school cafeterias on that
date from 9 a.m. to s p.m.
The Blue Crutch sale which took
place on Jan. 5 netted $208.71
The sale was under the sponsor-
ship of the Student Councils of
Lane college and Merry High
school. Dr. J. O. Perpener is the
advisor to the Student Council at
Lane college with William John-
son serving as president. T h e
Merry High Student Council is
under the supervision of Mrs. M.
B. Davis with Miss Shirley Brooks
serving as preident. All members
both student councils took Part
Mothers' March will be on
jen. .stri don't forget to have ,
year front horch lights on andi
pour contribution ready for this
wanh7 causc.
Loop Youths
seasons. The young Tiger fire-
'bailer, who should be on the way
to a great career, has a 7.2 mark
against the Yankees.
CHARMED CIRCLE
Boston's cool young Tom Brewer,
who missed the 20-win circle by
just one victory in 56, has a fine
three year total of 40 wins against
28 losses. Bob Grim of New York
rent American league hurlers
over the 200 mark in lifetime vic-
tories. Wynn has a total of 221
wins against 170 defeats. Lemon,
like Wynn a 20-game winner in
1956, has a total of 201 victories
against 116 losses. The 1956 cam-
paign was a seventh 20-victory
year for Bob. who on that basis
alone rates as one of the greats
of this era.
New York's star lefty Ford, win-
ner of nine while losing only one
In 1950 in his starting year, has
won SO games in 5 seasons while
losing only 28 for a brilliant start
toward a fine lifetime record. He
is better than .500 against every
club he's faced, his record against
the White Sox being a brilliant
1 19-5.
/ Score, the fast-balling southpaw
with Cleveland, has won 36 while
losing 19 in two years, but is
"down" to two clubs. Against
Boston he is 4-6 and against Chi-
cago 3-4. Herb has beaten New
York three times while losing once
to the Yanks and has a 9-2 record
against Kansas City. Detroit's
1 Frank Lary, whose 21 wins was
tops for the league in '56, has won
35 games while losing 28 in three
11111111111111111111111101111110110191111111111amIllailliall
Bruton Defends
Jackie's Right
To Tell Story
MILWAUKEE — (INS)—Star
outfielder Billy Bruton of the
Milwaukee Braves Monday de-
fended Jackie Robin's right to
make remarks about alleged
night-clubbing by Braves play-
ers.
Bruton said in Milwaukee:
"You can't blame Jackie for
repeating some of the things
he heard. After all, he didn't
originate them.
"I can't say myself if there
was any night.clubhing by the
Braves because in order to
prove it I would have to have
been out late myself."
has won 33 in three seasons, while
Detroit's fine lefty, Billy Hoeft,
has 54 wins over a five-year span
and cracked the 20-win set for the
first time last season. And such
other young flingers as Don Lar-
sen, Tom Sturdivant and Bob 'Tur-
ley of New York and Dave Sister
of Boston, not to forget Chicago's
sh•
Billy Pierce, could make it rough
for hitters the next several sea-
sons.
Pierce, little southpaw ace who
won 20 games for the first time in
1956, is a "vet" in seasons, with
nine under his belt. But Bill's only
29, and should add consistently to
his current lifetime win total of
123 victories as against 98 losses.
National League Teams Will
Play 260 Nite Games In 37
CINCINNATI — (INS) — The
National league schedule for 1957
lists 260 night games, 10 more
than last season.
The official schedule, released
Monday, shows the St. Louis Car-
dinals again playing the most
phome arclight contests, 46.
Cincinnati is next with 44, fol-
lowed by Philadelphia (43), Mil-
waukee ( 38), Brooklyn (37), Pitts-
burgh (32) and New York (20).
The Dodgers play eight home
games at Jersey City and seven
Jackie Officially Ends
His Baseball Career
NEW YORK (INS) — Jackie
Robinson, first Negro to break
through the major league barrier,
officially closed his turbulent base-
ball career Monday with a letter
requesting that he be placed on
the voluntary retired list.
Robinson's letter to Horace
Stoneham, president of the New
York Giants, ended speculation
that he might reconsider his de-
cision to quit. Although his 10-
year playing career was spent
with Brooklyn Dodgers, hi S retire-
ment notice was directed to
Stoneham because he became the
property of the Giants in a trade
last month.
The 38-year-old infielder-outfield-
er said he is quitting solely be-
cause cf "business opportunities."
He thanked Stoneham and vice-
NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot
'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS
As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til 9 P.M.• FA 4-5557
'of them will be under the lights.
' The season opens on April 16
with Brooklyn at Philadelphia in
a night game, St. Louis at Cin-
cinnati, Milwaukee at Chicago kidnaped by two men from her
and New York at Pittsburgh Encino home.
Brobklyn will be at home for
the July 4th and Labor Day
doubleheaders, the Giants get Me-
morial Day and Labor Day at
home, Philadelphia has July 4,
Pittsburgh gets Memorial Day,
Chicago gets both July 4 a n d
Labor Day, as does Cincinnati,
while Milwaukee a n d St. Louis
which barred Negroes from serv-
ing as members of the jury.
Fikes was arrested May 16,
1953, on a suspicion of burglary
and rape on a complaint made by
the daughter of the mayor of
Selma. At the time, he was em-
ployed at a gas station at Marion,
Ala., some 30 miles from Selma.
Fikes had been previously con-
victed for burglary of a store,
Nov., 1949, and was paroled in
Jan., 1951.
The court found that both con-
fessions were of the question and
answer type and that Fikes was
denied the services of a lawyer
and visits by relatives and friends.
He was moved from jail in Selma
to Kilby State Prison about 55
miles from Selma. There, he was
kept out of contact with other
prisoners, and permission was de-
nied his father and a lawyer to
see him.
Testimony also revealed that
Fikes was mentally retarded, a
fact which figured prominently in
the court's findings that he was
coerced into confessions.
Fikes was represented by Bir-
mingham attorney, Peter Hall.
LEADING THE ATTACK
which has seen the Jackson
State college Tigers surge to
a 13 won no-loss record are
(left to right) William Gaines,
guard: Jesse Downey, for-
ward; Billy McDonald, cen-
ter; Herbert Smith, forward,
and Dasid Johnson, guard.
Area Cagers Paced By
Jackson, Tenn. State
By EDGAR T. STEWART
Basketball in the Tri-State area
is in full swing with the same
two teams that led the football
parade leading in basketball. In
football it was Tennessee State
No. 1 and Jackson college No. 2.
In basketball so far it is Jack-
son college No. 1 and Tennessee
State No. 2
The Jackson team has played
13 games with 13 wins and no
defeats. They have defeated such
stalwarts as Southern university,
Alcorn, A & M college, Xavier
,university, Grambling colic
Tougaloo college, Mississippi Vo-
cational, Tennessee State and
North Carolina State.
I Apparently the Jackson Tigers
are doing a bang-up job defen-
sively.
Through Dec. 29 the National
Collegiate Athletic Bureau h a d
'them ranked fourth among twen-
ty nine teams listed, giving up an
!average of 53.4 points in eight
games. They have won two tour-
naments, the Grambling Invite.
tional and Mississippi State.
Eddie Cantor Enters
Hospital For Rest'
HOLLYWOOD — (INS) — Co- Gleason's CBS show — honoring
median Eddie Cantor is due to go his 65th birthday.
home after "another day or two" Cantor's personal physician, Dr.
of rest and observation in Cedars Eliot Corday, who attends all pub.
of Lebanon hospital. lie appearances with bim, orderedThe banjo-eyed comic entered
the hospital Saturday night after the comedian to the hospital in
he became faint during an hour- view of the heart attack he sub
long television show — Jackie fered in 1952.
Suggest Lie Seek Dismissal Of Bus Charges
Test For
'The Body'
HOLLYWOOD — (INS) — Los
Angeles Chief of Police William
H. Parker is being blasted by Jer-
ry Giesler, famd Hollywood de-
fense attorney, for suggesting that
actress Marie McDonald submit
her kidnap claim to a lie detector
te.
prey Chas Feeney of the Giants both will be home Memorial Day.
"for your wonderful cooperation
The All-Star game will be play-and understanding" and said his!
decision was not due to the fact ed in St. Louis on Tuesday, July
[ that he had been traded. 9.
See LEE BAINE
For ADVICE and HELP ON ALL AFFAIRS OF LIFE
I CAN AND WILL HELP YOU! — Call For Information
NOW OPEN — JA. 6-2430 or EX. 7-4688
683 OLD MILLINGTON ROAD
MEMPHIS, TENN. OPEN DAILY AND SUNDAY
HOURS 9:30 A.M. to 7:30 P.M.
3 BLOCKS WEST OFF OF HIWAY Si, NEAR INTERNATIONAL
HARVESTER Plant. Freese., Com , Memphis. Tok• Millington Naval
Bose Bus, get eft at corner old Millington Rd. end Beniestown Rd
Office opposite bus step, LOOK FOR HAND SIGN! NOTICE! Colored
patrons mos take advantage of special 2Sc cot rote of Frayser Cob
Co. from bus stop lot signal light in Frowsier) to my Wigs
3 BLOCKS WEST OF HIWAT Si NORTH.
BIRMINGLAM, Ala. —(INS)-1
A federal court Monday was ask-
ed to halt proceedings against 22
Negroes arrested for violating
segregation laws.
An attorney fig the defendants,
who were arrested for riding in
the front seats of buses Dec. 26, 1
asked that the federal court de-
cision which held segregation to
be unlawful at Montgomery, Ala.,
be made applicable to Birming-
up efforts tO ride buses in an
unsegregated fashion in the city
after the arrests. A similar case
is pending in Atlanta, where six
ministers were arrested last week
for violating state segregation
laws.
Mental Patient
Parlays 2c Into
CL
Giesler deriounced the chief's ham.$84,000 Win
proposal as "asinine," an "out- A similar petition in Miami,
rage" and a "public insult to Miss 
McDonald " 
Fla., several weeks ago resulted LONDON—(INS)— For a, con-
in a federal court ruling extending tribution of two cents a British
The Attorney was retained by
the 33-year-old screen beauty last
week after she reported she was
the applications of the Montgom-
ery decision, which ended bus
segregation in the Alabama capi-
tal.
Negroes in Birmingham gave
mental patient at St. Clements
hospital at Ipswich was advised
yesterday he won $64,000 for cor-
rectly forecasting results in a
football pool.
STERLING SALT
brings out the best in food!
Alm-PA-MI DELICIOUS! HAMBURGER
or any other dish—tastes its beat when properly
cooked and seasoned with Sterling Salt, Sterling
Salt's pure, snow-white "sparks of flavor" dissolve
quickly, completely, adding extra zest and sparlde
to the rich, natural flavors of food. Get Sterling Salt
at your grocer's teday. Plain, or Iodized for your
family's health protection. Guaranteed damp proof,
or double your money back.
STERUNO SALT—in the box with the premium offer on the back
PRODUCT OF INTinNATiONAL SALT CO, INC
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THE CH‘RMETTES of Mel-
rose High school held their an-
nual program Fridas, Jan. II.
New members were inducted.
The Charmettes had as their
guest speaker Mrs. Georgia
V. Harvey, a former teacher
of Manassas High school. Also
visiting as guests Were the
Double Tens of Manassas
High and the Daughters of
New officers of the Hyde Park
Housewives League Unit 12 held
their election for 1957 officers at
the_ home of Mrs Juanita David.
Results were:
Mrs. Naomi Gray. directress;
Mrs. Ella Ross, assistant direct- There are 12 different railway
Tess; Mrs. Juanita Daniels, sec. gauges in use in South America
retary; Mrs. Mary Braswell, as- Meter gauge, 3 feet 3 3-4 inches
sistant secretary; Mrs. Ruth between rails, is used on 34,000
Boyd, treasurer; Mrs. Eva Sims, miles of line, slightly more than
chaplain; Mrs. Hortense Givens half that continent's total mileage.
Douglass. Officers of the
Charmettes are Geraldine Al-
exander, president; Faye Da-
vis, vice president; Ruthie
Grant, secretary; Dora Curs•
ey, corresponding aecretarv:
Virginia Oliver. asaistsnt sec-
retary; Prudella Rogers, bum
mess manager; Valeria
Shields, chaplain; Ella Jean
program chairman; Mrs. Virginia!
Burkes and Mrs. Willie Speed,
sick committee; Mrs. J. Williams
and Mrs. Van Ruth Dotson and
Mrs. Elnora Banks, decoration
committee. Mrs. Anne Miller, par-
liamenterian and Mrs. Bertha
Gray, musical directress.
By TIARMY BAILEY
The junior class of Booker T.
Washington gave a sock hop Wed-
nesday in the Blair T, 'Hunt gym-
nasium. The Sock Hop was real
crazy with Fred Gaithers and his
pardner working out clean. Some
of those there were Charles El.
ion, Lieutenant Singleton James
42-45, as the third period ended, 
will be Jan. 21. Prof. PhampletWith pesky Howard Mathis his. has been, se caned, jiving his stu.
ting from all angles and his mates dents that they will board a planecontrolling the backboards they to Washington, D. C. to see thestarted rolling.
Manassas had its defense con-
centrated on John Gray and the
ball hawking Mathis spelled the
difference from the outside, burn- ers know all about the entireing the strings for 22 points, the deal, to an out-of-town team, HigginsWeathers, Jewel Brown, Delores same amount as Tippy Bradford Hamilton's basketball captain is High, of Greenwood, Miss., 55-48.Brown, Carole Ann Billops, Willie chalked up for the lesers. Gray, K. C. Chandler, a senior who has I Players in addition to Chandler,Lomax, Willie Bates, Earnest I who registered 26 Monday night Dunlap, Dorothy Hester. " g a in the Warriors 71-57 win at New.Young, Walter Bailey, Rosie
Walls, Francene Hurst, Samella
Dortsh, C. C. Morgan, Chop
Chop, Herbert Fields and many
others.
THE MIGHTY WARRIORS
In ie Manassas - Washington
dogfifht the prep kingpins had
trouble solving the Tigers delib-
erate style of play, for the sec• gustine in a Prep League has-rind lithe in as many games with ketball game last Thursday nightthe northsiders the Warriors found at the Blair T. Hunt Gymnasium.themselves facing halftime de- • Gray was the hit wheel hitting forfeat. Manassas moved to a 30-21 37 points. Gordon nad 24. Booker
story, reporter. Advisors for
the Charmettes are Misses
Maggie McDowell and Erma
Clanton. Front, Valeria
Shields, Virginia Oliver, Fay
Darin, Geraldine Alexander,
Ruthie Grant, Annette Par-
ham and Mrs. Georgia V. Har-
vey, guest speaker. Second
row: Miss Maggie McDowell.
Doris Williams, Nellie Bridge.
forth, Josh. Hamilton, Debor-
ah Thomas, June McKissack,
Ella Jean Storey, Catherine
Coger, Valeria Shields, Bren-
da Miller, Enima Riley. Earl-
hr Walls, Bonnie VaaPelt, An.
note Jones. %rilta Saeger.,
Barbara Waters, loin Sherrod,
Gwyn Manning* and Mary
The Hamiltonian
edge after the first 16 minutes.
Then as the second half got un-
derway the Tigers threatened to
make a riot out of the fray run-
ning tro, to 41-27 at one point.
The Warriors quickly came out
of their shells and pressed the
Tigers all over the floor. T h e
strate/y paid off fur the next 19
points .on their crosstown rivals,
ARMY PVT. THEODORE Payne,
Jr., 22, whose parents live at
272a, Select ave., Memphis, re-
cently qualified as a paratrooper
at Pert Bragg, N. C., alter grad-
uating from the 82d Airborne DR.
vision's Jump School. Payne re.
eeived his parachutist's wings aft-
er eempleting the tivew e e k
toured; which included five kaln
lag jumps. A 1555 graduate of LONELY HEARTS
Mehose High school, he entered Charles Floyd, Willie Earl
the Army last July and completed Bates, Bright Eyes, William Mil'
basic training at Fort ('haffee, ler, Josie Albright and Cora Lam'
Ark. (U. S. Army Photo) • hot.
port, Ark., was held to I. Wash-
ington won a 48-47 thriller in the
B game.
TRUMP ST. AUGUSTINE 98-50
John Gray and L. C. Gordon
combined their offensive might to
pace Booker T. Washington to a
smashing victory.
The victory was against St. Au'
T. also defeated St. Augustine ir
the B game, 71-19.
WASHINGTON STADIUM
The Board of Education announ-
ced that the B. C. Clinton Con.
tracting Co. will build the new
Washington stadium, costing $133,-
539. The board announced that the
new stadium will seat 6,000. Arch-
itect E. L. Harrison designed the
new plant.
The new stadium will replace
the old stands now situated on
the field west of the school.
STUDENT OF WEEK
Our student of the week is Miss
Helen Taylor. She is an attractive
senior at Book-
er T. Washing-
ton. She is in
the Motor club,
Hostess club and
Glee club. She is
aiso a major"
ette in the Book-
er T. Washing-
ton band.
Heien Is active
in school affairs Helen Taylor
and at the mo-
ment her steady is Jerry Harris.
TOP TEN ROVING CATS
(1) William Keen
(2) Willie Cooper
(3) Quinton Giles
(4) Sidney Howard
(5) Benny Neal
(6( Roy Shotwell
(7) Herbert Fields
(8) Jewel Brown
(9) Milton Fletcher
(10) Joe Dukes
A substitute for No. 10 position
would be Fred Gaithers.
MOORE & TALLEY
FLOOR CONTRACTORS
Floors Laid • Sondes, - Welted Complete - Old Floors Like New
Noire Centimeters
CHARLIE MOORE — SR. 2-3713
LaROY TALLEY -- elt. 6-0140
Work Guaranteed Free Estimate
Hello, I am back to give you been playing on the squad for two liars, are:another edition of the Hamiltonian years. 'rhis lad can really move
, Melrose, J a I1. 17; Manassas,and to start the New Year off the ball up and down the court Jan. 22 and St. Augustine, Jan.real cool for you. Okay? and hit the bucket. Substitute cap-
The unior High departments (sins are Gwindell Bradley, a
American history teacher, Prof. s e njo r, and Kermit Stepter, a
W. L. Phamphlet will certainly junior. Stepter is famous for his
give a surprise to his classes and
other members of the department.
The whole arrangement is suppos-
ed to take place on the third floor
of the building.
By now you must be wondering because of an injury to restore
what the arrangement will be, It his hopes for basketball.
is a skit of the inauguration of Another shining star with the
the President of the 11. S., which
Garrett. Rack row: S b 1 is
Manns, Johnnie Naylor, Dora
Curacy, Blanche West. Maude
Glover. Norma Tenpin, Pru•
della Rogers, Juawice Tucker,
Jackie Joy, Juanita Harris,
Bobbie West, Emma Steel,
Dorothy Jamerson, Admen*
Cannady and Clara Mlles.
(Withers Photo)
inauguration and hehasbetn
present every four years. There
will be a lot of fun and shock in
the skit and of course, the teach.
HOUSEWIVES LEAGUE
UNIT 8 gathers at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. R. R.
Thompson. of 579 Arrington
at. Standing are Mesdames
Mettle Cleaves, Ora Ander-
son, Dora Whitson, Sadie
Moore, Josephine Fields, Em•
team is newcomer Guy Stewart,
from Booker T. Washington,
The Wildcats opened the league
play downing Lester High, 65452.
The B-team also WOD over the
Lester aggregation.
Hamilton lost the second game
of the season, bowing to the Red
Devils of Douglass 84 to 58. They
dropped their third game. too,
By Jones, J. H. McNeely, Le.
one Hicks, assistant secre•
tary; Lucille Thompson, see•
rctary; Peria Jackson a n d
Miss Mattie King. Seated are
Mrs; Lula Alexander, Mrs. Bu•
lab Macon, Mrs. tmelia
Drake, Mrs. Ruby McCall,
THE OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO, FRANKFORT, KY, DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL
DISTILLERS PROD. CORP. • KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY. 90 PROOF,
faking in sports.
Chandler is considered as a high
point player in all of the games.
He also was a good quarterback ,
but had to give opt the game
These Passed
On
The following persons died:
MRS. TENNIS: PEGGEES
BALL, at Collins Chapel Hospit-
al, Jan, 7; TOMMIE BREWER,
at Shelby County hospital, Jan. 7;
MRS. LILLIE BELL HATCH, at
John Gaston hospital, Jan. 8;
MRS, VIOLET JONES, at her res-
idence, 14.18 Britton at., Jan. 7; ,
MRS. OLA MOORE LYNK, at her
residence, 1322 N. Willett, Jan. 6;
MRS. FANNIE MONTGOMERY,
at John Gaston hospital, Jan. 8;
MRS. EVA PRUITT, at her resi-
dence, Sommerville, Tenn., Jan.
5; MRS. REBECCA WILLIAMS,
at the residence of her daugh-
ter, 1668 Boxtown rd., Jan. 3;
MIS. LELIA NICHOLSON, at her
residence in Chicago, Jan. 6;
MRS. ROSA LEE CANNON BIL-
LINGSLEY, at John Gaston hos-
pital, Jan. 5;MRS.MINNIE
HODGE, in St. Louis, Mo., Jan.
3; REV. It. D. JEFFRIES, 2053
Kansas st., Jan. 6; MRS, EVA B.
CROSS, at John Gaston hospital,
Jan. 9.
MRS. MATTIS MCGHEE, at
her residence, 1428 Englewood at.,
Jan. 7; MRS. MARY MCGRAW,
at her residence, 382 Lucy, Jan.
71 MARTION ATKINS, at his
residence, 3018 Crystal, Jan, 9;
MRS. ANETTE JENKINS, at res-
idence, 1312 Fitzgerald, Oakland,
,Calif., Jan. 8; BILLIE AUSTIN,
at John Gaston hospital, Jan. 8;
MRS. MYRTLE RUMPUS at John
Gaston hospital, Jan. 9; M I 3
GEORGIA LOUISE FELTON, at 
 
 John Gaston hospital, Jan. 10;
Scholarship aid valued at over bury, N. C.; Morehouse, Atlanta,!Stepter and Bradley are G * y erans hospital, Jan. 10; M R S. $200,000 will be awarded to high
WILLIE MILAM, at Kennedy Vet.
Ga.; Morris Brown, Atlanta, Ga.;Stewart, Millard Winters, Horace LUL 
Johnson C. Smith, Charlotte, 
Paine College, Augusta, Ga.{Hicks, Eddie Johnson, Loyd WI!- A 
MORNANG, a 364 E. Cal- school seniors this year by 23 50-
operating privately-endowed col-
C.; Philander Smith, 1,ittle Rock,'leges In 11 states.
Ark; Shaw, Raleigh, N. C.; WI.Awards will be allocated on Kw
basis of scores made on the Co- inaidaeng, aA,t1Aainate;, T( loau.g; aTiooall,admuegag,aTinoialla
operative Intercollegiate Exatni-
Id iss.; Tuskegee, Tuskegee,nation, to be given in 18 high
and Wiley, Marshall, Texas. 1schools throughout the country be' 
Three of the colleges, le b.tween Feb. 23 and March 8.
Morehouse and Talladega, haveThe examination program was 
an early entrants program, andorganized six years ago to help 
students In the 10th and iltIeliminate some of the duplication grades are permitted to take the
(4highexsacmhoionlatsioennsiorsf.orTheevapluaartincig.
ethree institutions. All of the mop.
examination entrance to these
pating colleges use the test results 
crating colleges are members' odas one of the criteria for deter- the United Negro College Fundmining their scholarship awards,
and are accredited by thek teeand several or them require all gional associations.candidates for admission te take The Cooperative Intercollegiate
Examination Program Inahlialtld
a liaison office at Fisk univers
aity, Nashville, Tenn., from which
information may be secured. '
hams, Russell Purnell and Thom-
as Gray. Coaches are J. Joseph
and E. Wynne for the B team.
Teams Hamilton meets in Jan-
In February:
Lester, Feb. 15; Douglasa, Feb.
14; Booker T. Washington, Feb.
19; Melrose, Feb. 1; Manassas,
Feb. 21, and St. Augustine, Feb.
28.
Look for more Hamiltonian news
in my next column.
Rev. Guy Made'
B. I. Ambassador
Rev. Charles W. Guy, 1004 Alai-
' ka st., Memphis Tenn. was re-
cently made an ambassador for
B. I. college, Hernando, Miss.
This school is in need of funds
an all friends are being asked
onations. Make checks pay-
abl to: Rey. C. Thomas Page,
I president, B. I. college, Hernan-
do, Miss.
houn. Jan. 8; HENRY W 1 L-
LIAMS, at Chapman-DeweY Lum-
ber company, Jan, 10; MRS. SA-
RAH WILSON, at John Gaston
hospital, Jan. 10,
"41 1
Training Union
Meets Jan. 20
Officers of the Sunday School
and Baptist Training Union Con-
:Mess of Memphis will be installed
at St. John Baptist church, Vance
and Orleans, Sunday at 3 p.m.
Rev. E. V. McGhee, pastor of
Greater Mt. Zion Baptist church,
will deliver the installation ser-
mon, Rev. R. W. Norsworthy,
minister of the Mt. Moriah Bap-
tist church, will give the charge.
Music for the installation serv-
ice will be provided by the Great-
er Mt. Zion choir.
Rey. A. McEwen Williams la
host minister.
Prof. E. L. Wasburn is chair-
, tnan of the program committee.
Mrs. Essie Neal, president{ and Mrs. Addle Crawford.Mrs. C. V. Burrow, v i e at (Withers Photo)
president; Mrs. Dora Burke. ),
Manassas News
By ALICE DOBBS I best and moat outatimdlag •
This week we proudly spotlight dents on a tour of all Ne .
mum own Miss Ruby Lewis who
is a member of the 10-5 grade,
where Mrs. Threat is the teacher.
Miss Lewis resides at 1443 Hu-
bert Circle and her parents
are Mr, and Mrs. Mosby L e w•
is. Miss Lewis is, perhaps, most
outstanding in her work with and
on our wonderful pep squad. This
high schools in the city. .
making the tour were Janke Day
Robert Bowles, Carolyn Purdy
Mary Van Zant, Bobbie Aide
Alice Dobbs, Maxine McCain
James Holmes, Finley Lanier
Carl Ellen Franklin, Betty Cash
Helen Echols, Larry Turner, Be
tha Bradford, Josephine Watkhss,
year she was elected secretary of Wilma Ward, Ruby Lewis, Jo..
the sophomore class; and just ny Wright and many others. This
this week she was assigned to tour was made under the dire
Dou ss gla High, with some of our Don of one of the sophornore clas
best seniors, on an observation advisors, Noble Owen,. With
Finley Lanier as the so-called
"brain" of the Idea.
GOSSIP
Larry Turner and Melly ava hay.
tour sponsored by the sophomore
class. Hats off! to Miss Ruby
Lewis.
The entire student body at Ma-
nassas was entertained last Fri- Inc heap plenty fun; D ro t hp
day with a mystery plan given' Jackson is getting cute; Gerdy*
by the Speech Department, under! Purdy fell in love with a wash.
ingtov boy; .10. Burnside admires
Ann Sullivan; Estella Atkinsis
head over ... heels in lovi with
James Branch:...Lou what
happened to you and Robert
Rodgers. . .and Robbie Cantle.
what's between you and Raipil
Prater (D. H. S.)
THE TOP TEN
I. Janice Day
2. Larry Turner
3 Robert Bowles
4. Joseph Kirk
S. Shirley Finney
S. Maxine McCain
7. Mary Van hint
8. Billy Jean Jones
O. Betty Cash and NaLea Boa.
den
10. Dorothy Jackson
the direction of Mrs. Bebe Fingal
— our very fine and capable
speech teacher. Those participat-
ing were Myrie Miller, Lenard
Murrell, Geraldine Smith, Mine
Blakey, Evander Ford and Bob-
bie Anderson. The Speech Depart-
ment rt•ceived rounds of applause
and the open admiration of ail
present.
"Man grows by looking a a d
learning" should be the theme of
the sophomore class of Man aaaaa
and their actions have been
exemplary of the adage. In thus
stating, I mean their first project
of the yar, called "Student Ed.
oration Relationships". In this
project, the executive board of
the class chaperoned some of our
23 Colleges To Award
$200,000 In Study Aid
the examination.
COOPERATING COLLF.CES
The cooperating colleges a v
Bennett, Greensboro, N. C.; Be-
tune-Cookman, Daytona Beath,
Fla.; Bishop, Marshall, Texas;
Clark, Atlanta, Ga.; Dillard, New
Orleans, La.; F 1 s k, Nashville,
Tenn.; Hampton, Hampton, Va.;
Knoxville, Knoxville, Tenn.; Lane,
Jackson, Tenn.; LeMoyne, Mein'
phis, Tenn.; Lincoln, Lincoln uni-
versity, Pa.; Livingstone, Sails-
itrSIDENCII
lEXTINS1ON1
Cod Leas Than
44
a day
Wes eessfhise
show lee oslor sod
hisSollereoei
LOANS INSURANCI
72 Union Ave...
keying Memphis SO Tame
JA. 6-0341
rinagfes a Iwo with we/
conceivable ioavaaianoe
good Wring — waaspi smug&
telephoner. The modern
Vend le to bay' pecan bled,
In thing, working and
sleeping areas phones
smart decorator' colors 10
blend, contrast or harmonise
with furnishings. Ost the
addidonal phones you need
and rake life oar!,
To nrclar, 'rut eaR ea11
Rerrinesa Office or ant arq
telephone eimployee yaw seta
Vad. 
sAl..".1111E11
9N 1 1957
Stork Stops
aLiy
Sera At Jobe Gaston Hospital
'JANUARY 5, 1937
Claude Jennings, jr., a ton to
Mr. and Mrs. Clazelle Jennings,
Of 228 Marble.
! Bertha Dianne Kerr, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kerr,
Of 2100 Swift.
Lonnie Benard Williams, a son,
to Mr, and Mrs. Essie B. Wil-
baths, of 1545 Pecan.
Mary Ernestine Spencer, a
Waughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Ben-
*min F. Spencer, of 1696 Raynor.
Juanita Malone, a daughter, to
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Malone,
91 96 Pontotoc.
Cathy Irtrussie Carwell, a
Saughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie
11. Cantrell, of 1547 Kansas.
Jacquelyn Denise Jones, a
Oatighter, to Mr. and Mrs. Aaron
'Jones, of 3580 Daggett.
Clifford Kindell Johnson, • son,
10 Mr. and Mrs. Julius Johnson,
Of 2506 Winndna.
Halls Uniece Davis, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. James Davis,
Of 859 Olympic. Sylvester Cleaves, a son, to Mr.
1 Mae Ruth Denahue, a daughter, Lurley Carolyn Clifton, a and Mrs. Sylvester Cleaves, of
-110 Mr. and Mrs. Charlie L. Den- daughter, to Mr. and Mrs, A. C. 787 Speed,
Mutt of 1135 Woodlawn. Clifton, of 366 Calhoun. ' Barbara Jean Shaw, a daugh-
Ernest Lee Gathinga, a eon, A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
t* Mr. and Mrs. Lee C. Gathings, Leroy Brooks, of 1147 Tulley.
of 1592 Carver. Cynthia Hortense Maxwell, a
Paul Louis Alexander, a son, to daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Sr. and Mrs. Paul M. Alexan-
Ider, of 1000 Seattle.
JANUARY a, 1957
Anita Dawn Lewis, a daughter,
110 Mr. and Mrs. James D. Lewis,
Of 14/ E. 'Trigg.
Yolanda Denise Golden, a
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Elijah
Golden, of 2952 Mt. Olive. Thurmond Renee Ferguson, a Beverly Ann Stevenson, a ding&
Louise Beecher, a daughter, to son. to 'it% and Mrs. Freddie Fer- ter, to Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Ste-
au% and Mrs, C. Beecher, of guson, of 656 Hastings. venson, of 1005 Meagher.
j1139 Dixie rd. I Doris Aim Daniel, a daughter, Anthony Fentress Pearson, a
Sharon Sanford, s daughter, to to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Daniel, son, to Mr. and Mrs. Sam Pear.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sanford, of of 624 Nonoonnah. son, cif 433 Boston.
Harrison Boose, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Irma Boose, of 1116 In-
diana.
Roger/ Jeans Evans, a daugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Odell Evans,
of 1487 Barton.
pm Lee.
I Jessie Eugene Cox, jr., a son.
So Mr: and Mrs. Jessie E. Cox,
Of 301 Ashland.
I Marguerite Woods, a darghter,
lc Mr. and Mrs. Murphree Woods,
Of 161 Caldwell.
I Verdi Lorraine Vann, a thug&
tar, to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Vann,
Of 396 Walker.
.1 Merrill Lamar Richardson, a
pon, to Mr. and Mrs. Jack D.
litiehardson, of 812 Arkansas.
Danette Vicki Lane, a daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy W. Lane,
01 1205 N. Manassas.
Mary Ann Simmons, a daugh-
ler, to Mr. and Mrs. Percy L.
Simmons, of 1627 Locust.
I Willie Ray Brown, a son, Lillie
a y Brown, a daughter, to Mr.
ilind Mrs. Timothy Brown, of 119
)4. Fifth.
Houston Williams, jr., a son, to •
Or. and Mrs. Houston Williams,
Of 1334 S. Wellington.
1 Anthony Cooper, a son, to Mr. 
ant, then retire where your limit-like follow the leader, flying kites.Ind Mrs, Webb Cooper, of 1182 
ed income will be "money." IfThey draw conclusions fromWoodlawn.
I Willie C. Crawford, a son, to what they see. They are rapidly you like people then retire where
Sir. and Mrs. Nealmiah Crawford, learning to generalize and to make people will respect you for your
Of 65 E. Trigg, deductions. They are learning and personalities. Retire among pen-
' Ray Lee Bonds, a son, to Mr.'using the skills of problem solv- ple of all ages. Retire where aft.
Ed Mrs. George Bonds, of 688 ing. They are beginning to recog- er 65 years you will have a
Tillman. nize the value of money. They chance to know people who would
' Brenda Fay Pegues, a daugh- are always in a hurry to do things appreciate simple kindnesses. The
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew C. of interest to them. Next week, best spot in America to retire is
regues, of 580 Wicks. "NEVI-W" a place where people will respect
JANUARY 7, 1957 Dear Carlotta: 
.
,you as a person, and when you
I Jacquelyn Ann Wilson, a daugh- I am a boy 18 and need help. !smile, they will smile back at you.
ter. to Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt I've tried to talk to a few people Find this place.
Wilson, of 1604 Carpenter. about this but they laugh right
Robert Lee Joy, jr. a son, to in my face. No one takes me se- Stabbed In Fight,tr. and Mrs. Robert L. Joy, of riously. I hope you will. My fam-
3058 Sax rd. ily complains because I talk and Accuses His BrotherDebris Miller. a daughter, to laugh in my sleep. This fall I
Mr. and Mrs. William Miller, of am going to college, and I am , 22-year
-old Solomon Wright of
1070 Raymond. afraid of the embarrassment. Is 210 E. 50th st., suffered a stabVemarvin Sims, a son, to !qr. there anything I can do? D. C.
Ind Mrs. Buck Sims, of 1055 Mel- Dear D. c. swaotuunrdaoy, f the duringl f le t  side
an
of 
altercationhi s   
chest 
,
rose. Many kids away at school talk
Michael Wayne McNeil, a son, in their sleep Request a room- with pis brother at the above ad-
to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie T. Mc- mate who is also a nocturnal ora- dress.
Neil, of 545 Boston. tor. . .or a %cry sound sleeper. Wright told police his brother
' Linda Fay Bishop, a daughter, Dear Car lotla Frank, who lives with him, stab-
to Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Bishop, , You are always answering .bed him with a switch
-blade knife.
young people's problems.of 860 Baltimore. He are He was treated at Provident hog.l
Bobby McClendon, a son, to Mr. t a couple and ready to retire. 'Pita].
and Mrs. Eugene McClendon, of 1
93 E. Raines rd.
Roosevelt Price, jr., a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Price, of
151 W. Davant.
JANUARY 8, 1957
Mattie Marie Lockhart. a (laugh-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Ford Lock' ihart, of 526 Pontotoc.
Malcolm Garvins, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. William Garvins, of 326
High.
Patricia Ann Bruce, a daughter,
tfr—Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Bruce,
of 1410 Woodward.
Doris Ann Hunter, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. George Hunter. ,
of 1980 Jefferson.
Clifford Earl Noble, a son, to
• and Mrs. James II. Noble, of
2183 Eldridge.
John L. Patterson, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Joe H. Patterson, of 3056!
Green rd.
Joe Willie Jackson, jr., a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Joe W. Jackson, 1
of 662 Hastings.
Robert Harry Lewis, jr.. a son,
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Lew-
is. of 493 Wicks.
Anthony Lewis Smith, a F012, to
Sir, and Mrs. George W. Smith,
of /117 Tate.
Odell Buckingham. a eon, to
Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Bucking-
ham, of 795 Porter.
Kenneth Curry, a son, to Mr
and Mrs. Joe Curry, of 967 Ath-
ena
Elizabeth Aim Banks, a daugh-
ford, of 1210 Tunica,
Jacqueline Jeanese Williams, a
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs Billie
W. Williams, of 703 S. Fourth.
Dorothy Marie Hightower, a
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Sam-
uel Hightower, of 3329 McDuff.
Linda Ann Willis, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. James Willis, of
1529 Tayner.
Earnest Bernard Nelson, It sod,
to Mr. and Mrs. Lacey Nelson,
of 603 Lloyd.
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Banks, Annette Franklin, a daughter, to
of 5015 Wilson rd. Mr. and Mrs. Willie Franklin, of
Bradford Parson, a son, to Mr. 1385 Doris.
and Mrs. Elsa I... Parson, of 1072 Margie Ann Scott, a daughter,
Arnold. to Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Scott, Of
A daughter, a son, (twins) to 603 Jessamine.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel F. Gard- Lettitia Joy Lowery, a daugh-
net'. of 350 C. Wellington. ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Allen Low.
JANUARY I, 1957 cry, of 983 Woodlawn.
A daughter, to Mr, and Mrs. Russell Earl Seldon, a son, to
Lamon Wilkins, of 1270 Ethel R. Mr. and Mrs. Lee E. Seldon, of
Lawrence Benjai in Frye, a 148 Mt. Pleasant rd.
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Doyle Frye, Beverly Jo Buggs, a daughter,
of 644 hlissIssippl. to Mr. and Mrs. Redmon Suggs,
Keith Burron Crawford, a son, of 483 Buntyn.
to Mr. and Mrs. William I. Craw- Reginald Clark, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Earnest Clark, of 1991
Swift.
JANUARY 11, 1951
Edward Carl Odom, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Edward L. Odom,
of 4532 Getwell.
Rickey Harvey, a son, to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles G. Harvey, of
1456 Mallory.
Reginald Lee Herron, a son, to
Mr. and Mrs. Percy I.. Herron,
of 1192 Tunica,
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Shaw, of 80 Gaines alley.
Roselyn Lee Walker, a daugh-
ter, Ronald Lee Walker, a son,
Maxwell, of 2157 Kansas. (twins) to Mr. and Mrs. Will K.
JANUARY 10, 1957 Walker, of 1331 Hyde Park.
Carsina Maims, a daughter, to Elaine Benton, a daughter, to
Mr. mid Mrs. Walter Manna, M Mr- and Mrs. Louis Benton, of
3020 Tillman Cove.
Angeles LaRosa Echols, a
daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie
D. Echols, of 1477 Wilson.
4/6 N. Fifth.
Regina Ann Ford, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Howard Ford,
of 1171 Wilson.
Nancy Carol Street, a daughter,
to Mr. and Mrs. Otis Street, of
142014 Hyde Park.
Alex Ortega Williams, a eon, to
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Williams,
of 165 Overton.
FAMED MARINERS join the
MARCH OF DIMES with dol-
lars. Stars of stage, screen,
radio and television have join-
ed the polio drive to "Finish
the Fight." Your help is need-
ed to aid thousands of polio
patients. Give dollars to the
March of Dimes which con-
tinues through Jan. 31.
By CARLOTrA STEWART
Musing: More about the learn-
ing characteristics of youth from
9 to 12. They like active games
Where is the best place to retire?
Dear Couple:
This cannot be answered in one
word. If your finances are import-
Somerville
News
Miss Vennie M. Scates, assist-
ant home demonstration agent of
Fayette county, attended the an-I
nual state agents meeting in
Nashville an. 7-9.
Mrs. Susie A. Boyd, of 1230
Breedlove, Memphis, was dinner
guest in the home of Mr. and
Mrs, William Vasser and son on
the evening of Jan. 8. Mrs. Boyd
visited with her sister, Mrs. Mary
McNeil for several days.
Rev. and Mrs. U. D. Lewis and
their little daughter of Jackson,
Truck Crash
McCORMICK, S. C. — James I The Shelby County Sunday
, Parker, 23, was killed instantly
1 when an empty pulpwood truck he
was driving went out of control
and ran off the highway and down
a 10-foot embankment last week.
Parker was pinned in the cab
Driver Dies In 
I Training LimonU • N
of the truck, which has to be
moved by a wrecker before he
could be taken out. Patrolmen said
he was apparently traveling at a
high rate of speed and lost con-
trol of the vehicle.
Tenn., spent the day with Ms fa-
ther and mother, Mr. and Mrs.
John Lewis on Jan. 11.
School and Baptist Training Un-
ion Congress held its last meet-
ing of 1956 at the Pearly Gates
Baptist church, 1374 Nichols.
Jake Manning, president, deliv-
ered his annual address. He was
presented by F. N. Rhodes. Mrs.
Inez Brooks served as mistress of
ceremonies.
The next meeting will be Jan.
20 at Bethlehem Baptist church,
Rev. J. R. Bibb, minister. Rev.
M. Sexton will preach the in-
stallation sermon.
Monthly meetings of the union
are held at one of the member
churches on the third Sunday at
3 p.m:
WEST
EMPHIS
NEW
Lenon Thornton is in the Bap-
tist hospital in Little Rock, Ark.
Mr. Thornton has been there for
nine months and is looking for.
ward to returning home soon. Mr.
Thornton is husband of Mrs. An-
nie Lee Thornton, of 302 N. 13th
at. •
The colored auxiliary of the
Crittenden County Memorial hos-
pital had a spaghetti dinner Sun- ,
day, Jan. 20, at the home of Mrs. I
Donnie Harrison', of 231 S. 8th st.
They also gave away a beau-
tiful bedspread. Mrs. Anna Hazle-
wood is president; Mrs. F' Jack-
son, secretary, a n d Mrs. Harri-
son, treasurer.
A 53-piece layette was given to
the first Negro baby born in Crit-
tenden County Memorial hospital
by the auxiliary. The baby, Carl-
t o n Allen Williams, son of Mr.
a n d Mrs. Clarence Williams of
Detroit, was born Jan. 2 at 5:25
a.m. The boy weighed six pounds
and eight ounces.
The auxiliary held the annual
meet at Wonder High on J a n. 7
and the next is Feb. 4 at the
school, 8 p.m.
N 10th, have returned from.tbair
trip to Clarksdale, Miss where
they were guess of Mr. and' Mrs.
J. C. Morris and Mrs. Ida Oldest
The Collinses had a menderful
time. Mrs. Collins is librarian at
McNeil High, Crawfordsville.
Mrs. Fannie Jones of Micas"
and daughter, Mrs, Robert I.. a a
Giles and Mrs. Jones' two grand-
daughters, Jo Ann Kelly -.and
Arlene Jones, have returned borne
after visiting her sister, Mrs. An-
nie Lee Thornton, of 302 N. 131h
st , in West Memphis.
M r s. Martha Reed, of S. 14th
st., was a guest in Memphis lest
Monday. She was visiting her fa-
ther Lee Payne and her sister,
Mrs. Lula Greer.
• • •
Our local teams won two bas-
ketball games from Marion but
the senior boys game ended in a
tie.
The Wonder High Junior boys
won 36-27 and the senior girls
won their encounter, 23 to 21.
Next games were against Hele-
na and our senior boys lost a close
one 54 to 51 while the junior
boys came through 37 to 19 and
• 
• • • the girls triumphed 32 to 13.
Patricia Ann Cage, of 1901 Mad-
ison, is in the hospital. She is the
daughter of James Cage and the
granddaughter of Mrs. Annie El-
lis.
Mrs. Gertrude Brown, of N. 13th
at. is in Kansas City, Mo. visiting
her children. Mrs. Brown says
she expects to have a wonderful
time.
Mr. 311and Mrs. J. C.
Thanks Expressed
Mrs. Elizabeth Plunkett, of 1038
Woodlawn at., h a s expressed
thanks to the many friends for
their many remembrances in the
passing of her husband, Frank H.
Plunkett Especially her patter,
Reverend 0. C. Crivens and
Reverend Webb.
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office. I am (hr REAL
MADAM BELL that stayed at the Mississippi
State Line for years. Look for a little long
white house and two big Aluminum house
trailers and you will find MADAM BELLthere at ALL TIMES.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have you lost faithin your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in bad health?Are you discouraged? If any of these are your problems,
come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She will readlife to you just as she would read an open book. Tell you
why your job or business is not a success. If you have failedin the rest rime see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51, North of the way to Covington,
Tennessee just four miles above Millington, one block below
Colony Night Club. Other-wise known as Turf Club. Look for
sign on left hand side of the road, coming out of Memphis in
Tipton County. Look for MADAM BELL HAND SIGN. 30 minides drive from Memphis, Tennessee to Madam Bell's Door.5 Greyhound buses pass daily to and from Memphis, ask your
bus driver to put you off at Madam Bell's place. You can
take the Millington bus and get off at the Post Office in Mil-
lington and get a cab and tell them to drive you to MADAM
BELL'S OFFICE. Show your cab driver the address.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW lv;AY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily, Open on Sunday
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters. B. sere
to look for the right sign and the right name.
so rare
Tobacco so 
tine, so 
tich. 
Your taste 
cat tell
the- fllter's 
there
new white-tip filter cigarette from The American Tobacco Company
ea.t. co.
Full king size!
Strike a match. Light a new king size Hit Parade. Mm-mm, that's true tobacco taste,
(It comes from a brand-new blend of the finest tobaccos.) Take another puff. Say, this
new, exclusive white-tip filter draws free as air! Puff again. Why it's a fact—your taste
can't tell the filter's there! Buy full 1_11 size Hit Parade—in the brilliant red packagol
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